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In this Issue
Open systemsare systemsthat communicatewith the outsideworldusing
standardprotocols.Becausethey communicateusing standardprotocols,
open systemscan be interconnectedand will work together regardlessof
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system or network, the benefit of open systems is the freedom to choose
the best componentfor each functionfrom the offeringsof all manufacturers.
In 1983,the InternationalOrganizationfor Standardization(lSO) published
its Open Systems Interconnection(OSl) ReferenceModel to serve as a
master plan for coordinatingall open systems activities.The OSI model
functionsintosevenlayers.
startswith a frameworkthat organizesall intersystemcommunications
Specificprotocolsperformthe functionsof each layer.Any organizationcan have an open system
by implementingthese standard protocols.The movementtowards this model as the global
along with many
standardfor open systems has steadilygained momentum.Hewlett-Packard,
other manufacturersand the governmentsof many countries,is committedto the development
of standardsand oroductsbased on the OSI model.
The HP OSI Expresscard implementsthe OSI modelfor HP 9000 Series800 computers.The
hardware and firmware on the card otf-load most of the processingfor the seven-layerOSI stack
from the host computer.This not only gets the job done fasterand improvesthroughput,but also
leaves more time for the host processorto serviceuser applications.Althoughit's only a single
Series 800 l/O card, the HP OSI Expresscard implementsmany complexideas and requireda
major design effort that claims most of this issue.You'll find an overviewof its design on page
6. The interfacebetweenthe card driver (which is part of the host software)and the operating
system on the card is a set of firmwareroutinescalledthe backplanehandler;it's describedin
the articleon page 8. The card's architectureand most of its operatingsystem are determined
by an HP concept called the common OSI networkingenvironment,or CONE (see page 18).
CONE defines how the protocolfirmware modules interactand providessystem functionsto
support the protocol modules. The top three layers of the OSI Express card protocol stack-the
application,presentation,and session layer modules-are describedin the articleon page 28.
Thesethree layerssharethe same architectureand are implementedusingtables.ln the protocol
modulefor the fourthOSI layer-the transportlayer-are the importantfunctionsof errordetection
and recovery,multiplexing,addressing,and flow control, includingcongestionavoidance(see
page 36). The bottomthree OSI layersare the network,data link,and physicallayers.The bottom
of the OSI stack on the OSI Expresscard is coveredin the articleon page 45. Becauseof the
number of layers in the OSI stack, data throughputis an importantconsiderationin the design
of any OSI implementation.Performanceanalysisof the HP OSI Expresscard began in the early
designstagesand helpedidentifycriticalbottlenecksthat neededto be eliminated(see page 51).
As a result,throughputas highas 600,000bytesper secondhas been measured.Troubleshooting
in a multivendorenvironmentis also an importantconcernbecauseof the needto avoidsituations
in which vendorsblame each other'sproductsfor a problem.Logging,tracing,and other support
featuresof the OSI Expresscard are discussedin the articleon page 67. Finally,debuggingand
finaltestingof the card'sfirmwarearethe subjectsof the articleson pages59 and 72, respectively.
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Both the use and the performanceof fiber optic voice and data communicationssystems
continueto increaseand we continueto see new forms of measuringinstrumentationadapted
to the needsof fiber optic systemdesign,test, and maintenance.The articleon page 80 presents
the design and applicationsof the HP 71400A lightwavesignal analyzer.This instrumentis
designedto measuresignal strengthand distortion,modulationdepth and bandwidth,intensity
opticalsystemsand components
noise, and susceptibilityto reflectedlight of high-performance
Unlikean opticalspectrumanalyzer,
suchas semiconductorlasersand broadbandphotodetectors.
it does not provideinformationabout the frequencyof the carrier.Rather,it acts as a spectrum
analyzerfor the modulationon a lightwavecarrier. lt complementsthe lightwavecomponent
analyzerdescribedin our June 1989 issue,which can be thoughtof as a network analyzertor
lightwavecomponents.Using high-frequencyphotodiodesand a broadbandamplifierconsisting
of four advancedmicrowavemonolithicdistributedamplifierstages,the lightwavesignalanalyzer
can measure lightwavemodulationup to 22 GHz. (This seems like a huge bandwidthuntil one
realizesthat the carrierfrequencyin a fiber optic system is 200,000GHz or more!)A companion
instrument,the HP 119804 liber optic interferometer(page 92), can be used with the analyzer
to measure the linewidth,chirp, and lrequency modulationcharacteristicsof single-frequency
convertingopticalphaseor frequency
lasers.The interferometer
acts as a frequencydiscriminator,
variationsinto intensityvariations,which are then detectedby the analyzer.Chirp and frequency
modulationmeasurementswith the interferometeruse a new measurementtechniouecalled a
gated self-homodynetechnique.
R.P. Dolan
Editor

Cover
This is an artist'srenditionof the seven layersof the InternationalOrganizationfor Standardization'sOSI ReferenceModelon the HP OSI Expresscard,and the communicationpathbetween
two end systemsover a network.
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An Overviewof the HP OSI ExpressCard
The OSIExpresscard provideson an llO card the
networking
servicesdefinedby fhe/SOOSI(OpenSysfems
lnterconnection)
ReferenceModel,resultingin off-loading
muchof thenetworkoverheadfromthe hostcomputer.This
andotherfeatures
seffheOSIExpress
cardapartfrom
other
networkimplementations
in existencetoday.
by William R. Johnson

HE DAYS WHEN A VENDOR used a proprietary
network to "lock in" customercommitment areover.
Today, customers demand multivendor network
connectivity providing standardizedapplication services.
HP's commitment to OSl-basednetworks provides a path
to fill this customerrequirement.
The ISO (International Organization for Standardization)
OSI (Open SystemsInterconnectionlReferenceModel was
developedto facilitatethe developmentof protocol specificationsfor the implementation of vendor independentnetworks. HP has been committed to implementation of OSIbased standardssince the early 1980s.Now that the standards have becomestable,OSl-basedproducts are becoming available. One of HP's contributions to this arena is the
OSI Expresscard for HP 9000 Series800 computers.
The OSI Expresscard providesa platform for the protocol
stack used by OSI applications. Unlike other networking
implementations,the common OSI protocol stack resides
on the card. Thus. much of the network overhead is offloaded from the host, leaving CPU bandwidth availablefor
processinguser applications.This common protocol stack
consistsof elementsthat implement layers 1 through 6 of
the OSI ReferenceModel and the AssociationControl Service Element (ACSE),which is the protocol for the seventh
layer of the OSI stack.Most of the application layer functionality is performed outside the card environment since
applications are more intimately tied to specific user functions (e.g.,mail service or file systems).An architectural
view of the OSI Expresscard is given in Fig. 1, and Fig. 2
shows the associationbetween the OSI Expressstack and
the OSI ReferenceModel.
The series of articles in this issue associatedwith the
OSI Expresscard provides someinsight into how the project team at HP's RosevilleNetworks Division implemented
the card and what setsit apart from many other implementations currently in existencetoday. This article gives an
overview of the topics coveredin the other articlesand the
componentsshown in Fig. 1.
OSI Express Stack
The protocol layerson the OSI Expresscard stackprovide
the following services:
Media Access Control (MAC) Hardware. The MAC
hardware is responsible for reading data from the LAN
interfaceinto the card buffersas specifiedby the link/MAC
interface software module. All normal data packets des-
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tined for a particular node's addressare forwarded by the
logical link control (LLC) to the network layer.
Network Layer. The network layer on the OSI Expresscard
usesthe connectionlessnetwork service (CLNS).The OSI
Expresscard'sCLNSimplementationsupportsthe end-system-to-intermediate-systemprotocol, which facilitates
dynamic network routing capabilities.As new nodes are
brought up on the LAN, they announcethemselvesusing
this subsetof the network protocol. The service provided
by CLNSis not reliable and dictatesthe use of the transport
layer to provide a reliable data transfer service.Both the
transport layer and CLNS can provide segmentationand
reassemblycapabilitieswhen warranted.
Transport Layer Class4. In addition to ensuring a reliable
data transfer service,the OSI Expresstransport is also responsible for monitoring card congestion and providing
flow control.
SessionLayer. The OSI Expresscard's implementation of
the sessionlayer protocol facilitatesthe managementof an
application'sdialogueby passingparameters,policing state
transitions,and providing an extensivesetof serviceprimitives for applications.
Presentation Layer and Association Control Service Element (ASCE).The OSI Express card's presentationlayer
extractsprotocol parametersand negotiatesthe syntaxrules
for transmitting information acrossthe current association.
Both ACSEand the presentationlayer usea flexible method
of protocol encoding called ASN.1 (AbstractSyntax Notation OneJ.ASN.1 allows arbitrary encodingsof the protocol
header,posing special challengesto the decoder.ASCE is
used in the transmission of parametersused in the establishment and releaseof the association.
OSI Express Protocols
The OSI protocolsare implemented within the common
OSI networking environment (CONE).CONE is basically a
network-specificoperatingsystemfor the OSIExpresscard.
The utilities provided by CONE include buffer management, timer management,connection management,queue
management,nodal management,and network management. CONEdefinesa standardprotocol interfacethat provides module isolation. This featureensuresportability of
networking software across various hardware and,/orsoftware platforms. The basic operating system used in the
OSIExpresscard is not part of CONEand consistsof a simple
interrupt system and a rudimentary memory manager.

Service requests are transmitted to CONE using the backplane message interface (BMI) protocol. Application requests are communicated through the OSI user interface
to the CONE interface adapter (CIA). The interface adapter
bundles the request into the BMI format and hands it off
to the system driver. The BMI converts message-basedrequests, which are asynchronous, from the interface adapter
into corresponding CONE procedure calls, which are synchronous.
The backplane handler controls the hardware that moves
messagesbetween the host computer and the OSI Express
card. A special chip, called the HP Precision bus interface
chip, is used by the backplane handler to gain control of
the HP Precision bus and perform DMA between the OSI
Express card and the host memory space. Another special
chip, called the midplane memory controller, is used by
the backplane handler to take care of OSI Express card
midplane bus arbitration and card-resident memory. The
backplane handler conceals the interactions of these two
chips from CONE and the driver.
Diagnostics and Maintenance
The OSI Express card uses three utilities to aid in fault
detection and isolation. The hardware diasnostics and

maintenance program uses the ROM-resident code on the
card to perform initial configuration of the MAC hardware.
After configuration, the program is used to accessthe ROMbased test code that exercises both local and remote networking hardware. The same utility is also used to download the OSI Express card software into RAM. The hostbased network and nodal management tool contains the
tracing (event recording) and logging (error reporting)
facilities. The network and nodal management tool can be
used to report network management events and statistics
as well. However, it is primarily used to resolve protocol
networking problems causing abnormal application behavior (e.g., receipt of nonconforming protocol header information). The software diagnostic program, which is the
third fault detection program on the OSI Express card, was
developed to aid in the identification of defects encountered during the software development of the card. This
program uses the software diagnostic module on the card
to read and write data, set software breakpoints, and indicate when breakpoints have been encountered. The interface to the software diagnostic program provides accessto
data structures and breakpoint locations through the use
of symbolic names. It also searches CONE-defined data
structures with little user intervention.
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Fig. 1. HP OS/ Expresscard overview
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OSI Express
Components
OSI Model

Fig.2. Comparison between the OS/ Express components
and the OSI Reference Model.

In a multivendor environment it is crucial that networking problemsbe readily diagnosable.The OSI Expressdiagnosticsprovide ample data (headersand stateinformation)
to resolve the problem at hand quickly.
An implementationof the OSI protocolsis not inherently
doomed to poor performance.In fact, file transferthroughput using the OSI Expresscard in some casesis similar to
that of existing networking products based on the TCP/IP
protocol stack.Performanceis important to HP's customers,
and special attention to performance was an integral part
of the developmentof the OSI Expresscard. Specialfocus
on critical code paths for the OSI Expresscard resulted in
throughputs in excessof 600,000bytes per second.Intelli
gent use of card memory and creative congestion control
allow the card to support up to 100 open connections.
Acknowledgments
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The HP OSI ExpressCard Backplane
Handler
Thebackplaneon theHP OSIExpresscardis handledby
a pair of VLSichps and asetof firmwareroutines.Ihese
componentsprovide the interface between the HP OSI
Expresscard driveron the hostmachineand the common
OSInetworkingenvironment,or CONE,on the OS/Express
card.
by GlennF. Talbott
HE HP OSI EXPRESSCARD BACKPLANE handler
is a setof firmware routinesthat provide an interface
betweenthe common OSI networking environment
(CONE) software and the host-resident driver. CONE provides network-specific operating system functions and
other facilities for the OSI Express card (see the article on
page 1B). The handler accomplishes its tasks by controlling
the hardware that moves messages between the host computer and the OSI Express cahd. The backplane handler
design is compatible with the I/O architecture defined for
HP Precision Architecture svstems,l and it makes use of
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the features of this architecture to provide the communication paths between CONE and the host-resident driver (see
Fig 1). The HP Precision I/O Architecture defines the types
of modules that can be connected to an HP Precision bus
(including processors, memory, and I/O). The OSI Express
card is classified as an I/O module.
The OSI Express card connects to an HP 9000 Series 800
system via the HP Precision bus (HP-PB), which is a 32-bitwide high-performance memory and I/O bus. The HP-PB
allows all modules connected to it to be either masters or
slaves in bus transactions. Bus transactions are initiated

Host Interface
The HP PrecisionI/O Architecture views an I/O module
as a continuously addressableportion of the overall HP
PrecisionArchitecture addressspace.I/O modules are assigned starting addressesand sizesin this spaceat system
initialization time. The HP Precision I/O Architecture
further divides this I/O module addressspace(called soft
physical addressspace,or SPA) into uniform, independent
registersets consistingof t6 32-bit registerseach.
The OSI Expressbackplanehandler is designedto support up to 2048 of theseregistersets.(The HP-PBinterface
chip maps HP-PB accessesto these register sets into the
Expresscard's resident memory.) With one exception,for
the backplanehandler each registerset is independent of
all the other registersets,and the registersetsareorganized
in inbound-outbound pairs to form full-duplex paths or
connections.The one registerset that is the exception (RS
1) is used to notify the host systemdriver of asynchronous
events on the OSI Expresscard, and the driver is always
expectedto keepa readtransactionpending on this register
becauseit is set to receive notification of these events.
Register Sets
The registers are numbered zero through 15 within a
given register set. The registerswithin each set that are
used by the backplanehandler as they are defined by the
HP Precision I/O Architecture are listed below. The registers not included in the list are used by the backplane
handler to maintain internal state information about the
registerset.
Fig. 1. Ihe data flow relationshipsbetween the OS/ Express
card driver on the host computer and the maior hardware
and software components an the card,
by a master and responses are invoked from one or more
slaves. For a read transaction, data is transferred from the
slave to the master, and for a write transaction, data is
transferred from the master to the slave. Each module that
can act as a master in bus transactions is capable of being
a DMA controller. Bus transactions include reading or writing 4, 16, or 32 bytes and atomically reading and clearing
16 bytes for semaphore operations.
The OSI Express card uses a pair of custom VLSI chips
to perform DMA between its own resident memory and
the host memory. The first chip is the HP-PB interface chip,
which acts as the master in the appropriate HP Precision
bus transactions to perform DMA between the OSI Express
card and the host system memory space. The second chip
is the midplane memory controller, which controls the
DMA between the HP-PB interface chip and the OSI Express card resident memory. The memory controller chip
also performs midplane bus arbitration and functions as a
dynamic RAM memory controller and an interrupt controller. See the box on page 15 for more information about the
HP-IB interface chip and the midplane memory controller
chip. The backplane handler hides all the programming
required for these chips from the host computer OSI Express driver and CONE.

Number
Name
4
IO_DMA_LINK
5
6
7
t2
13

Function
Pointerto DMAcontrol
structure

IO-DMA-COMMAND CurrentDMAchain
commano
IO-DMA-ADDRESS DMAbufferaddress
IO DMA-COUNT
DMAbuffersize(bytes)
IO-COMMAND
Registerset I/O command
IO STATUS
Resistersetstatus

The OSI Express card functions as a DMA controller and
uses DMA chaining to transfer data to and from the card.
DMA
chaining
consists of the DMA
controller's
autonomously following chains of DMA commands written
in memory by the host processor. HP Precision I/O Architecture defines DMA chaining methods and commands
for HP Precision Architecture systems. A DMA chain consists of a linked list of DMA control structures known as
quads. Fig. 2 shows a portion of a DMA chain and the
names of the entries in each quad.
Data Quad. The data quad is used to maintain reference
to and information about the data that is being transferred.
The fields in the data quad have the following meaning
and use.
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Data Quad 1

Data Quad 2

Fig.2. A portionof a DMAchain
Field
CHAIN_LINK
CHAIN_CMD
ADDRESS
COUNT

Meaningand Use
Pointer to the next quad in the chain
DMA chaining commandplus
application-specificfields
Memory addressof the databuffer
Length of the databuffer in bytes

Bits in the application-specificfields of CHATN_CMD
control the generation of asynchronous events to CONE and
the acknowledgmentof asynchronousevent indications to
the host.
Link Quad. A link quad is createdby the driver to indicate
the end of a DMA transaction fnote: not the end of a DMA
chainl. When a link quad is encounteredin the chain, a
completion list is filled in and linked into a completion
list. If the CHAIN-LINK
field does not contain an END-OFDMA transferscontinue. The fields in the link quad
CHAIN,
have the following meaning and use.
Field

Meaningand Use

Pointerto the next quad in the chain, or
value
END-OF-CHAIN
CCMD_LINK
Causesa completionlist entry to be
createdand may specify whether the host
shouldbe interrupted
HEAD-ADDR
Addressof the completion list
ENTRY-ADDR Addressof the completion list entry to
be usedto report completion status
CHAIN-LINK

Completion List Entry. A completion list entry is used to
indicate the completion status of a DMA transaction.One
is filled in when a link quad is encounteredin the DMA
chain. The fields in the completion list have the following
meaningsand use:
Field
NEXT-LINK
IO-STATUS
SAVE-LINK

Meaningand Use
Pointer usedto link the entry into the
completion list
Completion statusfield, a copy of the
IO_STATUSregister
Pointerto the quadwhere an error
occurred,or to the link quad in the case
of no error
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Residuecount of bytes remaining in the
buffer associatedwith the quad pointed
to by SAVE-LINK,
or zero if no error
The completion list head contains a semaphorethat allows a completion list to be sharedby multiple I/O modules,
and a pointer to the first entry in the completion list.
DMA Chaining
DMA chaining is started by the host system driver when
the addressof the first quad in a DMA chain is written into
the IO-DMA_LINK register of a register set. To tell the OSI
Express card to start chaining, the driver writes the chain
command CMD-CHAIN
into the registerset'sIO_COMMAND
register. This causesan interrupt and the Express card's
backplanehandler is entered.From this point until a completion list entry is made, the DMA chain belongsto the
OSI Expresscard's registerset,and DMA chaining is under
control of the backplanehandler through the registerset.
Fig. 3 shows the flow of activities for DMA chaining in the
driver and in the backplane handler.
Once control is transferredto the backplanehandler, the
first thing the handler does is queue the register set for
service.When the registersetreachesthe head of the queue,
the backplane handler fetches the quad pointed to by IO_
DMA-LINK and copiesthe quad into the registersIO DMA_
LINK, IO_DMA_COMMAND, IO_DMA_ADDRESS,and IO_
DMA-COUNT. The backplane handler then interprets the
chain command in registerIO_DMA_COMMAND, executes
the indicated DMA operation, and fetchesand copies the
next quad pointed to by IO_DMA_LINK. This fetch, interpret, and execute process is repeateduntil the value in
IO_DMA_LINK is END-OF-CHAIN.
When END_OF-CHAIN
is
reached,the backplanehandler indicates that the register
set is ready for a new I/O command by posting the status
of the DMA transactionin the IO-STATUS register.
The DMA operation executedby the backplanehandler
is determined by the chain command in the IO_DMA_COMMAND register. For quads associatedwith data buffers,
this chain command is CCMD-IN
or CCMD-OUT
for inbound
or outbound buffers, respectively. In this case the backplane handler transfers the number of bytes of data
specified in the IO_DMA_COUNT register to or from the
buffer at the host memory location in the IO_DMA_ADDRESS register. The IO_DMA_ADDRESSand IO_DMA_
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Fig.3. Flowof activities
in a DMAchainingoperatton.
COUNT registers are incremented and decremented as the
data is transferred.
The link quads containing a CCMD-LINKchain command
cause the backplane handler to report the status of the
previous DMA transfers and continue chaining if the regisfield does not indicate ENDter containing the CHATN-LINK
OF-CHAIN.The CCMD-LINKcan also cause the backplane
handler to generate an interrupt to the host processor which
indicates to the driver that a completion list entry is ready
to be read.

GompletionList Entry
chain comWhen a link quad containing the CCMD-LINK
mand is encountered,a completion list entry is created.
Creating a completion list is a three-or-four-stepprocess.
First, the backplanehandler acquiresthe semaphorein the
(seeFig.
completion list head at the addressin HEAD-ADDR
(gaining
repeatedly
mastering
by
4a).This is accomplished
control of the bus) a read-and-clearbus transactionuntil a
nonzerovalue is returned.When a nonzerovalue has been
read, the OSI Expresscard owns the semaphoreand can
proceedto the next step.The secondstep is to fill the four
fields of the completion list entry indicated by the pointer

ENTRY-ADDB
in the link quad. The third step is to write a
nonzero value into the semaphorefield of the completion
list head,thus releasingthe semaphore,and insert the new
completion list entry into the completion list (seeFig. ab).
These three steps are done automatically by the HP Precision bus interfacechip on command from the backplane
handler.
The optional fourth step of the completion list insertion
processis to generatean interrupt to the host processor.If
the CCMD-LINK
specifies,the addressof the host processor
and the value lwitten in the processor'sexternal interrupt
registerare packedinto the chain command word containing the CCMD-LINK.
The backplanehandlerusesthesevalues
to mastera write to the hostprocessorand causean interrupt.
When the OSI Expressdriver has built a DMA chain and
started the OSI Express card traversing the chain, subsequentDMA chains can be appendedto the existingchain
without interrupting the card. To do this the driver simply
writes the addressof the first quad in the new chain into
the CHAIN-LINK
word of the last quad of the old chain. Since
the driver doesnot know whether an append is successful
(the card may have already fetched the Iast quad in the old
chain), there is a mechanism to verify the successof an
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ciently when the driver can stay ahead of the card in posting
DMA chains. This way the driver only starts one chain
(generating an interrupt on the Express card) on each register set being used.

Procedure Call Interface

Completion
List Head

Data transfers between the host computer and the OSI
Express card are via DMA. DMA chains containing data
and control information are created by the host driver, and
the backplane handler uses the HP-PB register sets to transfer the data to and from the OSI Express card. On the OSI
Express card the data is moved to and from the protocol
layers. Access to the protocol layers is provided by the
common OSI network environment, or CONE, and access
to CONE is through the backplane message interface (BMI).
Fig. 1 shows the main elements of this of this hierarchy,
except the protocol layers. The backplane messageinterface
is responsible for converting backplane message (asynchronous) requests into corresponding CONE (synchronous) procedure calls for outbound data transfers, and converting CONE procedure calls into backplane message requests for inbound data transfers. The reasons for this particular interface design are discussed in more detail on
page 27.

Completion
List Entry

(a)

DMA
Chain

(b)

Completion
List Head

Completion
List Entry

Fig. a. @) Completion list before executing a ccMD_LtNK
chain command. (b) Completion list after executing a CCMD
LINKchain command.
append. When the driver reads the completion list entry
for the old chain, a bit in the IO_STATUS word indicates
whether or not the OSI Express card found END-OF-OHAIN
in the last quad. If this bit is set (END-OF-CHAIN
found) the
append is not successful and the driver must start the new
chain by writing the address of the first quad of the new
chain to the register set's IO DMA LINK register and a
CMD-CHAINto the IO COMMAND register. Using the append mechanism, the OSI Express card can run more effi-
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Handshake Procedures
The backplane handler interface to CONE uses a set of
procedures, which are written in C, to transfer messages
to and from CONE. CONE makes initialization and data
movement request calls to the backplane handler, and the
backplane handler makes completion and asynchronous
event procedure calls to CONE. The data movement requests are made by CONE executing at a normal interrupt
level. The completion and event calls are made by the
backplane handler at the backplane handler interrupt level
(level three) to CONE. These completion and event procedures set flags for processing later by CONE at a normal
interrupt level. The completion and event procedures are
located in the backplane message interface module. Pointers to these routines are passed to the backplane handler
at initialization time for each register set. Although these
procedures are located in the BMI, CONE is responsible
for initiation, interpretation, and action for messages to
and from the backplane handler, and the BMI is the interprocess communication handler.
Initialization and Data Movement Procedures. These procedures, which are located in the backplane handler, are
used by CONE to send messagesto the backplane handler.
I BH-assoc-rs0.This procedure is used by CONE to enable
an inbound and outbound register pair when a network
connection is established. It is also used to disable the
register pair when the connection is broken. The parameters passed when this procedure is called include:
D The register set number.
n An identifier that is meaningful to CONE and is used
to identify subsequent asynchronous events.
tr The priority to be used in servicing the register set.
o Pointers to the three completion and event procedures
for this register set.
o A pointer to a block of memory to be used by the back-

plane handler to queue asynchronous events.
n A pointer to a block of memory to be used by the backplane handler to copy event parameters from the host
computer.
n The length of the event parameter memory block.
I BH-puldataQand BH-geLdatafl.These routines are used to
start a data transfer request-BH-puldata for inbound
transfers and BH-geldata for outbound transfers. They
are also instrumental in determining the state transitions
in the backplane handler's main interrupt service
routine. The parameters passed when these procedures
are called include:
n The register set number.
n An identifier that is returned with the BHl4uldatadoneO or BH|-geldatLdone0 call to identify this particular request.
o A pointer to a block of memory to be used by the
backplane handler to queue this request. The block
of memory ensures that the queue depth of requests
held by the backplane handler is not limited by the resources directly available to the backplane handler.
o A pointer to a structure of chained data buffers to be
sent or filled. This structure is matched to the structures created by the CONE memory manager.
o The total number of bytes requested for the transfer.
a A status value passed to the host computer in the completion list entry.
o A bit-field mode parameter that controls various aspects of the transfer, such as whether errors and
acknowledgments of previous asynchronous events
should be sent to the host computer.
Completion and Event Procedures. These procedures,
which are located in the backplane message interface module, are used by the backplane handler to send messages
to CONE.
r BH|-cmd-arrival0.This procedure is used to announce
asynchronous events to CONE. There are two asynchronous events that cause BH|-cmd-arrivalQ
to be called by the
backplane handler. The first event is the posting of outbound data to a register set by the host driver. The first
quad in the DMA chain associated with the register set
has its transparent bit set and the quad's data buffer is
set to contain information about how much outbound
data is being sent. The transparent bit causes a call to
BH|-cmd-arrival0,passing the buffer attached to the first
quad. The second case in which BH|-cmd-arrivalQ
is called
is the resetting of a register set by the driver. CONE must
acknowledge the receipt of a BH|-cmd-anivalQ
call with a
BH-geldataQcall. The backplane handler's internal logic
prevents more than one BH|-cmd-arrivalQ
per register set
from being outstanding at any time. The parameters
passed in a call to BHI- cmd-arrivalinclude:
o The register set of the event.
o An identifier that is meaningful to CONE (established
with BH_assoc_rs0).
n A code indicating the type of event.
n The length of data in an event parameter block.
I BH|-puldata-done0 and BH|-geldata-done0. These procedures are used to announce the completion and freeing
of resources from prior data movement requests. The
parameters passed with these procedures include:

o An identifier that is meaningful to CONE (established
by the BH-puLdataQor BH-geldataQ request).
tr A count of the number of bytes moved to or lrom the
host computer.
u A status value passed from the host computer.
u An error value to indicate backplane handler errors.
Inbound and Outbound Requests
Fig. 5 illustrates how these routines are used to perform
the handshakes for data transfers between the backplane
handler and CONE. CONE starts off by calling BH-assoc-rs$
to enable an inbound and outbound register set pair when
a connection is established.
is called to inOutbound Requests. When BH|-cmd-anivalQ
form CONE that the host computer has posted outbound
data to an outbound register set, CONE allocates the required buffer space and calls BH-geldatafl, specifying an
call. When the data
acknowledgment of the BH|-cmd-arrival$
has been transferred across the backplane, BH|-geLdatadoneQis called, triggering CONE to send the outbound data
across the network.
Inbound Requests. When CONE receives inbound data, it
calls BH-puldata0 to send the data across the backplane,
specifying that an asynchronous event must be sent to the
host and giving the size of the data. After the host computer
receives the asynchronous event, it posts reads to accept
the data. After the data has been transferred, the backplane
triggering CONE to release
handler calls BH|-puLdata-done$,
the buffers used by the inbound data so they can be used
to receive more data.
The send and receive data sequences are repeated as
often as necessary to move data across the backplane. Note
that as long as CONE has free buffers available, CONE does
not have to wait for a preceding BH|-geldata-doneQ to allocate the next outbound buffer and call BH-geldataQ.Also,
as long as free buffers are available, CONE can receive data
from the network and call BH-puLdataQwithout waiting for
the preceding BH|-puldata-doneQ calls to indicate that the
host has taken previous data. When the connection is cut,
OutboundDatatransters
BH-assoc-rs ( ) (Enable Register Set)

BH-assoc-rs( ) (Disable Register Set)

lnbound Dala Transfers
BH-assoc-rs( ) (Enable Register Set)

BH-assoc-rs( ) (Disable Register Set)

Fig.5. Handshake sequences betuveenthe backplane handler and CONE (via the backplane message interface).
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The Backplane Handler

No RegisterSet
Needs Service
Switch Context
to New Register Set

Start DMA

-End

DMA

Fig. 6. fhe backplane handler state diagram.
CONE calls BH-assoc-rsQto disable the register sets used
by the connection.

The simplified state diagram shown in Fig. 6 shows the
behavior of the backplane handler to inputs from the OSI
Express card driver on the host computer and from CONE
through the backplane message interface.
In the BH-IDLEstate the backplane handler is typically
not executing because the OSI Express card processor is
either executing in the CONE protocol stack, or the processor is in an idle loop itself. There are two ways to get out
of gHioLe. Either a new I/O command is written by the
host driver into a register set's IO COMMAND register causing an interrupt, or the backplane handler's main interrupt
service routine is called from CONE via BH-puLdatafl or
BH-geldata0 to process a new request. In either case at least
one register set will be queued for service, and the backplane handler will find the queued register set, switch context to that register set, and enter the RS-BUSYstate.
In the BS-BUSYstate the backplane handler does all the
processing required to service one register set, moving the
register set through the various register set states. If a long
DMA transfer is started and the backplane handler must
exit to await DMA completion, the backplane handler will
enter the DMA-ACTIVEstate. DMA-ACTIVEis a transitory state
that ends when the DMA completes and the backplane
handler returns to the BS-BUSY state. When one register
set can progress no further through the register set states,
the backplane handler switches to the next queued register
set. When there are no more register sets, the backplane
handler returns to the BH-IDLEstate.
(continuedon page 16)

DMA Completion
(Processing Complete
on One DMA Buffer)

Fig. 7. Flowchart for the backplane handlef s main interrupt servrce routtne.
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Custom VLSI chips for DMA
The OSI Expresscard uses a pair of custom VLSI circuitsto
perform DMA betweenthe OSI Expresscard residentmemory
and the hostsystem'smemory.The firstchip is the Hewlett-Packard Precisionbus interfacechip and the otheris the midplane
memory controllerchip. The bus interfacechip mastersthe
appropriateHP Precisionbus transaclionsto performDMA betweenthe OSI Expresscard and the hostsystemmemoryspace.
for controllingDMA
The memorycontrollerchip is responsible
betweenthe bus interfacechip and the OSIExpresscard resident
and functioning
memory,performingmidplanebus arbitration,
andan interrupt
controller.
as a dynamicRAMmemoryconlroller
The bus interfacechip functionsas a bus masterwhen doing
bus and as a bus slavewhenrespondDMAon the HP Precision
ing to direct l/O to and from the OSI Expresscard registersby
the hostprocessor.The memorycontrollerchip servesas a DMA
whenthe bus interfacechip is doingDMA,performing
controller
DMAto or from card memorywhen the bus interfacechip asserts
a DMA request(DMAR).
The memorycontrollerchip also serves
as a bus arbltratorwhenthe bus interfacechio respondsto direct
l/O from the hostcomputer,grantingthe bus interfacechip the
bus when rt assertsa bus request(BUSRo).
Bothchips are connectedto a 68020processor,dynamicRAM,
and addressand databusesas shownin Fig,1.AllRAMaddresses on the addressbus are translatedby the memorycontroller
chip intoaddressesthat map intothe physicalRAM space.
DMA betweenthe host systemand the OSI Expresscard is a
complexprocess,consideringthat:
I All HP Precisionbus DMA data transfersare either16 or 32
bytesand must be size-aligned.
r DMA bus transferson the OSI Expresscard bus are 16 bits,
and a one-byteshiftis requiredif even-addressed
OSIExpress
card bytes are transferredto odd-addressedhost bytes.
r DMAtransferson the HP Precisionbus sidecan be specified
to startor end on arbitrarybyte boundaries,with garbagedata
usedto pad to 16-bytealignmentand size.
I DMA transferson the OSI Expresscard memoryside can be
specifiedto start or end on arbitrarybyte boundarieswith no
extra data allowed.
Thebus interface
chipcombine
chipandthememorycontroller

Frontplane
Fig. 1. OS/ expresscard data and address buses.
to make the taskof doing DMA betweenOSI Expresscard memory and hostmemoryalmostas simpleas programming
addresses and counts.Fig.2 showssome of the basic elementson both
chips.The figureis drawn showingDMA from the OSI Express
card to the host computer. To go the other way, reversethe
directionof the data flow arrows.
The bus interfacechip uses a pair of 32-byteswing buffersso
that an HP-PBtransactioncan proceed in parallelwith an OSI
Expresscard midplanetransaction.The bus interfacechip
PDMA ADDRESSregister is a pointer into host memory. lt is
initialized
to the size-aligned
boundarybelowthe desiredstarting
(16
addressand is incrementedby the sizeof the transactions
or 32 bytes).
The bus interfacechip N COUNTand M COUNT registers

Data

Address

Fig. 2. Baslc elements of the HP
Precision Bus interface chip and
the midplane memory controller
chip.
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count down as the DMA transferprogresseson the HP Precision
bus side (N_COUNT)
and the OSI Expresscard midplaneside
(M COUNT).N-COUNTis decremented
by the HP Precision
bus
transactionsize (16 or 32 bytes)and M_COUNTis decremented
by the midplanetransactionsize (2 bytes). Both registersare
normallyinitializedto the desired size of the transfer.However,
if the transferis from the host systemto the OSI Expresscard
and the startinghost address is not 16 (or32) byte aligned,the
amountof misalignment
is added to N COUNTto cause that
number of bytes to be read and discarded.The bus interface
chip will assertDMARas long as both M COUNTand N COUNT
are greaterthan zero and the swing bufferon the OSI Express
card midplaneside is not full (or not empty for host-to-OSlExoress card transfers).
The memorycontroller
chip hasthe taskof aligningmisaligned
host computer and OSI Expresscard data. lf data on the host
computerstartson an odd byte and the OSI Expresscard data
startson an even byte,or vice versa,the data is passedthrough
the memorycontrollerchip usingthe shiftbyte registerto provide
the one-byteshiftrequiredfor all data translersbetweenthe OSI
Expresscard memoryand the bus interfacechip. lf the startlng
addressesmatch (odd - odd or even - even)then DMA data is

transferreddirectlybetweenthe bus interfacechip and the OSI
Expresscard memorywithoutpassingthroughthe memorycontrollerchip. There is a two-clock-cyclepenaltyfor each 16 bits
transferredwhen byte shiftingDMA data.
The memory controllerchip DMA_ADDRESS
register,which
sourcesthe OSI Expresscard memoryaddress,is initializedto
ihe startingaddress oi the transierand is incrementedby two
bytes as the data is transferred(one byte for first or last byte as
requiredby misalignment
and length).The COUNTregisteris
initializedto the number of bytes requiredand is decremented
as the DMA ADDRESSregisteris incremented.The PDMA
OFFSETregisteris a five-bitrollovercounterthat is used to provide addressingintothe bus interfacechip swingbufiers.PDMA_
OFFSETis maskedto four bits when 16-byteHP Precisionbus
transactionsare being used so that it counts from 0 to 15 and
rolls to zero. PDMA_OFFSET
is initializedto an offsetvalue dependingon the size alignmentof the desiredhost startingaddress (zero for size-alignedtransfers).The memory controller
chip will drive the DMA as long as the bus interfacechip asserts
DMARand the memorycontrollerchip COUNTregisteris greater
than zero.

(continuedtrom page 14)

MainInterruptServiceRoutine
The backplane handler's main interrupt service routine
is the component of the backplane handler that drives the
backplane handler state machine. A flowchart of the backplane handler main interrupt service routine is shown in
figure Fig. 7.
On entry to the main interrupt service routine, a three
way decision is made based on the reason for entry.
I If the entry is from a call by BH- puldata$ or BH-geldatafl
the routine searchesfor a queued register set to service.
r If the entry is from a new command written to a register
set, the register set is queued for service, and if the backplane handler state is DMA-ACTIVE,
an exit is taken. Otherwise the interrupt service routine searches for a queued
register set to service.
r If the entry is from a DMA completion, the backplane
handler ends DMA processing and enters a loop for processing one register set. This loop consists of a test to
see if there is further action that can be taken on the
register set, register set processing (which drives the register set state machine) if the test is successful, and a
test for DMA-ACTIVE.If the first test fails and there is
nothing further that can be done on the current register
set, that register set is removed from the queue of register
sets requesting service and the interrupt service routine
searches for a queued register set to service. If the second
test shows that DMA is active, an immediate exit is taken.
Note that there are no context switches to another register
set before a particular register set being serviced reaches
DMA completion. This is because on new command entries, if the backplane handler state is DMA-ACTIVEan
exit is taken with no context switch. Also, BH- puldataQ
and BH-geldata0 will queue a register set for service but
not call the main interrupt service routine if the backplane handler state is DMA-ACTIVE.
All paths through the main interrupt service routine that
do not exit with DMA-ACTIVEeventually wind up searching
for another queued register set to service. Register sets are
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queued for service in multiple priority queues. Each priority
queue is serviced in a first in, first out fashion before stepping to the next-lower-priority queue. (Registerset priorities
are established at initialization.) When a register set is found
requesting service, a context switch is made to that register
set and the loop that processesregister sets is entered. When
there are no more register sets requesting service the main
interrupt service routine exits.
Register Set State Machine
The backplane handler sends and receives multiple
streams of data on register sets and maintains those register
sets as independent state machines. Each register set is an
instance of a register set state machine. Register set state
changes are driven by the process register set block in the
main interrupt service routine. A simplified register set
state diagram is shown in Fig. B.
A register set leaves the RS-IDLEstate either when a new
request is started (BH_puLdata0or BH_geLdata0queue a request and then queue the register set for service) or when
a host data buffer becomes available (host driver posts a
DMA chain, and a normal data quad is fetched). If a new
request is started, the register set transitions to the REQPENDstate. If a new host buffer becomes available the register set transitions to the DATfuPENDstate. The register set
may stay in either REQ-PENDor DATIPEND for a long time
waiting for driver action, resources to free up, or network
data to be received to cause the transitions to REQ-DATAPEND.
Once in the REQ-DATA-PEND
state. DMA data will flow
through a register set until either the end of the host data
is encountered or the end of the local request data is encountered, or both. When one of these events is encountered, the register set will transition back to the appropriate
REQ_PEND,DATA_PEND,
or RS_IDLEstate.
The ability of a register set to go between either the REQPENDor DATLPEND state and the REQ_DATA-PEND
State re.
peatedly allows the OSI Express card to use the backplane

Host Data
Bufter
Available

End of
Host

End of
Request

Host Data
Available

Fig. 8. Reglstersef sfatediagram.
handler as a packet segmentationor reassembly point.
When networking buffer memory on the OSI Expresscard
is scarceand a large buffer of outbound data is posted by
the driver, CONE can allocateone small buffer to send the
data. The one buffer can be used over and over again by
going through multiple iterationsof passingit to the backplane handler in a BH-geLdata$call and then transmitting
it across the network. Each successiveBH- geldata0 call
reads successiveblocks of data from the host computer's
buffer. On the inbound side the processcan be repeated
using BH-puldata$.The backplanehandler is also flexible
enough to perform the sameservicefor the host computer,
using large buffers on the card and multiple small buffers
on the host computer. The result is that becauseof the
backplane handler's ability to move data spanning buffer
boundarieson either the host computer or the OSI Express
card, the driver and CONEneed not worry about accurately
matching buffers with each other.

Asynchronous Event Handling
For inbound and outbound data transfers the backplane
handler must processasynchronous events to notify CONE
and the host systemof thesedatatransfers.In the outbound
direction the CONE modules must be notified when the
host driver posts a buffer of outbound data so that CONE
can allocate outbound buffers to transport the data to the
network. CONE needs to be told how much data is outbound so that it can allocate resources before the data is
read onto the OSI Expresscard. The same problem exists
in the inbound direction. When a packet of data arrives at
the backplane handler from the network, the host driver
and networking code must be told of its arrival and size
so that host networking memory can be efficiently allocated.
In the outbound direction, the driver prefixes each outbound message,which may be made up of multiple large
physical buffers linked with DMA chaining quads,with a
quad and a small buffer containing size and other information about the outbound message.A bit is set in the prefix
quad indicating that it is a transparentcommand {transparent to the backplane handler), and the entire DMA chain

is posted on a registerset.
When the transparent command quad is fetched by the
backplane handler, the small buffer associated with the
quad is copied into the event parameter buffer for that
is then called and the transparregisterset. BH|-cmd-anival$
ent command and event parametersarepassedon to CONE.
The backplanehandler will then suspend fetching quads
on that registerset until CONE has acknowledgedthe BHIcall on that register
cmd-anival0event with a BH-geLdataQ
set.This preventsa subsequenttransparentcommandfrom
overwriting the original command in the the event parameterbuffer until CONEhas acknowledgedthe first transparent command.CONEallocatesthe resourcesneededto send
part or all of the data acrossthe network, and then calls
BH-geldataQ
with the acknowledgebit set.
In the inbound direction,transparentindications provide
event notification to the driver and host networking software. One register set (RS 1) is used as a high-priority
transparentindication registerset. This registerset is serviced by the backplane handler at a priority higher than
any other registerset, and the driver always keepsa DMA
chain of small buffers and completion list entries posted
on the transparentindication registerset.
When the first packetof an inbound messagearrivesfrom
the network, the packet is placed in a line data buffer consisting of one or more physical buffers. A physical buffer
containing the size and other information about the inbound messageis prefixed to the line data buffer, and the
prefixed line databuffer is postedto the backplanehandler
in a BH+uldataO call with the transparent indication bit
set. When the request generated by the BH+uldataQ call
anives at the head of the request queue on the register set,
the requestis then requeuedonto the transparentindication
registerset. The data is then sent via DMA into one of the
small host computer buffers posted there to receive the
data, and then the backplanehandler createsa completion
Iist entry.
When the driver reads the completion list entry associated with the transparent indication register set, the
transparentindication is passedon to host networking software, which allocatesthe resourcesnecessaryto receive
the message.The driver then poststhe allocatedbuffers on
the correct registerset (as indicated in the transparentindication) with an acknowledgebit set in the first quad's
word. The backplane handler then sends the
CHAIN-CMD
data via DMA into the buffers on the host via the appropriate registerset.
Conclusion
Four main benefits have resulted from the design of the
OSI Expresscard backplanehandler. The first three are all
related in that they are derived from the flexibility of the
registerset statemachine. Thesebenefits include:
I The producer and consumer processeson the host and
on the OSI Express card do not have to be time-synchronized. Data transfers may be started either by the
host system or the OSI Expresscard register set being
used. The host system can post buffers to start the transfer
or CONE can start the transfer by calling procedures
BH-puldata0or BH-geLdatao.
I Databuffers on the host systemand the OSI Expresscard
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do not need to match in size. Large buffers on the host
can be filled (or emptiedJ from multiple small buffers
on the card, and large buffers on the card can be filled
(or emptied) from multiple small buffers on the host.
Neither the host nor the CONE modules resident on the
I/O module need to know about the buffer sizes on the
other side of the backplane.
I The independence of buffer sizes has resulted in reduced
overhead for packet assembly and disassembly (a normal
operation for network software). The backplane handler
allows the OSI Express card to combine packet assembly
and disassembly with the data copy that is required to
cross the backplane. This allows the OSI Express card
networking software to accomplish packet assembly and
disassembly without the added overhead of a data copy.
r The problem of one connection or data path blocking
data flow on another path at the backplane interface is
eliminated. The primary reason for the backplane handler's maintaining multiple independent register sets is to
prevent one path from blocking another. If one of these

paths becomesblocked becausea consumerstopstaking
data, the remaining paths continue to carry data without
the intervention of the networking application on the
OSI Expresscard or the host system.
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CONE:A SoftwareEnvironmentfor
NetworkProtocols
or CONE,provides
ThecommonOS/networkenvironment,
operatingsystemfortheHP OSlExpress
a network-specific
implementing
OS/profocols.
cardandan environmentfor
by Steven M. Dean, David A. Kumpf, and H. Michael Wenzel

I MPLEMENTING HIGH-PERFORMANCE and reliable
I network protocolsis an expensiveand time-consuming
I endeavor.Supporting products containing these protocols is also costly, considering changes in standards,
hardware,and application emphasis.Becauseof thesechallenges,in the early 1980sHP beganto developa framework
for providing portableprotocol modules that could be used
in a number of products to minimize incompatibility problems and development and support costs.Early network
protocol portability concepts were used in networking
products for the HP s000 Series 500 computers,l the HP
9000Series300computers,the HP Vectrapersonalcomputer, and the HP code for connectingDigital Equipment Corporation's VAXA/MS systemsto HP AdvanceNet.2Other
concepts in modularity and protocol flexibility were developed for products on HP 3000 computerssand HP 1000
computers.aIn anticipation of new standardsfor ISO OSI
(OpenSystemsInterconnection)protocols,an HP interdivisional task force was formed to define a networking environment for protocolsthat would incorporatethe bestideas
identified from current and previous network products,
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and provide protocols that were portable to a maximum
number of machines.This environment is called CONE,or
common OSI networking environment.
CONEis a systemdesignfor a set of cooperatingprotocol
modules, a collection of functions that support thesemodules, and a comprehensivespecificationfor module interfaces. A protocol module contains the code that implements the functions for a particular layer of the OSI stack.
As shown in Fig. 1, the overall OSI Expresscard network
system is structured as nested boxes. The more deeply
nestedboxescontain more portablecode.The network protocol code contains the data structuresand functions that
implement the protocol layers.The executionenvironment
defines all the interfacesto the network protocol modules,
providing servicesthat are tuned to support network protocols and ensure isolation from the embeddingoperating
system. The embedding operating system includes the
facilities provided by the operatingsystemfor the processor
on the OSI Expresscard. Thesefacilities include a simple
interrupt systemand a rudimentary memory manager.The
system interface is composed of small, partially portable

modules that perform whatever actions are necessaryto
adapt the embedding operating system for network use.
The servicesprovided by the system interface include:
r Interfacesto intenupt service routines for card-to-host
computer DMA
r LAN frontplane hardware and timer functions
r Messagechannels from the card to the host for error
reporting
r Tracing and network management.
This article describesthe CONEarchitectureand the features it provides to support the OSI model.

OSI Addressing
ServiceAccessPointsand Connections
Two concepts that are central to the OSI model are service
access points (SAPs) and connections (see Fig' 2). These
concepts apply at every OSI layer and represent the relationship between a protocol layer and a black box containing all the protocol layers below it.
An SAP is an addressable point at which protocol services are provided for a layer user. A layer user is the nexthigher protocol layer (e.g., the layer user of the network
layer is typically the transport layer). SAPs for higher-layer
users are identified by address or SAP selector information
carried by the protocol header. Protocol headers are discussed in the next section.
A connection represents an association between a pair
of users for the exchange of information. In the CCITT X.25
standard, which defines protocols that correspond to the
first three layers of the OSI model, connections are called
virtual circuits. Each connection represents a separate communication path that is maintained by lower-layer protocols. If data stops moving on one connection (e.g., if an
application stops receiving data), data can still be exchanged over other connections, since they are independent.
An analogy will serve to illustrate these concepts. A service access point is like a multiline telephone-the kind
with the lighted buttons across the bottom, which is typically used by small businesses or departments. The telephone (SAP) is the point at which service is offered by the
telephone company (lower-layer protocols). The telephone
has a telephone number (address or SAP selector) which
is used by the telephone company to identify it when placing calls (see Fig. 3). A connection is like an individual
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call from one telephone number to another. fust like the
lighted buttons on the telephone, several connections may
be alive simultaneously between two or more phone numbers. Each lighted button (connection endpoint identifier)
can be viewed as the end of an imaginary wire which is
used to represent that distinct instance of communication
with a remote user. The same pair of telephones may even
have more than one connection active between them at a
time, each with its own lighted button on each telephone.
The user can specify which connection will send or receive
data by pressing the related button (connection endpoint
identifier). If a remote user stops listening on a given connection, the local user is still free to talk on other connections whose remote users are more responsive.
Protocol Headers
Most networking protocols send data from a local to a
remote layer user by adding protocol control information
to the front of the layer user's data buffer. This prepended
control information is called a protocol header. The concatenated result then becomes user data for the next-lower
layer of protocol (see Fig. 4). This works much the same
as envelopes within other envelopes, with the outermost
envelopes corresponding to lower layers of protocol. Each
protocol layer's header control information corresponds to
handling instructions on each envelope. When a packet is
received by a machine, each protocol layer examines and
removes its handling instruction envelope (header) and
delivers the contents to the next-higher protocol layer. One
crucial piece of header information identifies which module is the next-higher layer. In the OSI model, this is called
the SAP selector. Datagram protocols carry the SAP selector
in each packet and treat each packet independently of all
others. Connection-oriented protocols only exchange the
(possibly large) SAP selectors during the connection estabIishment handshakes. Successive packet headers carry only
a connection endpoint identifier, which is a dynamically
allocated shorthand reference that is mapped bythe receiving protocol to the specific connection between a pair of
Iayer users.
Addressing Relationships
Every user application finds a remote application via
some sort of application directory, which is analogous to
a telephone directory. To communicate with an application
on another machine, the directory maps the target application's name into an NSAP (network service access point)
and an n-tuple vector of SAP selectors. The NSAP is the
intermachine address for the machine, and the n-tuple vec-
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tor contains an entry (intramachineaddress)for each OSI
layer used to communicate with the application on the
target machine. There are many schemesfor assigning SAP
selectorvalues to each of the entries in the n-tuple vector.
The ISO OSI standardsoffer little guidanceas to which is
the best scheme.However, the important thing is that the
n-tuple vector combination be unique for application-toapplication communication over a network.
Fig. 5 shows the addressingrelationships between the
top four layers of the protocol stack for one machine on a
network. The intermachine address,or NSAP, for all the
applications on this machine is X. The lines in Fig. 5 do
not represent connections but addressing relationships,
that is, they show which module is pointed atby an address
and what are valid addresscombinations.For application
A in Fig. 5, the n-tuple vector is P1, 51, T1 and for application B the n-tuple vector is P22,57, T1. For thesetwo
applications the protocol stackusesthe presentationlayer
SAP selectorvalues P1 and P22 to tell these two applications apart. For application C, which has the n-tuple P44,
S9, T1, the presentationlayer SAP selectorP44 would be
redundant becauseno other application usesthe subvector
S9, T1. For application D the n-tuple isP77 , S9, T2. Since
application C and D have the same SAP selectorfor the
sessionlayer (S9),the SAP selectorsare interpretedwithin
the context of the transportlayer SAP selectorsT1 and T2,
respectively.
Direct applicationsare applicationsthat use the services
of lower OSI layers and bypass some of the upper-layer
protocols. To the rest of the OSI stack these applications
look like alternativemodules to the upper OSI layers.For
example,applicationsE and F usethe sessionlayer directly.
To the lower-layerprotocolsthey look like alternativeprotocol modules of the presentationlayer. The addressvectors for applications E and F are S32, T2 and S9g, T2,
respectively.Applications G and H use the transport layer
directly and they are addressedby the vectors T40 and
T50, respectively.
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Protocol Module Interfaces
In CONE, interfaces to protocol layers are procedurebased,as opposedto being message-based
as in many previous network products. Procedure-based
meansthat protocol modules call one anotherinsteadof sendingmessages
to each other through the operating system.This minimizes
the number of instructions becausea data packet can pass
through the protocol layersand be processedwithout being
queued. When necessary,protocol interface procedure
calls are converted to messagesto cross a processboundary-for instance,when crossingthe OSIExpresscardbackplane into the host operating system.Within the OSI Express card protocol stack,higher-level protocol layers call
lower-level protocols to process outbound packets, and
lower-level protocol layers call higher-level protocols to
processinbound packets.To avoid bugsthat would be very
hard for a protocol designerto anticipate,reentranceis not
allowed, that is, a protocol module cannot call back into
the protocol module that called it. This meansthat packets
move in one direction at a time through the protocol stack
before all the proceduresreturn to the outermost CONE
routine.
Protocol layer interrelationships and protocol module
interfacesin CONE are representedby three central data
structures:protocol entries,paths,and serviceaccesspoint
(SAP) entries.
Protocol Entries
For the OSI Expresscard there is a protocol entry data
structure for each protocol layer in the system. This includes protocolsfrom physical layer 1 IEEE S02.3or 802.4
LAN) to application layer 7 which containsthe Association
Control ServiceElement (ACSE).Fig. 6 shows the configuration of these data structures after power-up. The protocol entry for eachprotocol layer containsa list of pointers
to all of its standard procedure entry points and other information, such as protocol identifiers, statistics,and trace
and log masks. Standard procedure entry points include
separatecalls for actions like establishingand destroying
network connections,sendingand receivingdata,and special control commands.This list of entry points is used to
bind modules dynamically in a way similar to the protocol
switch table in the University of California,BerkelevUNIX
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5
networking implementation.
Separate entry points exist for categorically different actions and for each direction of packet travel-for example,
for outbound packets and
the entry points SP-Send-DownQ
SP-Send-Upflfor inbound packets, which appear in the session layer shown in Fig. 6. These separate entry points
speed access to a protocol's action-handling routines and
allow protocols to take advantage of implicit assumptions
about the state of a path, thus reducing extraneous state
checks and minimizing the number of instructions in the
most common data-handling cases. All protocols handle
the same parameter structure for each procedure call, allowing protocols to be used interchangeably as building
blocks in different combinations as necessary to reach a
given destination.
The SAP lookup tables are also set up for each protocol
layer right after power-up and all are empty except the
tables for the data link (layer 2) and internet protocol (layer
3) layers. The SAP lookup table contains the SAP selectors.
Part of the system configuration at power-up is to set up
the SAP lookup tables so that the data link protocol module
(layer 2) can find the network module (layer 3) and layer
3 can find the transport module (layer 4). The remote netUNIX s a reg stered trademark of AT&T In the U.S A and other counlries.
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work SAP (NSAPI table is also empty because there is no
communication with remote nodes at the beginning. If a
remote node did try to connect right after power-up and
before any applications started to run, the internet protocol
layer would create a destination entry to remember who
is calling and then it would use its SAP entry to find the
transport layer to give it the packet. The transport layer
would send an error packet back to the remote node because
no transport SAP selector values would be active-the
transport layer would not know of any layer users above
it yet.
Path Data Structure
When an application begins to communicate with an
application on another machine, several data structures are
set up by CONE to handle the connection between the two
applications. One of these data structures is the path data
structure. The path data structure representsan individual
connection and serves as a focal point to tie together the
collection of all supporting information required to talk to
a remote application. It also represents the intramachine
route taken through the protocol layers by packets on a
given connection from the user to the LAN interface. It
consists of an ordered list of all the protocols involved in
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Fig. 5. Addressing relationships
on one machtnein a network.
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the conversation,togetherwith their connectionstateinformation for this connection (seeFig. 7). As each protocol
module is called by CONE to processan event (@ in Fig.
7), it is passeda pointer to its entry in this list. This pointer
is represented by the PathEntry
parameter shown in the interface call tP-Send-Down
shown in Fig. 7. The other parameter, buf, points to the parameter block that points to the
line data buffers containing the data packets. Parameter
blocks and line data buffers are discussed later when the
CONE memory manager is described. When each protocol
is finished with its part of the overall processing,the PathEntry pointer is used to find the next protocol module to be
called, either above or below the current one, depending
on whether the packet is being received or transmitted (see
the previous and next entries in the path data structure in
Fig. 7). Different stacksof protocols can be used for different
connections by changing the makeup of the path template.
Paths are used by both datagram and connection-oriented
protocols on a packet-by-packetbasis.
SAP Entries
SAP entries are used by protocols to find each other
when a path is first being created.A SAP entry contains
the SAP selector value that representsthe intramachine
addressof the next-higher layer user. This relationship is
recorded in a standarddata structure so that other subsystems like tracing, logging, network management, and
dynamic debuggerscan know which modules are involved
with a given path or packet. Each path entry points to the
SAP entry that represents the user on the local end of the
connection (@ in Fig. 7).
When an OSI application is first activated,it setsup the
n-tuple vector of SAP selectorsstored in the SAP lookup
tables. Each cell in the n-tuple is handled by a separate
protocol layer. When CONE calls a protocol module that
servesa new user, it passesthe user's SAP selectorvalue,
user dependent parameters,and a pointer to the related
protocol global entry for the next-higher layer in the ntuple. The called protocol layer adds the new SAP selector
value to its SAP lookup table.The relationship of eachnew
SAP selectorvalue to other values and the network topology is protocol dependentbecause,besidesthe SAP selector value, information from the protocol header on an incoming packet is often used by the protocol layer as part
of the key value to find a given SAP entry. The responsibility of managingthese key values belongs to the protocol
module. CONE supports the protocols in this function by
providing address managementutility routines that perform common functions like creating and destroyingSAP
entriesand high-speedmapping of key valuesto SAP-entry
pointers for a given SAP entry.
BesidesSAP entries.there is anotherstructurecalled the
destination entry, which is used by the data link layer and
the network layer to contain network intermachineaddresses and other information about the remote node. In alignment with the functions defined in the OSI model, destination entries for the network layer representthe NSAP for
a remotemachine beyond the LAN, and destinationentries
for the data link layer representmachines that share the
same link (e.9.,a LAN) with the local machine. The destination entry is a standarddatastructurefor all the informa-
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tion that needs to be remembered about a remote machine.
Besides the NSAP, examples of other information that
would be stored in a destination entry include route and
remote dependent protocol parameters(e.g.,packet size,
options, version). This structure can be used to filter trace
and log data for each destination to avoid overloading output files. Transient relationships can exist between the
network and data link layer destination entries to represent
routing information-for example, to forward a packet to
the network layer for destination A, use the data link layer
on destination B as the next stop. Referencesto destination
entries are counted to ensure that they are held in existence
while they are pointed at by other structures.
Protocol Entry
Data Structures

SAP Lookup
Tables
(One per Protocol
Layer)

* One Per SAP Selector
Fag.6. Protocol entry data structures right after powerup.

the moduleson eachend of a connectionhaving a problem.
Surrounding these common data structures is an extensive list of rules related to how these structuresare used
and what can and cannot happen as a result of a protocol
interface event procedure call, Theserules specify:
I What services a protocol at a given layer can rely on
from the protocol layer below it without binding itself
to a specific lower protocol. This is neededfor supporting protocol replaceability (e.9.,OSI internet protocol
can work with IEEE802.3,IEEE802.4,X.25,LAPB, test
modules,etc.).
I How protocol facilities are enabled and disabled, and
how protocol-specificinformation is passedto a module
in the middle of the protocol stackwithout the modules
around it having to know what is happening. This is
neededfor protocol module independenceand also for
protocol replaceability.
r How paths are used when connectionsat various levels
have different lifetimes, or when multiple connections
multiplex onto each other.
r Which modules have the right to read or write each of
the fields in the common data structures.
r At what times the data structure fields are known to be
valid or assumedto be invalid.
r How data sent or received on the network wire fline
data) flows from layer to layer.

Tying it Together
The protocol entry, path, and SAP entry data structures
together provide the framework that enablesprotocol modules to create and maintain network connections between
applications on different machines.When a user application makesan outbound connection,it directly or indirectly
passesdown all the related local and remote addressinformation neededto identify the remote machine and all the
modules on each end of the connection. CONE uses this
information when setting up the path data structure and
its relationship to local SAP entries.As the protocolssend
packets to the remote node to set up the connection, the
addressinformation is carried by the protocol headers.For
connections coming alive in the inbound direction, the
addressinformation in the protocol headersis usedby each
protocol module to find a SAP entry that contains the information needed to initialize its entry in a fresh path data
structure. Inbound paths are initialized upward, one protocol layer at a time. When the incoming connection
reachesthe user application, the path data structure is a
mirror imageof the one built for the outbound path on the
initiating machine.At any time during the life of the path,
CONE can be requestedto extractall the address(and protocol parameter)information from a path. This information
can be used by a user application to call a remote user
back, or during an error log for preciseidentification of all

Path Data Structure
(One per Connection
or Datagram Path)

Protocol Entry
Data Structures

SAP Lookup
Tables

-

+Remote

.iitfo4rffi@
lnterface Call

Destination Entry
(One per Remote Node)
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Fig. 7. Relationbetweenpath and
p rotocolentrydata structures when
applicationson ditferent machi nes
are communicatingovera network.
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r How buffer space is managed for multiple protocol layers
and what layer has the right to touch a line data buffer
(buffer containing data packets) at any given time.
I How a line data buffer is to be segmented and reassembled at a given layer when multiple layers have this
ability.
I How flow is controlled on a system-wide basis. For example, when there are multiple connection-oriented protocols, buffers do not need to be reserved by each layer
to handle its own flow control, retransmission, and queuing requirements. AII layers know collectively what will
happen to data buffer memory entering or exiting the
system.
I How to handle arbitrarily complicated OSI protocol interface events with a minimum number of simple, standard buffer structures and interface calls.
I How to handle error situations, especially under race
conditions where things are going wrong on both ends
of the path at the same time.

ProcessModel
One of the major goals of CONE is to provide an architecture where protocol modules can be easily ported to different environments. To provide a portable architecture, it is
essential that a well-defined process structure be ported as
well. This allows the protocol modules to be designed with
a specific process structure in mind.
The underlying process model for the CONE protocol
code is procedure-oriented. The CONE process model differs from a typical time-sliced dispatching algorithm in
that once a task is dispatched, it is run to completion.
CONE performs a sort of "pseudo-multitasking" in that the
system depends on the timely completion of a task rather
than incurring the overhead of process preemption and
context-switching. A task can be thought of as an event
handler. When a CONE task is invoked, the dispatcher
makes a procedure call to the related event handler procedure. The event handler is then free to do whatever it likes
but must eventually return to the dispatcher. When there
is no work to be done, the card is idle waiting for an external
event to occur. When an external event occurs, the handler
for the event is scheduled.
A scheduled event handler is represented by a small data
structure called a token. The protocol module provides the
space for the token as part of its path data structure. The
token contains, among other things, the entry point of the
event handler. When an event handler is scheduled, the
token is added to the end of a global FIFO task queue. The
dispatcher simply calls the event handling routine when
the routine's token reaches the front of the queue. Because
of the potential overhead, task priorities are avoided as
much as possible.
All CONE-based event handlers are considered to be
tested, trusted system-quality code. With this type of process model, the protocol modules must abide by two rules.
First, the protocol module must complete execution as
quickly as possible. Waiting in a loop for an external event
is not allowed because it would delay other tasks from
running and degrade performance. Second, a protocol module is not allowed to reenter the protocol module that called
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it. Disallowing a protocol module from being reentered
avoids the possibility of infinite loops, and makes coding
of the protocol modules much simpler because only one
protocol module at a time can be changing the common
data structures. Reentrance in a procedure-based system is
a fertile bug source. For a small cost in performance, reentrance can be avoided by simply scheduling a task to call
the other layers back only after they have exited back to
the dispatcher.
An example of the CONE dispatcher behavior is illustrated in Fig. B. In this example a packet is received that
requires a TP4 AK (transport 4 acknowledgment) packet
to be sent back out on the LAN. When a packet for the OSI
stack is received from the LAN, a frontplane interrupt is
generated. The frontplane interrupt service routine will
service the hardware, queue the packet, schedule the inbound task of the data link protocol module (LLC : logical
link control), and exit. At @ in Fig. B, the CONE dispatcher
calls the LLC inbound task scheduled by the frontplane
interrupt service routine. LLC processes the packet and
calls the network layer's protocol module (IP), which processes the packet and calls the transport protocol module
(TP4). Since TP4 was entered via its inbound packet interface call, it is not allowed at this time to call an outbound
interface routine to send an AK. Therefore, it must schedule
an AK task @ to send the AK packet out after the inbound
routines are done. After processing of the inbound packet,
TP4 returns to IP @, which returns to LLC, which returns
to the CONE dispatcher. The CONE dispatcher then moves
on to the next pending event, namely the AK task, and
wakes up TP4 to handle the event @. Since TP4 was entered
directly from the dispatcher, it is now free to send outbound
(or inbound) packets, since no other protocol modules are
in danger of being reentered. At €), TP4 calls IP to send
the AK, which calls LLC to put the packet on the LAN.

Schedule Acknowledgment Task
@ Call AcknowledEment Task

O
LLc lnbound rask
Receivespacket
via Frontplane
Interrupt Service
Rouline

Acknowledgment Packet
Queued to
FrontplaneHardware

Fig.8. Exampleof the behavtorof the CONE dispatcher.

Memory Management
CONE provides two types of memory: memory objects
and line data buffers. A memory object is a contiguous
block of memory (heap space). The intended use of a memory object is to hold a data structure for direct use by a
CONE-based module. Memory objects can be shared by
multiple modules but there is always a single, well-defined
owner which changes very little over the lifetime of the
obiect.
Line data buffers hold data that is sent and received on
the network wire or line. Unlike memory objects, line data
buffers are passed, created, and destroyed outside the
CONE environment. To ensure portability, all CONE-based
modules allocate, deallocate, write, read, and manipulate
line data buffers through macro calls to the CONE buffer
manager. Since protocol modules aren't coupled to specific
buffer structures, only the buffer manager needs to be
changed to use a different underlying structure for efficient
interaction within another operating system. Line data buffers are not guaranteed to be contiguous and may consist
internally of several smaller memory oblects chained together.
CONE's use of memory is optimized for speed in allocating and deallocating memory objects and line data buffers.
At the same time, it is designed to make maximum use of
available memory by taking advantage of the predetermined characteristics of protocol memory use. This can be
contrasted with the memory managers in many conventional operating systems which are not optimized for speed
of allocation and deallocation, since most regular processes
allocate arbitrary-size memory objects and keep them until
the process dies. The CONE buffer manager also plays a
maior role in card flow control, ensuring that all users can
continue to run in worst-case memory situations. Refer to
the article on page 36 for a detailed discussion on OSI
Express card flow control.
Memory Object Allocation
A fundamental element of any memory management system is the ability to allocate and deallocate contiguous
blocks of memory dynamically. Although a basic function,
the method chosen can have a significant effect on performance. We studied the first-fit, best-fit, and buddy system
memory allocation algorithms and these methods proved
to be slower and more complicated than we needed. Networking applications typically make repeated requests for
memory objects that fall into a small number of fixed sizes.
Since the number of different memory obiect sizes is small,
a two-level scheme is used in which memory is first divided
into one of two block sizes, and then small blocks are
subdivided to fill memory object pools. Having only two
block sizes greatly reduces the time necessary to allocate
and deallocate a memory block. A memory block is allocated by removing the block at the head of a free list. A
memory block is deallocated by inserting the block at the
head of the free list. Large block sizes are only used to
grant large line data buffer requests, while the small block
sizes are used for both small line data and memory objects.
Dividing the entire memory into fixed-size blocks eliminates external fragmentation because there are no wasted

chunks of memory between blocks. However, internal fragmentation can still be a problem since the memory block
may be larger than needed. To reduce internal fragmentation a pool manager was developed. The pool manager
takes the smaller-size blocks described above and divides
them into even smaller blocks of various fixed sizes so that
they fit the groups of memory objects used by CONE-based
modules. There are several pools, each managing a different
object size. By studying the distribution of memory object
sizes that are allocated, we determined that four different
pool object size groups were needed. With the four pool
obiect size groups and the two original block sizes, wasted
space resulting from internal fragmentation was reduced
to approximately 10 to 15 percent. CONE-based modules
are unaware of whether a memory object comes from a
pool or directly from the free list, since this detail is hidden
behind the CONE interface.
The pool manager is designed to allocate and deallocate
memory oblects very quickly. The speed of the pool manager, combined with the simplicity of the memory free list,
reduces the time required to allocate and deallocate memory to a very small portion of the overall processing time.

Line DataBufferStructure
The structureof a line databuffer is a key part of the
CONE design. For portability, the internal structure of line
data buffers is hidden from CONE-based modules. Line
data buffers are passed from module to module as protocol
interface events propagate through the stack. To the layer
users, a line data buffer is represented by a pointer to a
standard data structure in a memory object called a parameter block which invisibly references the memory area that
actually stores line data (see Fig. 9). The parameter block
functions like a baton that is passed from module to module. The layer currently holding the parameter block is the
one that has the right to work with the buffer. The parameter
block has a fixed part that carries the standard parameters
every protocol module must recognize, such as the current
amount of line data contained in the buffer, whether the
buffer contains a packet fragment or the end of a fragment
train, and what protocol interface event the packet is related
to. The rest of the parameter block can be used for storing
protocol dependent parameters related to the interface
event. This structure allows the protocol interface procedure calls to have a very small number of parameters,
speeding up procedure calls from layer to layer. It also
provides the space for queuing event-related inlormation
in the suboptimal case where the event can't immediately
be acted upon and propagated through the stack.
Data copying is kept to a minimum in the buffer manager
design, both to maximize performance and to minimize
Line Data
Buffer Pointel
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Segment Control Structures
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Line Data Segments
Fig. 9. fhe components of a line data buffer
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memory use. This led to a special feature in the parameter
block design. Many connection-oriented protocols, such as
OSI transport, need to keep a copy of each transmitted
packet until an acknowledgment of delivery is received
from the remote machine in case the packet needs to be
retransmitted. Rather than allocate another buffer and copy
the data, the parameter block is simply marked with a
pointer to the protocol module's entry point so that the
buffer can be given back when the lower protocol layers
have finished with it. When this entry point is called, the
protocol module queues the original packet, rather than a
copy. The retransmission timer is also started during this
buffer return call made by the lower layers after the previous transmission has left the machine. This avoids the
embarassing problem of having multiple retransmitted
copies of the same packet piling up in the lower layers.
Line Data Buffer Manager
The design of the primitives for the line data buffer manager was driven by what the module designers needed to
implement the protocol layers' functionality. Primitives
exist for allocating and deallocating buffers, reading or writing data in a line data buffer, adding or removing header
data in a line data buffer, disabling or enabling line data
flow inbound or outbound for a path, pacing of line data
buffer use for each path, and a variety of other functions.
Line data buffers are allocated asynchronously. If a module
requests a line data buffer and one is not available, the
buffer manager will schedule an event and inform the module when the buffer is available.
There are many line data buffer management functions.
However, the two most important functions are responsible
for fragmenting a packet for transmission and reassembling
a packet when it is received.
Fragmenting a Data Packet. When a protocol module, such
as the module for the transport layer, receives an outbound
packet that is larger than it can legally send, the packet
must be fragmented and sent as several smaller data packets. When the transport layer fragments a packet it must
attach a header to each fragment. The buffer manager provides a primitive that allows the protocol module to attach
its header, which is in a separate buffer, at any point in
the data packet without having to copy data from the original buffer. By changing fields in the segment control structures (see Fig. 10) within the line data buffer, the header
can be attached without copying data by making the new
fragment buffer point into the relevant data portion of the
unfragmented buffer. This method significantly improves
performance because it avoids data copying.
Reassembling a Data Packet: Some protocol modules, such
as the network layer, need to reassemble a fragmented inbound packet before delivering it to the layer above. The
buffer manager provides a primitive for reassembling a data
packet. This routine will handle out-of-order, duplicate,
and overlapping fragments. Again, links in internal buffer
segment control structures can be manipulated to avoid
recopying the data in the buffers being coalesced.

line data buffers to send and receive packets. The buffer
manager design evolved from a method in which line data
buffers were preallocated for each connection based on
where they were most needed. When a connection was
established, enough line data buffers were preallocated to
ensure that the connection could always make progress.
Any line data buffers that were not preallocated could be
shared by all other connections to increase performance.
The idea was to ensure that each connection had enough
buffers to make progress in worst-case memory situations,
but allow connection performance to increase when extra,
uncommitted line data buffers were available.
Since the OSI Express card has a limited number of buffers, it became apparent that preallocating line data buffers
restricted the total number of connections that the card
could support. We wanted to support a greater number of
connections. Good performance can be achieved as long
as too many of the open connections do not try to send or
receive data at the same time. The phone company is again
a good analogy. Everyone has a phone and performance is
generally good, even though there isn't enough switching
equipment for everyone to make a call at the same time.
The algorithm used is to have all connections share a
pool of line data memory, rather than preallocate buffers
when a connection is established. When a moderate
number of connections are active, performance is good. As
more connections become active at the same time. connection performance degrades since the aggregatesystem performance is divided among the active connections. This
proved to be a good compromise. Good performance was
achieved while allowing a large number of connections.

Timer Management
Networking stacks use a large number of timer rvakeups.
Each connection needs one or more problem timers to detect when an expected event is overdue and recovery action
is necessary. Other timers are used to generate protocol
messages to check back with the remote machine before
its problem timers wake up, and to avoid long delays when
the remote machine can't send because of the flow control
rules of OSI transport. Unlike timers for most other applications, network timers rarely expire in normal operation,
since the expected event usually occurs. Instead, they are

Segment Control Structures

LineDataSegments
Allocation versus Preallocation
Establishing a connection requires both types of memory,
memory objects for connection-specific data structures and
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Fig. 10. Ihls shows what the buffershownin Fig.9 lookslike
after fragmentation. The original buffer is still intact and the
new buffer pointsinto it.

canceled or restarted. A resolution of 100 to 200 ms is lust
fine since the timers are for exceptional events anyway.
Traditional timer manager implementations have kept
the timers in a linked list. This makes it very easy to deal
with the expiration of a timer because it is simply removed
from the front of the list. However, restarting a timer is
slow because the list has to be scanned to locate the proper
place to insert it. In the case of the OSI Express card this
proved to be too slow. During normal data transfer there
are four timers for every connection, at least two of which
have to be restarted every time a data packet is sent or
received. A quick analysis showed that with just 50 connections, timer insertion could take as long as all other protocol
stack processing combined, causing the timer manager to
become a performance bottleneck.
What we needed was a way to restart timers quickly.
The solution is to keep timers in two unordered lists called
the short-term bin and the long-term bin. Timer wakeups
are represented by the same tokens that were described
earlier for event handlers, with the addition of a "time left
until expiration" field. When a timer is restarted it is simply
inserted at the head of the appropriate bin. No scanning
has to be done every time a packet arrives. Periodically, a
monitor task runs that scans the entire short-term bin looking for timers that have expired since the last time it ran.
Those timers are removed from the bin and passed to the
scheduler to be put on the task queue. Every ten times the
timer monitor task runs, it also scans the long-term bin
looking for timers that are getting close to expiring and
need to be moved down into the short-term bin.
The central idea of this algorithm is to spread the timer
list scanning overhead among many packets. To be successful the timer monitor task has to run at some large multiple
of the packet arrival rate. If a packet arrives every 5 ms,
the timer monitor task can't run every 10 ms or there would
be little savings. We found that a period of too ms is a
good compromise between precision and performance.

System Interface
The system interface is a collection of functions that
provides the OSI Express card with an interface to the
embedding operating system on the card and communication with the host system housing the OSI Express card.
These functions include interrupt service routines and
message channels for the card-to-host error reporting, tracing, and network management.

InterruptSystem
There are eight available interrupt levels on the OSI Express card. Level zero has the lowest priority and level
seven the highest priority. The first three levels are soft
interrupts in that they are generated by a processor write
to a special hardware register. The rest of the interrupt
levels are devoted to interrupt handlers for the various card
hardware components. They include a timer hardware infrontplane
LAN
terrupt, DMA
hardware interrupt,
hardware interrupt, host backplane interrupt, powerfail interrupt, and memory parity and bus error interrupts.
The OSI Express card contains two types of code: the
full OSI protocol stack and the card monitor/debugger. The

full OSI stack runs at interrupt level zero, which is the
card's background level, and the card monitor/debugger
runs at interrupt level two. Interrupt level one is reserved
for applicationsthat may need to preempt the normal OSI
protocol activities. The OSI stack is the largest and most
active level since it containsall the protocol modules commonly used for general-purposenetworking applications.
The card debuggerruns at a higher interrupt level than the
OSI protocol stackand level one applicationsso that it can
preemptall protocol activity, allowing card diagnosiswhen
either the OSI protocol stackor other applicationsarestuck
in loops.
There are two CONE dispatcher task queues, one for
the full OSI stack and one for the card monitor/debugger.
Eachtaskqueuerepresentsa separateindependentinstance
of the simple CONE processmodel. When a task queue
becomes empty the CONE dispatcher will return to the
module that called it. In the full-stack OSI case.the dispatcher will return to the card backgroundprocess,which
is simply an infinite loop that calls the CONE dispatcher.
Since the card monitor/debuggerruns at interrupt level
two, the CONE dispatcher is called from the level two
interrupt serviceroutine.
Backplane Message Interface
The OSI Expresscard's backplaneinterface is messagebased,in that an interfaceevent (transferof data inbound
or outbound) is representedas a messagewith all the event
parametersand line data serially encoded into a string of
bytes. The string is sent via DMA between the host computer RAM and the OSI Expresscard.
Since the CONE protocol module interfacesare procedure-based,a module called the backplanemessageinterface, or BMI, is used to translate CONE events finbound
packets)into messagesthat are sent to the host operating
systemand eventually to user applications.For outbound
packets the backplane messageinterface converts mesrequestsinto CONE procedure calls. Because
saged-based
of the way the backplanemessageinterfaceand the CONE
protocol module interfaceare designed,any protocol module can be accessedacrossthe backplanewithout the protocol module's knowing whether the entity aboveits interface is adjacentto it inside CONE.
The following factors affectedthe design of the OSI Express card's message-based
backplane:
I High-performanceLAN interface chips require rapid,
high-bandwidth accessto buffer memory when data is
being sent or receivedon the line. Line signalingis synchronous,meaningthat oncestarted,dataflows continuously, one bit after another with no wait signals. For
thesereasons,the buffers accessedby the LAN chips are
Iocatedin RAM on the OSI Expresscard, rather than in
the host computer.
I A specific word of host RAM cannot be rapidly read or
written by the OSI Expresscard'sprocessor,nor can card
RAM be rapidly read or written by the host processor.
Instead, so that many cards can share accessto host
RAM, the backplane is optimized for very high-speed
DMA bursts. This minimizes the amount of bus
bandwidth lost during bus accessarbitration fsee article on pageB for more about DMA and the OSI Express
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card).
The OSI Express card's processor operates as an asynchronous, independent front end to the host processor.
Very little card-related processing occurs inside the host
operating system, but rather in user-space processes belonging to OSI applications. Since the user-space applications can be busy, timesharing the host with other
applications, swapped out to disk, and so on, the coupling between the protocols on the card and the host
system is very loose.
r The backplane hardware supports a large number of independent DMA channels. Each CONE path that is tied
to a user application is allocated an inbound and an
outbound DMA channel at path-creation time. There are
also fixed DMA channels for trace messages (inbound),
log messages (inbound), nodal management messages
(inbound and outbound), debug/monitor messages (inbound and outboundJ, expedited data which bypasses
normal flow control on each path (inbound and outbound), and backplane messages which set up and tear
down paths and manage dynamic DMA channel assignment (inbound and outbound).
I

Conclusion
CONEprovidesa systemdesignfor supportingsystemwide and module-internal optimization. Flexibility in the
overall framework supports interchangeability of individual protocol modules and protocols from multiple protocol families, as well as portability of CONE-based code
to almost any system. Having a coordinated overall
framework also makes the system much more instrumentable and supportable. Finally, because of this system-wide
orientation, the overall system performance and the

number of connections supported for a given amount of
RAM are much higher than they would otherwise be.
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The UpperLayersof the HP OSI Express
Card Stack
The upper three layers of the HP OSI Express card share
the same architectureand use fables to simplify their
implementationsof the OS/ stack. The application and
presentationlayers are implementedin the same module.
by Kimball K. Banker and Michael A. Ellis

HE TOP THREELAYERSof the OSIReferenceModel
consist of the sessionlayer, the presentationlayer,
and the application layer.The purposeof the session
layer is to provide organized and synchronized exchange
of data between two cooperating session users-that is, two
presentation layers in different applications. The session
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layer depends on the services of the transport layer to provide the end-to-end system communication channels for
data transfer. The presentation layer's job is to negotiate a
common transfer syntax (representation of data values) that
is used by applications when transferring various data
structures back and forth. The application layer is the high-

est layer of the OSI Reference Model and does not provide
services to any other layer. This layer uses the common
protocol called Association Control Service Element, or
ACSE, to establish and terminate associations between applications and to negotiate things that are common to applications.

Session Layer
The OSI Express card's implementation of the session
layer provides services to the presentation layer that enable
it to:
I Establish a virtual connection with a peer session user
to exchange data in a synchronized manner and release
the connection in an organized manner
I Negotiate for the use of tokens to exchange data and
arrange for data exchange to be half-duplex or full-duplex
r Establish synchronization points within the session connection dialogue so that in the event of errors, dialogue
can be resumed from the agreed synchronization point
r Interrupt a dialogue and resume it later from a prearranged point.

SessionArchitecture
The OSI sessionprotocolis now an internationalstandard which is specified in ISO documents 8326 and 8327.
However, defect reports and enhancements continue to be
made to the base standard. These changes will continue to
occur long after the first release of the first OSI Express
product. Therefore, one of the key design considerations
for our implementation of the session protocol was to provide for easy maintenance of the software. Another design
goal was to isolate the protocol softrvare from machine and
system dependencies, thus allowing the protocol software
to be portable from machine to machine with little or no
changes. The common OSI networking environment
(CONE) architecture enabled us to achieve our portability
goal.
The session software is designed to separate those functions that pertain specifically to the OSI protocol and those
that are called local matters. Local matters are primarily
tasks that are not included in a protocol specification because they depend on specific system capabilities, such as
user interfaces and memory management. As shown in Fig.
1, the OSI Express implementation divides session functions into two main modules, the session CONE manager
and the SPM (session protocol machine).
The session CONE manger is primarily responsible for
servicing local matters and providing a clean interface between CONE and the SPM. Some of the maior functions of
the session CONE manager include:
I Translating CONE interface macros into a form the SPM
can act upon
r Providing session memory requirements using the CONE
buffer manager
r Providing session timer requirements using the CONE
timer manager
r Providing much of the session abort processing capabilities
I Managing the underlying transport connection.
The SPM is responsible for servicing the OSI session

Fig, 1, Architecturc for the OS/ Express implementation of
the session layer.
protocol requirements. The three primary functions the
SPM performs are:
I Coordinating state table transitions
I Encoding SPDUs (session protocol data units)
I Decoding SPDUs.
Most of the future changes to the session standard will
affect these three SPM operations. Therefore, maintainability was a critical concern in design decisions for the SPM.

SessionState Table
Asidefrom someclarifyingtext,the entireOSI session
protocol can be defined in terms of tables. Ten separate
tables dictate session protocol behavior. A portion of a
typical session state table is represented in Fig. 2. The
intersection of any given session event (outbound session
primitive or inbound SPDU) with a valid session protocol
state indicates a set of specific actions and the new protocol
state to enter. For example, once the underlying transport
connection is established, the SPM is in state STA01C.When
a CN event arrives (indicating a successful connection with
another session layer) the SPM will change state if the
proper predicate conditions are met. In this example, if the
^p01
predicate condition
is satisfied, a transition to state
STAOSoccurs, which causes the SPM to generate a session
connect indication (SCONind)to its session user.
A fully functional OSI session service implementation
is responsible for coordinating the intersection of approximately B0 different session events with 32 different protocol states. This creates 2560 possible state table transitions. Close examination of the session state tables reveals
that only 600 of the 2560 possible state table transitions
are considered to be valid. Also, many of the valid intersections result in the same actions and next states.
A straightforward and common approach to implementing the behavior of these state tables is to create a massive
series of if-then-elseand/or switch statements that account for
each of the valid session event-state intersections. With
600 valid intersections to account for, the code's complexity is high and its maintainability
low.
For the OSI Express card implementation of the session
protocol the objective was to exploit the tabular structure
of the OSI session protocol as much as possible. By creating
a structure of multidimensional arrays corresponding to
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the OSI session state tables, a direct relationship can be
maintained between the OSI standard and the implementation. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the basic scheme is as follows:
r Enumerated values of the current session SPM state and
the incoming session event are used as indexes into a
combination of arrays that generate a pair of event and
srare
state rnoexes
indexes.
I Ten two-dimensional static arrays are defined, one for

session.+
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session
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sessionprotocol standard.Thesearraysare called sparse
state table arrays.Each element in a sparsestate table
array is an unsigned byte that representsan index for a
unique C function that is responsiblefor processingthe
specific actions of an event-stateintersection.The event
and stateindexes generatedaboveare used to selectthe
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to a function from an array of function pointers. The
selected function is then invoked to service the requirements dictated by the session event and the SPM state.
Invoking functions from pointer arrays (also known as
.
, ,, \ .
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,
-_._^_..^_r..r
] u m p I a o l e S J l s o n e o I I n e r a r e r y u s e o y e I v e '-r v p o w e r I u l .
capabilities of the C programming l".rgnug".'

Encoding and Decoding SPDUs
Array manipulation also plays a key role in how the
session implementation performs the tasks of encoding and
decoding SPDUs. SPDUs are constructed in a fairly simple
variable format that can be nested three levels deep.
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the mandatory SI (SPDU identifierJ value identifies the type of SPDU. The LI (length
indicator) following the SI value indicates how many bltes
remain in the SPDU. The remainder of the SPDU consists
of an optional combination of PGI (parameter group identifier) units and PI (parameter identifier) units to define

// : States that Are not Logically Possible
* : lnvalid States
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rltlll

J

Flg. 3. Multidimensional
arrays used to tmplementthe OS/
Express versionof the OS/ sesslonstate fables Event and
SPM stateidentifiersare used to index into the arraysand
acquire pointers to the functionsthat carry out the actions
qutred.

the particular parameters of the SPDU. PI units are used
to encapsulate parameter values such as token items and
reason codes, while PGIs are primarily used to encapsulate
groups of related PI units. Each PI and PGI unit consists
of a PI or PGI value identifying the type of parameters,
followed by a length value. The PI unit terminates with
the parameter value while the PGI unit follows with either
a parameter or one or more encapsulated PI units. The
order in which PI and PGI units appear in an SPDU is also
important and is uniquely specified for each SPDU.

Fig.2. A portion of a typical state
table for the sesslonprotocol.

ACSE and Presentation Layer
PGIUnit
Pl Unit

LI
PGI
PI
PV

sl

=
=
=
=
=

PGI Unit
Pl Unit

Pl Unit

Pl Unit

Lengthlndicator
ParameterGroup ldentifier
Parameterldentifier
ParameterValue
SPDUldentifier

Fig.4.

Sesslon prctocol data unit (SPDU) format.

A fully functional sessionimplementationis required to
encode and decode approximately 20 different types of
SPDUs.Thereare about 30 different types of PI or PGI units
that make up these20 SPDUs,with many SPDUsusing the
sametype of PI and PGI units. PI and PGIunits have certain
parameter attributes associatedwith them, such as the
maximum number of bytes the parametermay occupy in
an SPDU.Becauseso many of the SPDUscontain the same
types of parameters,and sincethe sameparameterattribute
information is neededfor both encodingand decodingthe
SPDUs,the decision was made to define the parameterand
ordering attributes only once and make this information
availablefor both the encodingand the decodingprocesses.
Fig. 5 illustrates the manner in which the SPM encodes
and decodesSPDUs.Once the SPDU identifier value for
the SPDUis determined,it servesas an index into an SPDU
script directory array which contains the script index (location) and size of an SPDU script located in the SPDU
script array. The SPDU script array contains scripts that
define the order in which parametersshould appear in
each SPDU and indicate whether the parametersare mandatory or optional in that particular SPDU.For eachparameter of the SPDU,the SPDU script array also provides an
index that selectsparameterattribute information from the
parameter attribute array.
Two independentprogrammingmodules are required to
build and parse the SPDUs.They share the information
provided by the SPDU and parameterstructures defined
above.

The AssociationControl ServiceElement (ACSE)is the
common protocol for the seventh layer of the OSI hierarchy.t'''t ACSE is meant to be used to establishand terminate an associationbetween applications and to negotiate
things that are common to applications, which can be on
separatesystems.The most important function provided
by this common protocol is the negotiation related to the
application context parameter.This parameteris a registerednamethat is passedbetweenapplicationsin the ACSE
connect PDU. The application context parameterdefines
the scopeof an application's functionality and is used by
local applications to ensurethat the remote application is
appropriatefor a particular association.
The presentation layer is the sixth layer of the OSI
model.a'sThe presentationlayer's job is to negotiatecommon transfer and abstract syntaxesthat can be used by
applicationswhen transferringvarious datastructuresback
and forth. Abstract syntax refers to the meaning of the data,
and transfer syntax refers to the manner of encoding the
data bits.
An application can use the presentationlayer to specify
severalabstractsyntaxesfor use during an association.For
example, an application might specify ACSE and virtual
terminal as two abstract syntaxes to be used together in a
specific association.The presentationlayer will negotiate
these two abstract syntaxes during the connection estabIishment and add the transfer syntaxes for each of the
abstractsyntaxesit is ableto support.If thesecombinations
are acceptableto both sides,subsequentdata transfersare
transferredwith presentationtags denoting the particular
abstract syntax (and thus which process should receive
this data). The data is encoded in the negotiatedtransfer
syntaxand transformedto and from the local representation
by the presentationservice.
OSI Express lmplementation
In the OSI Express card, the ACSE and presentation
layers are located in the same code section becauseboth
layers share the same challengein their implementation.
The main complexity encounteredin implementing ACSE
and presentationservice on a card involved the encoding
and decoding of the ACSE and presentationprotocol data
units (PDUs) specified by Abstract Syntax Notation One
(ASN.1).6The protocol dataunits contain the protocol con-

SPDU Encoding Attributes
SPDU Decoding Attributes

Parameter
Attribute
Array

Fig. 5. Ihe method by which the
sesslon protocol manager (SpM)
encodes and decodes SPDUs.
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trol information and data that are exchanged between two
instances of any protocol. Most protocols (e.9., transport,
network, LLC) specify the contents (transfer and abstract
syntax) of their PDUs by means of text within their protocol
specification document. Most of the upper-layer protocols,
such as FTAM, directory services, ACSE, and presentation,
use standard and more formal specifications contained in
ASN.1.
The OSI Express implementation separates the presentation service into two parts: the protocol that provides transfer and abstract syntax negotiation for applications, and
the transformation of user data from ASN.1 transfer syntax
to the local representation specified by the abstract syntax
and vice versa. Only the protocol is implemented on the
card and described in this article, while the remaining
transformation of user data occurs in the host system. User
data is delivered to the host fully encoded in the agreed
upon transfer syntax for a particular abstract syntax. Host
software recognizes the abstract syntax from a tag (presentation context identifier) in the PDU and directly transforms
the data from the transfer syntax into a local form recognizable to the particular application service element. Except
for encoding and decoding PDUs, implementation of the
presentation protocol was straightforward.
Two key considerations were identified during the design phase: memory use and the stability of the OSI ACSE
and presentation standards. For memory use our goal was
not to require a contiguous block of physical memory for
either encoding or decoding since large memory buffers in
our memory management scheme are not guaranteed. This
consideration quickly eliminated many alternative designs.
When we were doing our design the OSI standards were
just gaining draft approval status with many changes promised in the future. Therefore, our design and architecture
had to be easy to modify. The structure of the ACSE/presentation module is shown in Fig. 6. This architecture is similar to that used by other layers in the OSI Express card.
The protocol machine is isolated from the CONE architecture by the ACSE/presentation CONE manager. The CONE
manager provides a simple interface to the protocol
machine and insulates the protocol machine from concerns
of state transitions and memory availability. CONE is described in the article on page 18. The heart of the ACSE
and presentation protocol implementation is the PDU encoder and decoder. Understanding some basic attributes
of ASN.1 provides some insight into the technical solution
of encoding and decoding PDUs for the presentation and
ACSE protocols.
ASN.1
ASN.1 defines a means to specify the different types of
data structures that can be transferred between protocol
Iayers. The ASN.1 standard does not specify the encoding
to be used for each type. A companion standardT defines
the encoding rules which together with the ACSE and presentation specifications define the bit encodings used between the ACSE and presentation protocol layers. The folIowing discussion does not differentiate between the term
ASN.1 and the encoding rules since only one set of encoding rules exists for ASN.1.
The basic concept underlying ASN.1 encoding is quite
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simple. Primitive values are encoded as tag, length, and
value. The tag identifies the type of value, length indicates
the length of the value, and value represents the contents
of the PDU being encoded. Simple primitive types predefined by ASN.1 include character string, Boolean, integer, and real. Primitive types can also be bit string or
octet string. However, the encoding of these types is optional. Primitive values are values that cannot be broken
down further into other ASN.1 values. ASN.1 also defines
complex types, whose values can be broken into additional
types.
To accommodate the need to encode complex types, values can be constructed within outer structure definitions.
The encoding rules allow a value to consist of another tag,
length, and value. Structure definitions for these complex
types include:
I Sequence.A fixed ordered list of types.
I SequenceOf. An ordered list of a single type.
I Set. A fixed unordered list of types.
I Set Of. A fixed unordered list of a single type.
I Choice.A fixed unordered list of exclusive types.
These constructed types can be composed of additional
constructed types. ASN.1 allows recursive PDU definitions
that result in an unbounded collection of permissible sequences. The OSI Express presentation layer has several
unbounded sequence types within its connect PDUs. Since
values can represent constructed values of tags, lengths,
and other values, nesting is prevalent in ASN.1 encodings.
In fact, encodings of nested tags and lengths often make
up a major portion of an encoded PDU.
An example of an ASN.1 representation of a single presentation PDU, connect confirm negative, is shown in Fig.
7. The PDU description has six parameters, which are defined as follows:
I Protocol-version.
The presentation protocol version being
used (currently only one exists).
r Responding-presentation-selector.
This is presentation layer
addressing information.
I Presentation-context-definition-result-list.
This structure contains information about which abstract syntaxes are accepted at the initial connection and which transfer syntax is accepted for the transfer of PDUs encoded in the
selected abstract syntaxes.
r Default-context-result.
This structure specifies whether the

Fig. 6. OS/ Express card ACSE|presentationarchitecture

proposed default context is accepted.
Provider-reason.
This structure contains fields for declaring
the reason for refusing the connection associated with a
particular PDU.
I User-data.This is data that an application wishes to include on this presentation service primitive.
This PDU is a complex type of Choice.It is a Choiceof
either Set or Sequence,and in this case Sequenceis always
used. The first parameter, Protocol-version,
has a context-specific tag of 0, as denoted by the tOl.Protocol-version
is further
defined as a BIT STRING,with the only acceptable value
being version-lthe value of 0, as denoted by (O).The Presentation-contelit-definition-result-list
is a complex type with three
primitive types: Result, Transfer-syntax-name,
and Providerreason.The values in parentheses to the right of the six
parameters denote the values for specific semantics. For
example, a value of 1t; for a Default-context-result
means that
the application rejected this default context.
Multiple levels of nesting also make decoding and verifying the length fields challenging. Length fields can be encoded in one of two ways: definite and indefinite. Definite
lengths must be kept and verified during decoding and
I

CPR-type ;:

indefinite lengths require the decoder to keep track of
where end-of-contents (EOC)flags appear in the PDU definition. Definite and indefinite lengths can appear together
in the same PDU at the discretion of the encoder.
Fig. B shows the encoded PDU defined by the ASN.1
declaration in Fig. 7. The numbers are the hexadecimal
values derived by using the basic encoding rules defined
in reference 7, and they represent the values used to describe the semantics defined in Fig. 7. Each line represents
a tag and a length. The values for complex types appear
on the lines following the complex type declaration, and
primitive types include the value on the same line. Tag
values are derived from the encoding rules with each bit
indicating the tag type (complex of primitive type) and the
value of the tag. Fig. Ba begins with so, which is the universal tag type for Sequence,followed by 80, which represents
an indefinite length. For each indefinite length field, a
corresponding EOC flag consisting of two octets of zeros
must follow. Only complex types can be encoded using
indefinite lengths. Fig. Bb shows the same encoded PDU
using definite length encoding. Note that 80 is replaced
with the definite length indicator 28. Also note that the
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is encoded in two ways, both
Responding-presentation-selector
of which are valid since octet strings can be encoded as
constructed types at the discretion of the sender. In Fig.
Ba a constructed type is used to break the Responding-presenvalue into three primitive encodings, each with
tation-selector
a tag of 04 (universal tag type for octet stringJ and a length
of oz. Fig. Bb merely encodes the entire value as a primitive
with a length of 06. ASN.1 encoding rules are not deterministic because the encodings given Figs. Ba and Bb are
valid for the same PDU.
Another important aspect of ASN.1 is the concept of a
context-specific tag. Some tag values are universal in scope
and apply to all ASN.1 encodings. Other tag types assume
values whose meaning is specific to a particular PDU. For
example, context-specific tag value [o]identifies the presenin Fig. 7. This tag value only means
tation Protocol-version
Protocol-version
when encountered in a presentation connect
confirm negative PDU. In another PDU, the value [0] means
something else entirely.
Context tags allow a protocol designer to assign a tag
value such that the value of the tag determines the type of
value. To decode and validate the PDU, the decoder must
have knowledge of a protocol's context-specific values,
their meanings, and the order and range of the PDU primitive values. This means that some parts of an ASN.1 decoder may be generic to any ASN.1 encoded PDU (such as
an ASN.1 integer decode routine), while other parts of the
decoder are quite specific to a single PDU (such as the
checking needed to verify that presentation transfer syntaxes are in the appropriate sequence).
A final key to understanding ASN.1 encoding rules is
that in almost all cases, the sender chooses which options
to use. These options include the way in which lengths
are encoded and when constructed elements may be segmented. Octet strings, for example, may optionally be sent
as a contiguous string or parsed into a constructed version
with many pieces, which may themselves be segmented.
A decoder must handle any combination of the above.
Thus, the decoder must be able to handle an almost infinite
number of byte combinations for PDUs of any complexity.
This makes the decoder more complicated to construct
than an encoder. For example, Fig. B shows that the Responding-presentation-selector
can be encoded in two ways-both
valid.
Encoder
The encoder is responsible for encoding outbound data
packets based on the ASN.1 syntax. Because the encoder
can select a limited set of options within the rather large
ASN.1 set of choices, encoding is much easier than decoding. The main requirement of the encoder is to know the
syntax of the PDU to be constructed. In particular, it needs
to know the order and values of the tags and be equipped
with the mechanisms to encode the actual lengths and
values.
The OSI Express card implementation encodes PDUs
front to back using indefinite length encoding. An alternative, encoding ASN.1 back to front, has the advantage of
being able to calculate the lengths and allow definite length
encoding. Once all of the primitive values are encoded,
the encoder can work backwards, filling in all of the con-
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structed tag lengths. However, encoding back to front does
not allow data streaming, since all of the PDU must be
present and encoded (including user data) to calculate the
lengths. Without data streaming, large pieces of shared
memory must be used, thus making memory unavailable
to the rest of the card's processes until all of the PDU and
its user data has been encoded.
The encoder is table-driven in that a set of tables is used
for each type of PDU. Each table contains constants for the
tag and length and an index to a routine for a particular
value. A generic algorithm uses the tables to build each
PDU. The tables allow modifications to be made easily
when there are changes to the OSI standards. OSI standards
for tag values and primitives changed constantly during
our implementation. However, these changes merely meant
changing a constant used by the table (often a simple macro
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Fig. 8. Encoding for the PDU shown in Fig. 7. (a) lndefinite
length encoding. (b) Definite length encoding.

update). Changing the order or adding or deleting a value
was also easy because only the table entries had to be
altered.
Decoder
The decoder presented a more significant challenge in
the ACSE/presentation protocol machine. In an effort to
reduce memory requirements, the decoder does not depend
upon having the entire PDU in memory to decode. Pieces
can be received separately, and these need to be decoded
and the memory released. The decoder also does not require
contiguous memory. PDU segments can be received from
the session layer according to the transport segment size.
In addition, the memory manager on the card presents
PDUs in separate physical buffers called line data buffers
(see the article on page 18, which describes the CONE
memory manager.).
The main job of the decoder is to find the primitive
values encoded within the complex nesting of tags and
values, and extract those primitives. Along the way, the
decoder must also verify that the outer constructed tags
are correct, and that the lengths associated with all the
constructed tags are correct.
The decoder uses a mathematical calculation to predict
and check directly the appropriate tag values. The idea is
to generate a unique token that directly identifies particular
primitive values. This unique tag is calculated by successively using the outer nested tag values to create a unique
number that can be predicted a priori. For example, a simple method to calculate a unique value for any primitive
is to take every constructed tag value and add it to the total
calculated from previous constructed tags, and then multiply the new total by some base. This calculation derives a
unique value for every primitive in a PDU. The unique
value can be calculated statically from the standard. Our
implementation uses the same constants as were used in
the encoding tables above to construct a compiled constant.
The unique value can then be calculated dynamically as
the decoder goes through a received PDU. Thus, as the
decoder is parsing a PDU and successively reading constructed tags, it is calculating the cunenLunique-tag : (oldunique_tagX baseJ + tag-value.
The advantage of this method is that a generic decode
routine can be used to validate ASN.1 syntax, and as soon
as a primitive is reached within a nested PDU, the generic
routine can jump directly to a specific routine to deal with
the primitive. The value can be checked for specifics and
then used or stored. The generic routine is relatively simple. It merely loops looking for a tag, length, and value. If
the value is not a primitive it calculates the unique tag.
Otherwise it uses the calculated unique tag to know which
routine to call. Much of the syntax is automatically verified
during the calculation.
The disadvantage of using such a calculation is that while
it guarantees a unique number, the number may grow quite
large as the depth of nesting within a PDU grows. The
problem is that the base used must be at least as large as
the total number of tag values. Thus, the unique tag must
be able to represent a number as large as the base to the
nth power, where n is the depth of nesting required. PDUs
that allow very large nesting may not be suitable for unique

tag calculation if the largest reasonable number cannot hold
the maximum calculated unique tag. Calculating a unique
tag has proven to be fairly quick in comparison to using a
structure definition to verify each incoming PDU.
Once a primitive tag value is reached, the derived unique
tag is used to vector to a procedure specific to that primitive.
The procedure contains the code to deal with the primitive.
The decoder has a switch table of valid tags, as well as a
bit table used to determine correct orders of values and
mandatory or optional field checks. This mechanism allows the decoder to identify quickly the primitives nested
within a complex PDU, verify correctness, and take the
necessary action.
The decoder must perform two types of length checking:
definite lengths in which lengths must be kept and verified,
and indefinite lengths in which the decoder must keep
track of end-of-contents flags. Definite and indefinite
lengths can appear together in the same PDU at the discretion of the encoder. The decoder uses two stacks in parallel
to check the lengths, one for definite values, and one for
EoCs. The definite length stack pushes a value for each
constructor type encountered and subtracts a primitive
length from each of the appropriate constructor values in
the stack. When the last, innermost primitive is subtracted,
the appropriate constructor values are popped from the
stack. Using and saving stacks allows the decoder to receive
PDU segments and decode part way, stop, save the stack
values, and resume decoding when the next PDU segment
is received. Thus, a complete PDU does not have to be
received before memory can be released back to the card
memory pool. With this design we have not noticed any
difference in the amount of time it takes to decode definite
and indefinite length types.

Usinga Compiler
Duringthe designphase,the option of usingan ASN.1
compiler was considered for the ACSE and presentation
protocol machines. The main advantage of a compiler is
that once the compiler is written, any protocol specification
that uses ASN.1 can be compiled into useful object code.
The object code then interacts with the protocol machine
via a set of interface structures. The disadvantages of compilers are that'they are complicated to write and existing
compilers expect PDUs to be decoded from contiguous buffers. The generic code produced is also larger than the
specific code necessary for relatively small protocols.
Given the requirement to stream PDUs in memory segments, to use as little memory as possible, and to decode
only ACSE and presentation PDUs, the compiler alternative
was not as attractive as it might be in other applications.
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lmplementationof the OSI Class4
TransportLayerProtocolin the HP OSI
ExpressCard
TheHP OSI Expresscard's implementationof thetransport
layerprotocolprovidesflow control,congestioncontrol,and
congesfionavoidance.
by Rex A. Pugh

Fm TRANSPORTLAYER is responsiblefor providing reliable end-to-endtransport services,such as
error detectionand recovery,multiplexing, addressing, flow control, and other features. These services relieve
the upper-layer user (typically the session layer) of any
concern about the details of achieving reliable cost-effective data transfers. These services are provided on top of
both connection-oriented and connectionless network protocols. Basically, the transport layer is responsible for converting the quality of service provided by the network layer
into the quality of services demanded by the upper layer
protocol.
This article describes the OSI Express card's implementation of OSI Class 4 Transport Protocol (TP ). The OSI
Express TP4 implementation extends the definition of the
OSI transport layer's basic flow control mechanisms to provide congestion avoidance and congestion control for the
network and the OSI Express card itself. Because we have
requirements to support a large number of connections on
a fairly inexpensive platform, the memory management
and flow control schemes are designed to work closely
together and to use the card's limited memory as efficiently
as possible. This efficiency also includes ensuring fair buffer utilization among connections.

Flow Control Basics
An introduction to the basic concepts of flow control,
congestioncontrol, and congestionavoidanceis useful in
setting the stagefor a discussion of the OSI Expresscard
TP4 implementation. These conceptsare related because
they all solve the problem of resourcemanagementin the
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network. They arealso distinct becausethey solveresource
problems either in different parts of the network or in a
different manner.
Flow Control
Flow control is the processof controlling the flow of
data between two network entities. Flow control at the
transport layer is needed becauseof the interactions between the transport service users,the transport protocol
machines,and the network service.A transport entity can
be modeled as a pair of queues (inbound and outbound)
between the transport service user and the transport protocol machine, and a set of buffers dedicatedto receiving
inbound data and/or storing outbound data for retransmission (seeFig. 1).The transportentity would want to restrain
the rate of transport protocol data unit (TPDU-) transmission over a connection from another transport entity for
the following reasons:
r The user of the receiving transport entity cannot keep
up with the flow of inbound data. In other words, the
inbound queue between the transport service user and
the transport protocol machine has grown too deep.
I The receivingtransportentity doesnot have enoughbuffers to keep up with the flow of inbound data from the
network.
Note that analogoussituations exist in the outbound direction, but they are usually handled internally between
the transport user and the transport entity. If the sending
transport entity does not have enough buffers to keep up
with the flow of datafrom the transportuser,or the sending
transportentity is flow controlledby the receivingtransport
'A TPDUcontainstransportlayercontrolcommandsand data packets.

entity, then the transport user must be flow controlled by
some backpressuremechanism caused by the outbound
queue'sgrowing too deep.
Thus flow control is a two-party agreementbetweenthe
transportentitiesof a connectionto limit the flow of packets
without taking into account the load on the network. Its
purpose is to ensurethat a packetarriving at its destination
is given the resourcesit needs to be processedup to the
transport user.
Congestion Control
While flow control is used to prevent end system resourcesfrom being overrun, congestioncontrol is used to
keep resourcesalong a network path from becoming congested.Congestionis said to occur in the network when
the resourcedemandsexceedthe capacity and packetsare
lost becauseof too much queuing in the network.
Congestioncontrol is usually categorizedas a network
Iayer function. In an X.25 type network where the network
layer is connection-oriented,the congestion problem is
handled by reservingresourcesat eachof the routers along
a path during connection setup. The X.25 flow control
mechanismcan be usedbetweenthe X.25 routersto ensure
that theseresourcesdo not becomecongested.With a connectionlessnetwork layer like ISO 8473, the routers can
detect that they are becoming congested,but there are no
explicit flow control mechanisms(like chokepacketsl)that
can be used by the OSI network layer alone for controlling
congestion.
The most promising approach to congestioncontrol in
connectionlessnetworks is the use of implicit techniques
whereby the transport entities are notified that the network
is becomingcongested.The binary feedbackscheme2is an
example of such a notification technique. The transport
entities can relieve the congestionby exercising varying
degreesof flow control.
Thus congestion control is a social agreementamong
network entities.Different connectionsmav choosediffer-
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ent flow control practices,but all entities on a network
must follow the samecongestioncontrol strategy.The purpose of congestioncontrol is to control network traffic to
reduce resourceoverload.
Congestion Avoidance
Congestioncontrol helps to improve performanceafter
congestion has occurred. Congestion avoidance tries to
keep congestionfrom occurring. Thus congestioncontrol
proceduresare curativewhile congestionavoidanceprocedures are preventive. Given that a graph of throughput
versusnetwork load typically looks like Fig.2,a congestion
avoidance scheme should cause the network to oscillate
slightly around the knee, while a congestion control
scheme tries to minimize the chances of going over the
cliff. The knee is the optimal operating point becauseincreasesin load do not offer a proportional increase in
throughput, and it provides a certain amount of reservefor
the natural burstinessassociatedwith network traffic.

Flow Control Mechanisms in TP4
The OSI Class4 Transport,or TP4, protocol is described
in ISO document number 8073. It provides a reliable endto-end data transfer service by using error detection and
recovery mechanisms.Flow control is an inherent part of
this reliable service.This sectionwill describethe protocol
mechanismsthat are used to provide flow control in OSI
TP4. These mechanismsmake use of the TP4 data stream
structure,TPDUnumbering,and TPDU acknowledgments.
TP4 Data Stream Structure
The main service provided by the transport layer is, of
course,datatransfer.Two types of transferserviceareavailable from TP4: a normal data serviceand an expediteddata
service.Expedited data at the transportlayer bypassesnormal data end-to-endflow control. so we need not concern
ourselveswith expedited data when discussingTP4 flow
control.
The OSI transport service (TS) interface is modeled as a
set of primitives through which information is passedbetween the TS provider and the TS user. Normal TS user
data is given to the transport layer by the sending TS user
in a transport data requestprimitive. TS user data is delivered to the receivingTS user in a transport data indication
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Fig. 1. Model of a transport entity

Flg.2. A typical graph of throughput versusnetwork load. A
congestion avoidance scheme should cause the network to
oscillate around the knee, while a congestion control scheme
tries to minimize the chances of going over the clift.
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primitive.
The data carried in each transport data request and transport data indication primitive is called a transport service
data unit (TSDU). There is no limit on the length of a TSDU.
To deliver a TSDU, the transport protocol may segment
the TSDU into multiple data transport protocol data units
(DT TPDUs). The maximum data TPDU size is negotiated
for each connection at connection establishment. Negotiation of a particular size depends on the internal buffer
management scheme and the maximum packet size supported by the underlying network service. The maximum
TPDU sizes allowed in TPa are 128, 256,51,2, 1,024,2048,
4096. and 8192 octets.*
TPDU Numbering
The error detection, recovery, and flow control functions
all rely on TPDU numbering. Unlike ARPA TCP, where
sequencing is based on numbering each byte in the data
stream since connection establishment, TP4 sequencing is
based on numbering each TPDU in the data stream since
connection establishment. A transport entity allocates the
sequence number zero to the first DT TPDU that it transmits
for a transport connection. For subsequent DT TPDUs sent
on the same transport connection, the transport entity allocates a sequence number one greater than the previous one,
modulo the sequence space size (see Fig. 3).
The sequence number is carried in the header of each
DT TPDU and its corresponding AK (acknowledgment)
TPDU. The sequence number field can be either 7 ot 31,
bits long. The size of the sequence space is negotiated at
connection establishment. Since a transport entity must
wait until the network's maximum packet lifetime has expired before reusing a sequence number, the 31-bit sequence space is preferred for performance reasons.
TP4 Acknowledgments
An AK (acknowledgment) TPDU is used in OSI TP4 for
the following reasons:
I It is the third part of the three-way handshake that is
used for connection establishment (see Fig. 4). It acknowledges the receipt of the CC (connect confirm)
TPDU.
I It is used to provide the connection assurance or keepalive function. To detect an unsignaled loss of the network connection or failure of the remote transport entity,
an inactivity timer is used. A connection's inactivity
.An octet is eight bits.
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Fig. 4. Three-wayhandshake used for connection estab/lshment.
timer is reset each time a valid TPDU is received on that
connection. If a connection's inactivity timer expires,
the connection is presumed lost and the local transport
entity invokes its release procedures for the connection.
The keep-alive function maintains an idle connection
by periodically transmitting an AK TPDU upon expiration of the window timer. Thus the interval of one transport entity's window timer must be less than that of its
peer's inactivity timer. Since there is no mechanism for
sharing information about timer values, a transport entity must respond to the receipt of a duplicate AK TPDU
not containing the FCC (flow control confirmation) parameter by transmitting an AK TPDU containing the
FCC parameter. Thus, a transport entity can provoke
another transport entity into sending an AK TPDU to
keep the connection alive by transmitting a duplicate

AK TPDU.
r It is used to acknowledgethe in-sequencereceipt of one
or more DT TPDUs. Since OSI TP4 retains DT TPDUs
until acknowledgment(for possibleretransmission),receipt of an AK TPDU allows the sender to releasethe
acknowledgedTPDUs and free transmit buffers. To acknowledge the receipt of multiple DT TPDUs, an implementation of OSI TP4 may withhold sending an AK
TPDU for some time (maximum acknowledgment
holdbacktime) afterreceiptof a DT TPDU.This holdback
time must be conveyedto the remote transport entity at
connection establishmenttime.

DT TPDUS(Data Transport Protocol Data Units)
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| )
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Fig.3. fransportdataserviceunit
(TSDU)format and the DT TPDU
numberingscheme.

OSI Express Card TP4

r It is used to convey TP4 flow control information, as
describedin the next section.
TP4 Flow Control
OSI TP4 flow control, like many other schemes,is managedby the receiver. TP4 usesa credit scheme.The receiver
sends an indication through the AK TPDU of how many
DT TPDUs it is prepared to receive. More specifically, an
AK TPDU carries the sequencenumber of the next expected
DT TPDU (this is called the LWE or lower window edge)
and the credit window (CDT),which is the number of DT
TPDUs that the peer transport entity may send on this
connection. The sequence number of the first DT TPDU
that cannot be sent,called the upper window edge(UWE),
is then the lower window edge plus the credit window
modulo the sequencespacesize (seeFig. 5). As an example,
say that the receiving transport entity has received DT
TPDUs up through sequencenumber 5. Then the L\AIEor
next expected DT TPDU number is 6. If the receiver transmits an AK TPDU with a CDT of 10 and an LWE of 6, then
the transmitter (receiver of the AK TPDU) has permission
to transmit 10 DT TPDUs numbered 6 through 15. The
transmitter is free to retransmit any DT TPDU that has not
beenacknowledgedand for which it hascredit. A DT TPDU
is acknowledged when an AK TPDU is received whose
LWE is greaterthanthe sequencenumber of the DT TPDU.
Credit Reduction
OSI TP4 allows the receiverto reducethe credit window
as well as take back credit for DT TPDUs that it has not
yet acknowledged.The LWE cannot be reduced,however,
since it representsthe next expectedDT TPDU sequence
number and acknowledgesreceiptof all DT TPDUsof lower
number. Another way of saying this is that the UWE need
not move forward with each successiveAK TPDU, and in
fact it may move backwardsas long as it isn't lessthan the
LWE. As will be discussed later, the OSI Expresscard's
TP4 takes advantage of this feature to provide memory
congestioncontrol by closingthe credit window (AK TPDU
with CDT of zeroJunder certain circumstances.

rYE

The OSI Expresscard's implementation of TP4 (hereafter
called the Express TP4) flow control and network congestion control and avoidance policies use many of the basic
protocol mechanismsdescribedabove.
Flow Control
In ExpressTP4 the maximum receivecredit window size
(W) is a user-settableparameter.A similar parameter(Q)
is used to provide an upper limit on the number of DT
TPDUs a given connection is allowed to retain awaiting
acknowledgment.The ExpressTP4 dynamically changes
the window size and queuing limit based on the state of
congestion,so W and Q are treated as upper limits. An
application can set values for W and Q for a particular
connection during connection establishment.A set of values may also be associatedwith a particular TSAP (transport serviceaccesspoint) selector,so that applicationscan
selectfrom different transport serviceprofiles. In lieu of a
connection using one of the two methods just described,
configured default values are used.
There is no real notion of flow control in the outbound
direction, although TPDU transmissionsare paced during
times of congestion.The Express TP4 continues to send
TPDUs until it has used all the credit that it was allocated
by the peer entity, or it has Q TPDUs in its retransmission
queue awaiting acknowledgment,whichever comes first.
Ignoring any congestioncontrol mechanismsfor the moment, inbound flow control is also fairly simple. When the
ExpressTP4 sendsan AK TPDU, its goal is to grant a full
window's worth of credit. The CDT field of the AK TPDU
is setto W, and the L\MEfield is setto the sequencenumber
of the last in-sequenceDT TPDU received plus one (i.e.,
the next expectedDT TPDU).The key to the efficient operSender

Receiver
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UWE = Upper Window Edge
(Sequence Number of the First DT TPDU that Cannot Be Sent)
LWE = Lower Window Edge
(Sequence Number-Carried by an AK TPDU-of the Next Expected
DT TPDU)
CDT = Gredit Window or Window Size
(Number ol DT TPDUs a Receiver Can Handle)
Fig.5.

Paramelers associated with a buffer of DT TPDUS.

Waiting for AK TPDU

Fig. 6. Slmp/e flow control policy
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ation of the flow control policy is the timing of the AK
TPDU transmissions.
A simple flow control policy (seeFig. 6) could be to send
an AK TPDU granting a full credit window when the last
in-sequence DT TPDU of the current credit window has
been received. This policy would degradethe potential
throughput of the connection, however, becauseit neglects
the propagation delays and processing times of the DT
TPDUs and AK TPDUs. After transmitting the last DT TPDU
of the current credit window, the sender is idle until the
AK TPDU is received and processed.After sending the AK
TPDU, the receiver is idle until the first DT TPDU of the
new credit window has propagated across the network.
These delays could be lengthy dependingon the speedof
the underlying transmission equipment and on the relative
speedsof the sending and receiving end systems.
A more efficient flow control policy, like that implemented in the ExpressTP4, sendscredit updates such
that the slowestpart of the transmissionpipeline (sending
entity, receiving entity, or network subsystem) is not idle
as long as there is data to be transmitted. This is done by
sending an AK TPDU granting a full window's worth of
credit before all of the DT TPDUs of the current credit
window havebeenreceived.The point in the current credit
window at which the credit-giving AK TPDU is sent is
called the credit acknowledgment point (CAP). Thus the
CAP is the sequencenumber of a DT TPDU in the current
credit window whose in-sequencereceiptwill generatethe
transmission of an AK TPDU. The AK TPDU's LlvlIEwill
be the sequencenumber of the DT TPDU causing the generation of the AK TPDU and the CDT field of the AK TPDU
will contain the value of W. The CAP is calculated each
time an AK TPDU is sent, and is just the sum of the credit
acknowledgment interval (CAI) and the current LWE, CAI
represents the number of data packets received before an
AK TPDU is sent.

Example
Consider a hypothetical connection where two end systems are connected through an intermediate system via
two 9600-baud full-duplex serial links. Fig. 7 shows the
progression of DT TPDUs and the flow control pacing AK
TPDUs acrossthe links of this connection. At time T0. end
system L has received the DT TPDU whose sequence
number is the CAP. End system 1 then places an AK TPDU
in the transmission queue of link A', thereby granting a
new credit window. Meanwhile links A and B are busy
processing DT TPDUs numbered CAP + 1 and CAP + 2 respectively. At time T1, the AK TPDU has made it to the
link B' transmission queue and the DT TPDUs have advanced one hop, allowing DT TPDU number CAP+ 3 to be
inserted in the link B transmission queue. Finally, at time
T2, the AK TPDU has made it to end system 2, and again
the DT TPDUs have advanced one hop, allowing DT TPDU
number CAP + 4 to be inserted in the link B transmission
queue.Note that for simplicity, it is assumedthat the propagation delay of a DT TPDU across a link is equal to that
of an AK TPDU. In reality, DT TPDUs are larger than AK
TPDUs and would take longer to propagate.
For this example, the minimal CAI needed to keep the
links busy is four, and the minimal window sizeW is eight.
Thus the AK TPDU would carry a CDT of eight, so that
end system 2 has credit to send DT TPDUs numbered
CAP + 5 through CAP + B at the time it receives the AK
TPDU (time T2). DT TPDU number CAP++ would trigger
end system 1 to send another credit-granting AK. The CAI
should not be greaterthan W - 4 for this example, or end
system 1 will notice an abnormal delay in the packet train
becauseend system2 doesnot have enoughcredit to keep
the links busy while the AK TPDU is in transit. Any CAI
less than W-4 would avoid the delay problem, but the
increase in AK TPDU traffic tends to decreasethe amount
of CPU and link bandwidth that can be used for data trans-
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Fag. 7. Hypotheticalconnection
of twoendsystemsthroughan intermediatesystemvia two 9600baud full-duplexseriallinks.

mission. The optimal CAI for this example would be W-4
since that avoids the credit delay and minimizes the
number of AK TPDUs. The graph in Fig. 9 on page 56
shows the effect on throughput of different values for W
and different CAIs (packets per AK TPDU) for each of the
window sizes. This graph was created from a simulation
of the Express TP4 implementation running a connection
between two end systems connected to a single LAN segment. This simulation data and analysis of real Express
TP4 data have shown that a maximum CAI of W/2 yields
the best performance with the least amount of algorithmic
complexity.
Optimal Credit Window
In the Express TP+, the CAI initially starts at half the
credit window size (W/2), but can be reduced and subsequently increased dynamically to reach and maintain the
optimal interval during the Iife of the connection. The optimal value, as shown in the above example, is large enough
to ensure that the sender receives the AK TPDU granting
a new credit window before it finishes transmitting at least
the last DT TPDU of the current window, but not larger
than the number of DT TPDUs the sender is willing to
queue on its retransmit queue awaiting acknowledgment
(note that this scheme relies on the setting of sufficiently
large values for Q and W such that the optimal CAI can be
reached). If the sending transport entity does not allow W2
DT TPDUs to be queued awaiting acknowledgment, then
as a receiver, the Express TP4 will decrease the CAI to
avoid waiting for the CAP DT TPDU that would never
come. This situation is detected with the maximum
acknowledgment holdback timer. Since any AK TPDU that
is sent cancels the acknowledgment holdback timer, expiration of the holdback timer indicates that the sender may
not have sent the CAP DT TPDU. When the timer expires,
the CAI is decreased to half the number of DT TPDUs
received since the last credit update. This is done to preserve the pipelining scheme, since it has been shown that
it is better to send AK TPDUs slightly more often than to
allow the pipeline to dry up. The amount of credit offered
to the receiver is not shrunk (unless congestion is detected),
so if the sender devotes more resources to the connection,
it can take advantage of the larger window size. The CAP
will increase linearly as long as the sender is able to send
up to the CAP DT TPDU before the acknowledgment
holdback timer expires. The linear increase allows the Express TP4 to probe the sender's transmit capability, and
has proved fairly effective.
A more effective mechanism for matching the receiver's
AK TPDU rate to the sender's needs has reached draft proposal status as an enhancement to OSI TP4. That mechanism allows the sending transport entity to request an
acknowledgment from the receiving transport entity.

Congestion Control and Avoidance
Several network congestion control and avoidance algorithms are used in the Express TP4. All of these algorithms have been described and rationalized in reference
3. This section provides a basic description of each algorithm and how they were effectively incorporated in the

Express TP4 implementation. There is also a description
of how these algorithms are used together with the dynamic
credit window and retransmit queue sizing algorithms to
provide congestion control of card resources and network
resources.
Slow SIaTUCUTE Congestion Avoidance
Two very similar congestion avoidance schemes have
been described by lacobsen3 and fain.4 The fundamental
observation of these two algorithms is that the flow on a
transport connection should obey a "conservation of packets" principle. If a network is running in equilibrium, then
a new packet isn't put onto the network until an old one
leaves. Congestion and ultimately packet loss occur as soon
as this principle is violated. In practice, whenever a new
connection is started or an existing connection is restarted
after an idle period, new packets are injected into the network before an old packet has exited. To minimize the
destabilizing effects of these new packet injections, the
CUTE* and slow start schemes require the sender to start
from one packet and linearly increase the number of packets sent per round-trip time, The basic algorithm is as follows:
I When starting or restarting after a packet loss or an idle
period, set a variable congestion window to one.
r When sending DT TPDUs, send the minimum of the
congestion window or the receiver's advertised credit
window size.
! On receipt of an AK TPDU acknowledging outstanding
DT TPDUs, increase the congestion window by one up
to some maximum (the minimum of Q or the receiver's
advertised credit window size).
Note that this algorithm also is employed when the retransmit or retransmission timer expires. The CUTE
scheme proposes that a retransmission time-out be used as
an indication of packet loss because of congestion. Jacobsens also argues, with some confidence, that if a good
round-trip-time estimator is used in setting the retransmit
timer, a time-out indicates a lost packet and not a broken
timer (assuming that a delayed packet is equated with a
lost packet). For a LAN environment, packets are dropped
because of congestion.
The Express TP4 uses the slow start algorithm (if configured to do so) when a connection is first established, upon
expiration of the retransmission timer, and after an idle
period on an existing connection. An idle period is detected
when certain number of keep-alive AK TPDU's have been
sent or received. The slow start and CUTE schemes limit
their description to sender functions. The Express TP4 provides the slow start function on the receive side as well,
to protect both the network and the OSI Express card from
a sender that does not use the slow start scheme. The receiver slow start algorithm is nearly identical to the sender's and works as follows:
I When starting or restarting after an idle period, set a
variable congestion window to one.
r When sending an AK TPDU, offer a credit window size
equal to the congestion window to the sender.
I On receipt of the CAP DT TPDU, increase the congestion
window by one up to some maximum W as described
'CUTE standsfor CongestioncontrolUsing fime-outsat the End-to-endlayer.
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above.

VarianceEstimation
Round-Trip-Time
Since the retransmit timer is used to provide congestion
notification, it must be sensitive to abnormal packet delay
as well as packet loss. To do this, it must maintain an
accurate measurement of the round-trip time (RTT). The
round-trip time is defined as the time it takes for a packet
to propagate across the network and its acknowledgment
to propagate back. Most transport implementations use an
averaging algorithm to keep an ongoing estimation of the
round-trip time using measurements taken for each received acknowledgment.
The Express TP4 uses RTT mean and variance estimation
algorithms3 to derive its retransmission timer value. The
basic estimator equations in a C-language-like notation are:

Err : M-A
A:A+(Err>>Gain)
D : D + ( ( l E r r l- D ) > > G a i n )
where:

M : current RTT measurement
A : averageestimationfor RTT, or a
prediction of the next measurement
Err : errorinthepreviousprediction
of M which may be treatedasa variance
Gain : aweightingfactor
D : estimatedmeandeviation
) ) : C notationfor the logical shift right
operation(a division of the left operand
by 2 to the power of the right operand).
The retransmission timer is then calculated as;
retranstime:A+2D.
The addition of the deviation estimator has provided a
more reactive retransmission timer while still damping the
somewhat spurious fluctuations in the round-trip time.

ExponentialRetransmitTimer
If it can be believed that a retransmit timer expiration is
a signal of network congestion, then it should be obvious
that the retransmission time should be increased when the
timer expires to avoid further unnecessary retransmissions.
If the network is congested, then the timer most likely
expired because the round-trip time has increased appreciably (a packet loss could be viewed as an infinite increase). The question is how the retransmissions should
be spaced. An exponential timer back-off seems to be good
enough to provide stability in the face of congestion, although in theory even an exponential back-off won't
guarantee stability.5
The Express TP4 uses an exponential back-off with
clamping. Clamping means that the backed-off retransmit
time is used as the new round-trip time estimate, and thus
directly effects the retransmit time for subsequent DT
TPDUs. The exponential back-off equation is as follows:
retrans_time : retrans time x 2n
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where n is the number of times the packet has been transmitted.
For a given DT TPDU, the first time the retransmission
timer expires the retransmission time is doubled. The second time it expires, the doubled retransmission time is
quadrupled, and so on.
Dynamic Window and Retransmit Queue Sizing
The slow start described earlier provides congestion
avoidance when used at connection start-up and restart
after idle. It provides congestion control when triggered by
a retransmission. The problem with it is that a slow start
only reduces a connection's resource demands for a short
while. It takes time RTTlogrW, where RTT is the round-trip
time and W is the credit window size, for the window
increase to reach W. When a window size reaches W again,
congestion will most likely recur if it doesn't still exist,
Something needs to be done to control a connection's contribution to the load on the network for the long run.
The transport credit window size is the most appropriate
control point, since the size of the offered credit window
directly effects the load on the network. Increasing the
window size increases the load on the network. and decreasing the window size decreasesthe load. A simple rule
is that to avoid congestion, the sum of all the window sizes
(Wt) of the connections in the network must be less than
the network capacity. If the network becomes congested,
then having each connection reduce its W (while also employing the slow start algorithm to alleviate the congestion)
should bring the network back into equilibrium. Since there
is no notification by the network when a connection is
using less than its fair share of the network resources, a
connection should increase its W in the absence of congestion notification to find its limit. For example, a connection
could have been sharing a path with someone else and
converged to a window that gave each connection half the
available bandwidth. If the other connection shuts down,
the released bandwidth will be wasted unless the remaining connection increases its window size.
It is argued that a multiplicative decrease of the window
size is best when the feedback selector signals congestion,
while an additive increase of the window size is best in
the absence of congestion.3'6 Network load grows nonlinearly at the onset of congestion, so a multiplicative decrease is about the least that can be done to help the network
reach equilibrium again. A multiplicative decrease also
affects connections with large window sizes more than
those with small window sizes, so it penalizes connections
fairly. An additive increase slowly probes the capacity of
the network and lessens the chance of overestimating the
available bandwidth. Overestimation could result in frequent congestion oscillations.
Like the slow start algorithm, the Express TP4 uses multiplicative decrease and additive increase by adjusting W
on a connection's receive side and by adjusting Q on a
connection's send side. This allows us to control the injection of packets into the network and control the memory
utilization of each connection on the OSI Express card.
The amount of credit given controls the amount of buffer
space needed in the network and on the card. The size of
Q also controls the amount of buffer space needed on the

card, becauseTSDUs are not sent to the card from the host
computer unless the connection has credit to send them
or there are less than Q TPDUs already queued awaiting
acknowledgment.The ExpressTP4 usesthe following equations to implement multiplicative decreaseand additive
increase.
Upon notification of congestion (multiplicative decrease):
(1)
W' : W'12
(2)
q' : Q'12.
Upon absence of congestion (additive increase):

W':W'+W'14
a':a'+Q't4.

(3)
t4)

W' and Q' are the actual values used by the connection
and W and Q are upper limits for W' and Q' respectively.
The window and queue size adjustments are used with
the retransmit timer congestion notification in the following manner:
I Expiration of the retransmit timer signals network congestion and Q' is decreased.
I The slow start algorithm is used to clock data packets
out until the congestion window equals Q'.
t As long as no other notifications of congestion occur, Q'
is increased each time an AK TPDU is received, up to a
maximum of Q.

OSI ExpressCongestionControl
One of the main design goals of the OSI Express card
was to support a large number of connections. To achieve
this goal, the memory management scheme had to be as
efficient as possible since memory (for data structures and
data buffers) is the limiting factor in supporting many connections. OSI Express memory management is provided
by the CONE memory buffer manager (see page 27 for more
about CONE memory buffer manager).
Initially, the memory buffer manager was designed such
that each connection's packet buffers were preallocated. A
connection was guaranteed that the buffers it needed would
be available on demand. This scheme provided good performance for each connection when there were many active
connections, but it would not support enough active connections. The connections goal had to be met, so the memory buffer manager was redesigned such that all connections share the buffer pool. Theoretically,there can be more
connections active than there are data buffers, so this
scheme maximizes the number of supportable connections
at the cost of individual connection performance as the
ratio of data buffers to the number of connections approaches one.

The Problem and The Solution
With a shared buffer scheme comes the possibility of
congestion. (Actually, even without a shared buffer
scheme,other resourcessuch as CPU and queuing capacity
aretypically shared,so congestionis not a problem specific
to statisticalbuffering.)Since no resourcesare reservedfor
each connection, congestionon the card arises from the
samesituations as congestionin the network. A new connection coming alive or an existing connection restarting

after an idle period injects new packets into the system
without waiting for old packets to leave the system. AIso,
since there can be many connections, it is likely that the
sizes and other resource
sum of the connections'window
demands could become greater than what the card can
actually supply.
A shared resource scheme also brings the problem of
ensuring that each connection can get its fair share of the
resources. Connections will operate with different window
sizes, packet sizes, and consumption and production rates.
This leads to many different patterns and quantities of
resource use. As many connections start competing for
scarce resources, the congestion control scheme must be
able to determine which connections are and which connections are not contributing to the shortage.
The problem of congestion and fairness was addressed
by modeling the card as a simple feedback control system.
The system model used consists of processes (connections)
that take input in the form of user data, buffers, CPU resources, and control signals, and produce output in the
form of protocol data units. To guarantee the success of
the system as a whole, each process must be successful.
Each process reports its success by providing feedback signals to a central control decision process. The control decision process is responsible for processing these feedback
signals, determining how well the system is performing
and providing control information to the connection processes so that they will adjust their use of buffers and CPU
resources such that system performance can be maximized.

ControlSystem
Certain measures are needed to determine the load on
the card so that congestion can be detected, controlled, and
hopefully avoided. When the card is lightly loaded, fairness
is not an issue. As resources become scarce, however, some
way is needed to measure each connection's resource use
so that fairness can be determined and control applied to
reduce congestion.
Two types of accounting structures are used on the OSI
Express card to facilitate measurement: accounts and credit
cards. Since outbound packets are already associated with
a connection as they are sent from the host to the card,
each connection uses its own account structure to maintain
its outbound resource use information. All protocol layers
involved in a particular connection charge their outbound
operations directly to the connection's outbound account.
For inbound traffic, when a packet is received from the
LAN, the first three protocol layers do not know which
upper-layer connection the packet is for. Therefore, a single
inbound account is used for all inbound resource use information for the first three protocol layers, and some combined resource use information for upper-layer connections. This provides some level of accountability for inbound resource use at the lower layers such that comparisons can be made to overall outbound resoutce use. Since
a single inbound account exists for all connections, credit
cards are used by the upper four layers (transport and up)
to charge their inbound operations to specific connections.
Thus each connection has an outbound account and a credit
card {or the inbound account.
The protocol modules and CONE utilities are responsible
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for updating the statistics (i.e., charging the operations)
that are used to measure resource use. These statistics include various system and connection queue depths, CPU
use, throughput, and time-averaged memory utilization.
When summed over all of the connections, these statistics
are used along with other signals to determine the degree
of resource shortage or congestion on the card. The individual connection values indicate which connections are
contributing the most to the congestion (and should be
punished) and which connections are not using their fair
share of resources (and should be allowed to do so).

Flow ControlDaemon
The control decision and feedback filtering function is
implemented in a CONE daemon process aptly named the
flow control daemon. Using a daemon allows the overhead
for flow control to be averaged over a number of packets.
The daemon periodically looks at the global resource statistics and then sets a target for each of the resources for each
connection. The target level is not just the total number of,
say, buffers divided by the number of connections. Targets
are based on the average use adjusted up or down based
on the scarcity of various resources. This allows more flexibility of system configurations since one installation or
mix of connections may perform better with different
maximum queue depths than another. It is also the simplest
way to set targets for things like throughput since total
throughput is not a constant or a linear function of the
number of connections.
Control signals are generated by the flow control daemon
as simple indications of whether a connection should increase, decrease, or leave as is its level of resource use.
The daemon determines the direction by comparing the
connection's level of use with the current target levels.
There is a separate direction indication for inbound and
outbound resource use.
The fairness function falls out very simply from this
decision and control scheme. Any connection that is using
more than its fair share of a resource will have a level of
use greater than the average and thus greater than the target
when that resource is scarce. In other words, the "fair
share" is the target.
The control signals are generated when a connection
queries the daemon. The most likely point for querying the
daemon is when a connection is about to make a flow
control decision. That decision point is, of course, in the
TP4 layer of the OSI Express card.
Effects of the Daemon
The effects of flow control notifications to a connection
regarding decreasing or increasing resource use vary according to whether the direction of traffic is inbound or
outbound.
Outbound, The Express TP4 queries the flow control
daemon for outbound congestion/fairness notification
when it receives an AK TPDU. It is at this point that DT
TPDUs are released from the retransmission queue, and it
can be decided if more or fewer DT TPDUs can be queued
until the next AK TPDU is received.
If the connection is using more than its fair share of
outbound resources (because of congestion or just over-
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zealousness), the daemon will return a decrease notification. A decrease notification causes the Express TP4 to
reduce the connection's retransmit queue size (Q') using
equation 2. The slow start algorithm is then used to clock
DT TPDUs out until the congestion window equals Q'.
If Q' is equal to one when a decrease is signaled, the
Express TP4 goes into DT TPDU send delay mode. In this
mode, transmission of successive DT TPDUs is spaced by
a minimum delay (D) to produce an interpacket gap that
will slow down the connection's demand for resources. If
further decrease signals are received in delay mode, the
minimum delay is increased using D : D x 2.
If the connection is using less than its fair share of outbound resources, the daemon will return an increase notification. An increase notification causes the Express TP4 to
increase the connection's retransmit queue size (Q') up to
a maximum of Q, using the additive increase equation. If
an increase signal is received in delay mode, the minimum
delay is decreased using D : D - Dla.
Inbound. The Express TP4 queries the flow control daemon
for inbound congestion/fairness notification when it sends
an AK TPDU. At this point the decision needs to be made
whether more or fewer DT TPDUs should be allowed in
the pipeline until the next AK TPDU is sent. If the connection is using more than its fair share of inbound resources,
the daemon will return a decrease notification. A decrease
notification causes the Express TP4 to reduce the connection's receive window size (W') using equation 1. The slow
start algorithm is then used to clock AK TPDUs out with
credit window (CDT) values increasing from one to W'.
If W' is equal to one when a decrease is signaled, the
Express TP4 goes into credit delay mode. In this mode,
transmission of AK TPDUs containing a CDT of one are
spaced by a minimum delay to produce an interpacket gap
between incoming DT TPDUs that will slow down the connection's demand for resources. If further decrease signals
are received in delay mode, the minimum delay is increasedusingD:Dx2.
If the connection is using less than its fair share of inbound resources, the daemon will return an increase notification. An increase notification causes the Express TP4 to
increase the connection's credit window size (W') up to a
maximum of W, using equation 3. If an increase signal is
received in delay mode, the minimum delay is decreased
usingD:D-Dl
.

SevereCongestionNotification
The flow control daemon also provides an emergency
notification to Express TP4 in cases where transient shortages of memory are severe enough to jeopardize the existence of connections. Because the OSI Express card uses
statistical buffering, there is a possibility that a large burst
of outbound data could queue up in the Express TP4 retransmission queues, while inbound data is flowing in and
getting queued because the host computer is not reading
data from the card. If the situation is such that buffers may
not be available to receive or send AK TPDUs, the daemon
will give an emergency notification to the Express TP4.
Upon receipt of this notification, the Express TP4 sends
an AK TPDU with a CDT of zero, closing the credit window.
Thus DT TPDUs received that are outside the new credit

window are thrown away so as to avoid memory deadlock.
The Express TP4 also decreases the credit window W' and
the retransmit queue size Q' using equations 1 and 2. The
slow start algorithm is used to get the inbound and outbound data traffic flowing again.
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DataLinkLayerDesignandTestingfor the
OSI ExpressGard
Themodulesin the data linklayeroccupy the bottomof the
OSIReferenceModel. Therefore,it was imperativethat they
be f inishedf irstand thattheirreliabilitybe assured before
use by the upper layers of the OS/ sfack.
by Judith A. Smith and Bill Thomas

HE DATA LINK LAYER is the second layer in the
OSI ReferenceModel. Its function is to provide accessto the LAN interfacefor the OSI network layer
(layer 3), and transmitting and receiving of data packetsto
or from the physical layer (layer 1). This article describes
the data Iink layer, particularly the OSI Expresscard's implementation of this protocol layer. The box on page 49
provides a brief description of the OSI network layer.
The data link layer consists of two sublayers:the L\C
(logical link control) sublayerand the MAC (media access
control) sublayer (seeFig. 1). The LLC sublayer provides
a hardware independent interface to the upper-layer protocol. The LLC used for the OSI Expresscard implementation is specified in ANSI/IEEE standard 802.2. The OSI
Expresscard usesthe Type 1 LLC protocol describedwithin
this specification.Type 1 LLCs exchangePDUs (protocol
data units) betweenthemselveswithout the establishment
of a datalink connection.This is also called connectionless
network protocol.The MAC sublayercontrols accessto the
shared physical signaling and medium technologies(e.g.,

coaxial cable, twisted pair, fiber optic cables, and even
radio signals). The MAC protocol used by the OSI Express
card implementation is specified in IEEE standard 802.4.
Besides requiring that the OSI Express card implementation conform closely to the IEEE standards, the goals that
guided our design included:
I Hiding the upper LLC interface details from the data link
layer user (network layer).
r Making the LLC support multiple MAC sublayers.
r Making the lower LLC interface simple and flexible
enough to promote testability and ease of integration.
r Providing a loopback mechanism in the LLC.
I Creating and porting the MAC code to the OSI Express
card before all other protocol layers.
I Designing the MAC code and MAC test environment so
that some portions are leverageable to other MAC implementations.
Since the data link layer module had to be the first protocol module completed, another goal was to ensure that
the design and development process produced simple and
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reliable code.
The Data Link Layer and CONE
The data link layer usesthe facilities provided by CONE
(commonOSI networking environment)to provide services
to the protocol layer aboveit and to communicatewith the
protocol layer below it. Thesefacilities include data structures for service accesspoints (SAPs), interfaces to the
protocol layer routines, and the path data structurewhich
representsan individual connectionbetweenapplications
on different machines. CONE facilities and SAPs are described in detail in the article on page 18.
The protocol layer above the data link layer is called the
data link layer user. This is the network layer. Since the
LLC is the top layer of the data link layer, the network
layer is also the LLC user. Similarly the MAC user is the
LLC. A SAP is an addressablepoint at which protocol
servicesare provided for a layer user. SAPs are identified
by address information found in the headers (protocol
headersJof data packetsaniving at eachlayer. Forthe LLC
layer a SAP addressis called an LSAP.Packetsarriving at the
LLC layer usually havetwo addresses.One indicateswhere
the packet came from (source)and the other indicates the
packet'sdestination.The from addressis called the source
serviceaccesspoint, or SSAP,and the destinationaddress
is called the destination service accesspoint, or DSAP.
CONE provides three data structures for all the protocol
layers that enable them to communicate with each other.
The first is the protocol entry datastructure,which contains
pointers to all the proceduresrequired by a particular protocol layer. For example the following proceduresare part
of the data link layer protocol and are used by the network
Iayer to command the data link layer to perform certain
actions.
I DLAdd_SAP.Set up an LSAP.
r Dlsend-Down.Send a data packet.
I DlControl-Down.
Send an XIDor TESTcommand packet.
I DL-StarLDown.
Set up a path between the data layer and
its user.

End System

r DLDelete_SAP. Remove an LSAP.
I DlStop_Down. Remove a path.
Pointers to these procedures are set in the CONE protocol
data structure when the LLC initialization
procedure is
called. Also at initialization, an LLC SAP data structure is
set up so that the data link layer can find the network layer.
When a connection is established with a remote application, CONE creates a data structure called a path. A path
represents the intramachine route taken through the protocol layers by packets on a given connection from the
application to the LAN interface. It consists of an ordered
list of data structures that contain, among other things,
pointers to the SAP entries of the protocol layers involved
in the conversation between the two applications. Fig. 7
on page 23 shows the CONE data structures.

Logical Link Control Sublayer
The LLC sublayer on the OSI Express card performs two
kinds of functions. It sends and receives packets for the
users and sendsand respondsto XID(exchangeidentificationJ and TESTcommands. The XtD command is used to
describe the capabilities of the LLC sublayer on one
machine to the LLC sublayer on another machine. The XtD
command is sent as a single packet containing the DSAP
and SSAPaddresses,a control field setto the XtDcommand.
and the XIDinformation which describesthe functions the
LLC supports. The LLC on the receiving machine sendsa
responsepacketto the senderdescribingitself. The receipt
of the XIDcommand is not reportedto the LLC user because
it is handled internally by the LLC sublayer. The TEST
commandis usedto testthe integrity of the communication
link between the LLC sublayers on two communicating
machines. Therefore,the TESTcommand also causesthe
receiving LLC to send a response.The responsedata from
the receiving machine is expected to be the same data that
is sent in the command packet.Like the XIDcommand,the
TESTcommand is not sent to the LLC user. The kinds of
DSAP addressesin the XtD and tesT commands include
individual, group, and global addresses.The individual
End System

*- r,"-{

Fig, 1. Overviewof the data link
layer and lts sub/ayers.
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addressis used when the responsepacket is to be sent for
one particular LSAP address.The group addressis used
when the responseis to be sent for a group of LLC users.
The global addressis used when the responseis to be sent
for all of the active LLC SAP addresses.A TESTpacketsent
to the global addressshould result in responsesfrom addresszero and from each of the other active SAPs.One of
the individual addresses,address0, designatesthe sending
LLC itself and is always active. Therefore,an XIDor TEST
command sent to this addresswill always generatea response.
Media Access Control Sublayer
The MAC sublayeris responsiblefor sendingand receiving data from the media. To fulfill this responsibility the
MAC sublayer performs:
I Conversion of outbound data into a form acceptableto
the hardware that sends the packet onto the media. It
performsthe reversetransformationfor inbound packets
I Checking to ensure that received packets have a MAC
addressthat is acceptableto the OSI Expresscard and
that there are no detectabletransmissionerrors
r Managing how many times retransmissionof a packet
should be attemptedif there are transmissionerrors.
The MAC sublayermaintains a SAP table with one entry
for each active MAC address.Two addressesare always
active:the local individual MAC addressand the broadcast
MAC address.The individual MAC address is stored in
nonvolatile memory on the card and is unique for every
individual card made. The assignmentof this addressis
managedon a worldwide basis.The broadcastaddressis
one that all MAC sublayersare required to accept.Additional addresses,such as multicast addresses,may also be
activated. These multicast addressesare used bv the network layer.
LLC and MAC lnterface
The procedurescontainedin the LLC and MAC sublayers
are designedto conform closely to IEEE standards802.3

and 802.4 and to maximize the independencebetweenthe
two sublayers. The procedures provided by the MAC sublayer include:
r Send-Packet.
This procedure is used by the LLC sublayer
to request the MAC sublayer to send a data packet out
onto the media.
r Activate-MAo-Addr
and Oeactivate-MAc-Addr.
These procedures are used as their name implies, to activate and
deactivateMAC addresses.When a MAC addressis activated, an entry is made in the MAC SAP lookup table.
A MAC addressmay be activatedmore than once if several LLC users(with different LSAPs)use the sameMAC
address.The data structure containing the MAC SAP
has a reference counter that contains a count of the
number of times the addressis activated by one of the
LLC users. When the MAC addressis deactivated,the
count is reduced.but the MAC addressitself is not deactivated until the count is reduced to zero.
r CheclcMAO-Addr
and Store-lndiv-MAC-Addr.
These procedures are used to provide independence between the
LLC and MAC sublayers.
The proceduresprovided by the LLC for the MAC sublayer include:
I CheclcPacketand Receive-Packet.
These procedures are
used to send packets received from the media by the
MAC sublayerto the LLC sublayer,which in turn sends
them to the data link layer user. The Check-Packet
procedure was developedto improve performance.When the
MAC layer receives a packet from the media it is in a
format used by the hardware to interface to the media.
Therefore, the data must be converted to the format used
by the OSI protocol stack. This effort is wasted if there
is no data link layer user to acceptthe packet.Therefore,
before the MAC does the conversion.it calls the Checlc
Packetprocedure to check that the packet's LLC header
is valid and that its destination addresshas an active
LSAP set up for it. The LLC then returns a pointer to
the LSAP to the MAC sublayer if and only if the packet
is acceptable.If a pointer is returned,the MAC sublayer

(a)

Filled in Field

lS = IntermediateSystem
ES = End System

Fig.2. (a) Configurationdata for
the network layer initialization.
(b) Data lields assoclated with
each address data set. (c) Address llelds of local address set
sent down wlth DLAdd_SAPcal/.
(d) Address fields of local address set after the MAC address
is rnserted-
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does the conversion and then passesthe packet and
pointer to the LLC sublayer using the Receive_Packet
procedure.
r Return-SenlPacket.
This procedure is used by the MAC
sublayer to return the data structure of the packet that
the MAC sublayer has sent onto the media. The LLC
sublayer will return the data structure to whatever protocol wants it back.
Design Decisions
The network layer and the LLC and MAC sublayerswork
together successfully becauseof the decisions we made to
simplify the design and to minimize the amount of information each layer needed to have about the other layer. One
of these decisions was that the network layer and the LLC
and MAC sublayers are to return no error messagesabout
whether or not a packet is successfully sent. This decision
stemmed from trying to decide how a layer user should
respond to an enor from lower layers, Since these errors
are characteristic of the particular lower layer in use, handling these errors could result in a great deal of dependency
in an upper layer on what was going on in a lower layer,
and would change if the lower layer changed (e.g., if the
IEEE 802.4 MAC was replaced with IEEE 802.3).
After reviewing the functions each layer was required to
provide, we realized that the transport layer had the responsibility for end-to-end communication and also that the
transport layer contains algorithms for ensuring the integrity of the connection no matter how the packets are lost.
Some packets transmitted with no errors will fail to arrive
at their destination becauseof network errors on the media.

It was decided to allow the transport layer to detect the
loss of any packets and handle all error recovery. This
relieves the transport layer from having to check status
information from the lower levels on every packet.
One area we went to great length to simplify is address
handling. The individual MAC address is a good example.
The network layer needs, as part of its protocol, to know
which of three MAC addresses (two multicast addresses
and the individual address) a received packet has as its
destination address. One method is to pass the individual
MAC address to the network layer. This has the drawback
that the network layer would have to know the format of
the address and the value of the individual address. To
eliminate the need for the network layer to know this information, LSAPs are set up for each set of LLC and MAC
addresses the network layer might use. Fig. 2a shows the
configuration data the network layer receives at initialization. The network parameters are used internally by the
network layer and each of the sets of address data is used
to add an LSAP for the network layer. Fig. 2b shows the
data items associated with each set of address data. The
network layer sets up an LSAP with the DL_Add_SAPprocedure, which is in the LLC sublayer. To get the MAC address
field initialized for the local address data. a call is made
to the DL-Add-SAP procedure with one of the parameters
pointing to the local address data shown in Fig. 2c. The
DL-Add-SAPprocedure examines the address data fields and
if the field containing the flag for the local MAC address
is true, the LLC calls the MAC sublayer routine Store_lndiv_
MAC-Addrand passes to the routine a pointer to the place
in the address data where the MAC address is supposed

Fig. 3. Loop-backflowchart.
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The OSI ConnectionlessNetwork
Protocol
The networklayeris the third layerof the OSI ReferenceModel.
It provides networkserviceto the transportlayer and uses the
data linkserviceas providedby the data linklayer.Two different
types of serviceare defined for the OSI networklayer:the connection-orientednetworkservice using the protocol defined in
ISO8208 (CCITTRecommendation
X.25)and the connectionless
networkserviceprovidedby the connectionless
networkprotocol
(CLNP)defined in ISO 8473, The OSI Expresscard relieson a
LAN subnetworktechnology,so it uses the connectionlessnetwork layerprotocol.The OSI Expresscard alsousesthe end-system{o-intermediate-system
routing exchange protocol defined
in ISO 9542 to discoverthe existenceof other end systemsor
the existenceof one or more intermediatesystemson the same
subnetwork(LAN segment).An end system (ES) is defined as
a systemin which there is a transportentityin an instanceof
communication.
An intermediate
system(lS) is a systemthat
providesthe routing and relayingfunctionsof the OSI network
layer. End systemsrely on intermediatesystemsto delivernetwork protocol data units (NPDUs)from the source ES to the
destination
ES acrossmultiplesubnetworks.
Service Provided by CLNP
The connectionlessnetworkservice(CLNS)providesa datagram service to the transport layer. Each NPDU containsthe
source and destinationend systemaddresses,and is routedto
the destination
as an autonomousunit (i.e.,not associatedwith
any connectionbetweenthe end systems).
The CLNSmay misorder,duplicate,or losepackets.Therefore,
it is up to an upperlayerprotocol,suchas the transportlayer,to performerrorchecking.
The connectionlessnetworkserviceprovidesonly two service
primitivesto the transportlayer:an N-UN|TDATA
requestand an
N-UNITDATA
indication.
The transportlayerinitiates
the transmissionof a TPDUor TPDUsby issuingan N-UNITDATA
request.The

to be. When this routine is finished the local address data
looks like Fig. 2d. The availability of the Store-tndiv-MAC_Addr
ensures that the LLC does not have to know what the MAC
address is or where it is stored. When control is returned
to the LLC sublayer, it uses the modified address data buffer
to add an LSAP just as if the MAC address had been
supplied when DL-Add-SAPwas initially called.
The network layer does not have within its protocol the
concept of XtD and TEST commands or responses. Either
the network layer must detect and reject these packets or
the LLC must not send them to the LLC user. Some LLC
users do want to receive these packets. To prevent the
network layer from having to check the LLC control fields
of every packet, special flags were added to the LSAPs for
XID and TEST packets. When the LSAP is activated, the
network layer designates that the XtD and TESTflags be set
to prohibit the reception of these responses at this particular SAP. LLC users that do want to receive XtD and TEST
packets would not set these flags.

Loop-Back
Loop-backis the processby which the card is ableto

transport layer receivesTPDUs via the N-UN|TDATA
indication.
The parametersof both CLNS primitivesare the networksource
address,the networkdestinationaddress,the networkqualityof
service,and the networkserviceuser data.
The sourceaddress and the destinationaddress parameters
are OSI network service access point (NSAP)addresses.An
NSAPhas two parts:the networkentitytitle part which uniquely
identifies
the ESor lS withinthe globalOSIenvironment,
and the
selectorpartwhichidentifies
the networkserviceuserwithinthe
ES.
Egto-ls Exchange Protocol
The ES{o-lS routingexchangeprotocol,which is specifiedin
ISO9542,providessolutionsto thefollowingpracticalproblems.
r How do end systemsdiscoverthe existenceand reachability
of intermediatesystemsthat can route NPDUsto destinations
on subnetworksotherthan the ones to which the ES is directly
connected?
r How do end systemsdiscoverthe existenceand reachability
of other end systemson the same subnetwork?
I How do intermediatesystems discover the existence and
reachabilityof end systems on each of the subnetworksto
which they are directlyconnected?
r How do end systems decide which intermediatesystem to
use to forward NPDUSto a particulardestinationwhen more
than one lS is accessible?
I The ES{o-lS protocol is connectionlessand operates as a
protocol within the networklayer, specificallyin conjunction
with the CLNP, ISO 8473. The ES{o-lS PDUs are carried as
userdata in data linkPDUsjust likeISO8473NPDUs.Certain
ES{o-lSprotocolfunctionsrequirethat the subnetwork(i.e.,
data linkservice)supportsbroadcast,multicast,or otherforms
of multidestination
addressingfor n-waytransmission.

back is often used for testing, but it is also required for the
normal operation of the card. If two programs that are written to communicate with each other over the netr,vork are
run on the same machine, loop-back is necessary for them
to communicate with each other. A data packet from either
of these programs must travel the entire protocol stack
because some of the layers of the network provide services
such as data transformations as well as transporting the
packet from one program to the other. Another reason for
traversing the entire stack is that the card cannot know
whether a packet being sent is also one that the card should
receive unless the entire address of the packet is evaluated.
The task of loop-back, that is, the process of generating a
receive packet from a packet being sent, is the responsibility
of the LLC sublayer in this implementation.
The network layer does not want all packets looped back
to itself. For instance, if all packets sent out with one of
the multicast addresses as the destination address were
Iooped back, the network layer would be burdened with
spurious packets and would have to check each packet's
network address to be sure it was not one it had sent. Since
one possible error in a network is for two network layers

receive or appear to receive something it has sent. Loop-
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to havethe samenetwork layer address,eventhe detection
of unwanted looped-back packets could be impossible,
since the MAC individual address,which would decide
the issue,is not availableto the network layer.The solution
is to havea loop-backflag in the LSAP datastructure.When
the loop-backflag is set, the LLC knows that packetssent
on a path using the LSAP should be looped back if the
remote addressof the path is the one on which the card
receivespackets.
The data flow of a loop-backpacket is shown in Fig. 3.
The packetis sent from programA to programB. Program
A sends the packet down to the upper layers just as it
would send a packet to a program on another node. From
there it is sent to the transport layer and then the network
layer. The network layer sendsthe packetto the LLC using
path 1, which has its remote address set to the node of
program B. In this case since program B is on the same
node, the remote address is the one on which the local
node itself receivespackets.The LLC sublayer sends the
packet to the MAC sublayerwhere it is sent out onto the
network. (Loop-back packets are also sent out onto the
network becausethe remote addresscan be one that other
nodes also receive.) The MAC returns the packet to the
LLC after it is sent. The LLC checks to see if the packet
is a loop-backpacket.Since it is, the LLC startsthe packet
up the stack via path 2, which has as its remote address
the local address of the original packet. The LSAP associated with path 2 has as its address the destination
addressof the original packet.The network layer receives
this packet the same way it would if it came from another
node.The packetis then passedup the stackto programB.
Ratherthan do a full LLC and MAC addresscomparison
each time a packet is returned from the MAC sublayer,a
flag in the path is tested.This flag is set when the path is
set up, based on whether the LSAP associatedwith the
path allows loop-back and whether the remote addressof
the path is one on which the node receivespackets.This
flag must be updated each time an LSAP is added or deleted. Since LSAPs are usually added at initialization and
never deleted,the updating does not add any overheadto
the card's operation.
The checkingof a path's remote addressagainstaddresses that are active in the LLC and MAC sublayersis done
by a methodthat maintainsasmuch independencebetween
the two sublayersas possible.The LLC sublayeruses the
to check a remoteaddress.
MAC procedureCheck-MAC-Addr
The MAC sublayerreturns a flag that indicateswhether or
not the addressis an active MAC address.Thus, the LLC
does not have to know the format of the MAC addressor
how it is stored in the MAC sublayer.If the MAC address
is active. the LLC checks its own LSAPs to determine if
one of them will acceptthe remote addressof the path as
a legitimate destination address.
LLC and MAC Testing
Once the LLC and MAC interfacedesignwas completed,
testing became the next critical issue. The OSI Express
project required that the MAC interfacesoftwarebe one of
the first functional modules on the OSI Expressprototype
card. A high percentageof its functionality had to be very
reliable so that code for the LLC and other layers of the
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OSI stack could begin to run on the card. Since the prototype cardwas not immediatelyavailable,anothermethod
of testinghad to be developedto make immediateprogress.
The scenariointerpreterand test harnessenvironmenthad
alreadybeen developedfor the HP 9000 Series300 HP-UX
environment, so we decided to leveragethe tools from this
existing testing environment. The scenariointerpreter is a
software test tool that handles the sending and receiving
of data packets to and from the software under test, and
the test harnessenablestesting in different environments.
Both of thesetest tools are describedin the article on page
72. Testing the MAC interface in the scenario interpreter
and test harnessenvironment also allowed the LLC and
other modules that have interfacesto the MAC softwareto
exercisethis interfacewithout writing special test code. It
was also necessaryto be ableto do a majority of the debugging in the friendly HP-UX environment. Since the
Motorola 68824token bus controller chip (TBC)had been
previously tested and had proven to be reliable, it was
decided that the TBC could be emulated,thereby avoiding
the need to wait for the hardware prototype to be ready.
As shown in Fig. 4, the MAC interfacetesting environment usedthe existing scenariointerpreterand its scenario
syntax and the existing test harness.In place of the generic
bounce-backmodule, a specialMAC interfacebounce-back
module was written. The genericbounce-backmodule is
used by any module that needsto make it look as though
it is receiving data packetsfrom the layer below it. It takes
the data transmitted to it and calls the receive routine of
the layer configuredaboveit. The MAC interfacecould not
use this module becausethere is no layer below it and so
special code had to be written in the emulator.In a typical
testing instance,the scenario interpreter reads a scenario
that tells it to send a specific amount of data to the configured layer. The test harnessreadsthe data, which eventually gets sent to the LLC sublayer.The LLC puts its header
on the data packet and calls the MAC module. The MAC
module preparesall the data structuresneededby the TBC

Fig.4. MAC interface software test environment

and transmits the packet. The special MAC interface
bounce-back module is then called. This module performs
the tasks that the hardware and the TBC normally perform;
it sets status in the packet to make it appear that it has
been transmitted onto the network and copies the information in the transmitted packet into buffers in the inbound
buffer pool to make it appear that a packet has been received
from the network. It then causes a receive packet interrupt,
which causes the MAC code responsible for receiving the
packet to be invoked. The transmitted and received packets
are processed and forwarded to the LLC software as though
the code was running on the OSI Express card. When the
received data reaches the scenario interpreter, the interpreter compares it to the data that was sent and saves the results
of the comparison in the test results file.

Conclusion
The network layer and the data link layer with its LLC
and MAC sublayers provide the network layer user, the
transport layer, with the ability to send a packet efficiently
to any accessible node given just the network layer address.
The network layer locates the destination node even if it
is not on the local area network. The LLC separates packets

it receives that are for the network layer from those that
are for other data link layer users on the OSI Express card.
The MAC sublayer provides an interface to the media that
is independent of the media. This achievement was accomplished by adherence to international standards and a
design that minimizes the dependencies of the protocols
upon each other's internal operations.
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HP OSI ExpressDesignfor Performance
Networkstandardsare sometimesassociatedwithslow
networking.Thisis nof the casewith the HP OSIExpress
card. Becauseof earlyanalysisof criticalcode paths,
throughpufexceeds600,000bytesper second.
by ElizabethP. Bortolotto
ERFORMANCEANALYSIS of the HP OSI Express
card began during its early design stagesand continued until the product was released.During the
course of the project several different analysis techniques
were applied. These included simple analytic modeling,
path length estimation, simulation, and prototype measurement. Several tools were developed to make the prototype
performance measurements. Many estimations of throughput and delay were made during the development phases
of the OSI Express project. These intermediate results led
to redesign or code reduction efforts on the bottlenecks in
the software.
In the end, we far exceeded our initial performance expectations. Early performance investigation was invaluable
in pinpointing potential bottlenecks when there was still
time to make design changes. We learned that the most
fertile areas for performance enhancement and code path
reduction are usually in module redesign, not code tuning.

StaticAnalysis.
The earliestOSI Expressperformance
activity was to
estimate the amount of code in "typical" inbound and outbound data paths. A typical inbound data path was defined
as the code executed when a data packet is received from
the LAN going to the host service. For this estimate, it was
assumed that the packet arrives without errors. Some assumptions were also made about what processing was typical or most common. These assumptions were periodically
revised as we learned more about the system.
Once the path estimates were derived, throughput and
delay measurements could be obtained. This process was
referred to as static analysis because the statistics obtained
were best-case and worst-case estimates without any reference to how a dynamic system behaved. The static analysis
process derived these statistics by comparing the number
of CPU (and DMA) cycles required by a single packet to
the total number of cycles available in the hardware.
The first path measurements were made in units of 68020
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assembler instructions. An early analysis revealed that
using ten CPU cycles per assembler instruction was a fairly
safe (and usually conservative) estimate. This was true unless the design engineer used a number of multiply or divide instructions. In fact, early analysis showed the high
cost of these two instructions and steps were taken to avoid
using multiplies and divides unless necessary.
Because the earliest performance estimates were attempted before much code was written, it was necessary to study
each software module carefully to understand all of the
tasks that the software would be required to perform. The
typical paths (inbound and outbound) could then be
roughly pseudocoded. A second analysis during this time
revealed that the C compiler on the development systems
typically generated three to four 68020 assembler instructions per line of simple C code. A simple C code line was
defined as a line in which only one operation is performed.
Therefore, if a line of C (or pseudo C) was
(b&a)l(c<<d);
it was estimated as four simple C instructions and therefore
twelve to sixteen 68020 assembler instructions.
The inbound and outbound paths were estimated separately because independent estimates for each path were
needed to understand the complete set of tasks necessary
to transfer a packet from one node to another. The two
parts are not the same length. We expected to find the
inbound path longer (in terms of instructions) than the
outbound path.
Once the estimation had been completed, the number of
assembler instructions in both paths was multiplied by
10 (ten cycles per 68020 instruction). The result is the
number of processor cycles used in transmitting and receiving one typical data packet by the OSI Express card. Since
the basic hardware architecture of the OSI Express card
was in place, it was relatively easy to estimate the
maximum possible throughput and minimum possible
delay. The following is an example of a static analysis
throughput equation for the OSI Express card.

Protocol
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Throughput in bytes per second =

ITC(PW(RC+ wC) + rC)l(P- H)
where TC
PW
RC
WC
IC
P
H

:
:
:
:
:

totalavailablecyclespersecond
sizeof thepacket inwords [16bits)
numberofcyclesperreadaccess
number of cycles per write access
number of instruction cycles in receive
data path
: packetsizeinbytes
: headersize.

Some of these values were slightly variable. Average or
typical values were often used, and care was taken to estimate conservatively.
First Path Estimation
During the course of the OSI Express project, two complete data path estimations were made. The first estimate
was made during the design phase, before much coding
had begun. The second estimate was made after most of
the code had been written.
The first code path length estimate was done while the
project was in the early design phase. Only a portion of
the code was written. To get the path length for the code
that was written, a mixed listing of the code was obtained.
A mixed listing in this case was an assembled listing of
the 68020 instructions intermixed with the original C instructions. The data path was then identified and the assembly instructions counted. In addition to giving us the
instruction count, this exercise also educated us on how
the C compiler was behaving and what sort of assembly
code was generated.
As discussed before, most of the code was written at the
time of the first path length estimation when most of the
development engineers were working on their external designs. The estimation method used was to read the ISO
specifications for each layer and the ERS for CONE (common OSI networking environment), and write pseudocode
for the data path. The pseudocode was then translated into
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Fig. 1. Flrst-estimate (early design phase) OSI Express card
instruction count summary for 1K-byte packets outbound to
the nefuvork.
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Fig.2. Flrst-estimate
OSIExpresscardlnstructioncountsummary for 1K-byte packets inbound from the network.

68020 instructions using the the multiplier factors discussed above. This entire process took about six months.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the results of this first estimation
process. Fig. 1 displays the number of instructions in the
outbound data path and Fig. 2 displays the number of instructions in the inbound data path. The graphs show that
the largest code segment in the data path at that time was
the memory management code. We therefore decided to
redesign the memory manager code to reduce the number
of instructions in the most common data path.
A number of smaller code changes were also made as a
result of this first performance investigation. Redundant
instructions, excessive multiplies, unnecessary initialization, and more streamlined code processes were identified.
In addition, the team learned more about code modules
that were influenced by decisions in distant code modules.

SecondPath Estimation
The second estimate was made after the code was basically written but before much unit testing had been done.
This estimate was quite a bit quicker because there was no
pseudocoding to do. In addition, the data path was pretty
well understood by this point. Therefore, mixed listings of
all the code modules (and protocol layers) were obtained
and a walkthrough of the data path was performed. Again,
care was taken to be as accurate as possible, since the
performance statistics resulting from the code count were
only as good as the data.
Code was counted for both the inbound and the outbound
data paths. By the time the second count was made there
had been a number of design changes and developments.
Figs. 3 through 6 show the results of these changes. The
backplane handler code had exploded into a much larger
module than was initially expected. This module then became the primary target of a performance redesign effort.
As before, a number of performance opportunities were
identified as a result of the second walkthrough. In addition, we learned more about how the OSI Express card
would behave when parameters were varied in the FTAM,
IPC, and CIA host code.* Several changes were suggested
-FTAM :

File TransferAccess and Management.IPC : InterprocessCommunication.
CIA : CONE (CommonOSI NetworkingEnvironment)
InterfaceAdapter

Protocol
'/,%r/rt

r

Other

to the designers of these modules. In one case, we found
that performance was severely impacted during file transfers when the data was presented to the OSI Express backplane in 256-byte buffers instead of kernel clusters (2K-byte
buffers).
Connection Establishment Path
In addition to the common data path, the connection
establishment path was also analyzed during the OSI Express performance investigation. This analysis was made
a little later in the project after the second path estimate
had been completed. For the sake of speed, this path was
counted in lines of simple C. By this time we had gained
quite a bit of confidence in our estimation method ald in
our knowledge of the code processes. This estimation took
much less time than the other two.
It was discovered that the amount of code required to
secure a connection was quite a bit larger than that required
to send or receive a data packet. Of course, we knew that
this was true before even beginning the connect path
analysis. We just did not know how large it was. Our investigation showed us that the connect code path was g1.,424
lines of C code (simple) in a typical case. In other words,
it would take approximately 366 milliseconds for a connect
to complete successfully. (We assumed four 68020 instructions per C instruction).
It was also discovered that the connect path provided
many opportunities for path reduction. Once a particular
code path is fully understood, performance opportunities
are usually obvious. This was definitely the case in this
analysis and both of the previous path estimation exercises.
Benefits of Early Performance Walkthroughs
There are a number of benefits to performance analysis
during all of the phases of new product design. The benefits
far outweigh the cost of the additional engineer (or two) if
one of the project goals is good performance. The benefits
are obvious when path analysis reveals code redundancy
or other time-saving opportunities. Other benefits that provide big paybacks may not be so obvious. The following
is a list of the less obvious benefits we found during OSI
Express performance analysis.
r DesiBn inconsistencies were exposed.
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Fig. 3. Second-estimate(after coding and several design
changes) instructioncount summary for 1K-byte packetsoutbound to the network.
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r The design engineers became performance conscious
and wrote cleaner code.
r There was time for redesign of bottleneck areas.
r We became much more proficient in performance
analysis. Future products benefit from this kind of education.
Simulating Flow Control
The second major step in the OSI Express performance
study was to create a simulation model to aid us in discovering how configurable parametersin the OSI Expressstack
affected performance. The static or path flow analysis that
was discussed above had yielded best possible throughput
and delay statistics. In other words, the static analysis had
given us an idea of what the upper performance bounds
were, given our code paths. What quickly became apparent
was that it was quite improbable that we could achieve
these upper bounds unless the card was configured with
optimal parameters and all other conditions were perfect.
Fig. 7 shows the difference in throughput when only one
parameter (packet size) is varied.
The reason that packet size plays such a substantial role
in throughput is that it takes approximately the same
amount of work to process an BK packet (the maximum
packet size allowable by the IEEE 802.4 standard) as it does
a 1K packet. At least this is true if the memory management
design is optimal for fast throughput.* Larger packets generally require more CPU cycles to process (for memory
copies, DMA transfers, checksum operation, etc.). However, the difference in the cycles required to process two
packets of different sizes is proportionally smaller than the
difference in the number of bytes transferred.Additionally,
processors with cache memories can minimize the difference in the CPU overhead between large and small packets
because copies and checksum operations are repetitive
looping functions.

'Sometrmesmemorymanagemenldes gns are optimizedfor eff cient memoryuse al the
expenseoi fasilhroughputln theOSIExpressprolect,we atlemptedto optimizeforboth
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TransportLayer
The OSItransportlayer(layer4) is the layerwherethe
packet size is determined. Other transport parameters also
have values that can dramatically influence system
throughput and delay. The parameters that govern the flow
of data from one node to another were the major topics of
our simulation study.
The transport layer parameters have significant impact
on the communication performance of a network node.
The flow control algorithm in the transport layer is responsible for the dynamic end-to-end pacing of conversation
between two nodes. Its main purpose is to ensure that one
node does not send data faster than another node can receive it. Given two connected nodes, one node will usually
be able to execute fasterthan the other. The best throughput
between these two nodes is achieved when the slowest
node is kept completely busy. If the flow control algorithm
allows the slower node to become idle, throughput will be
lower than its potential maximum. If the flow control algorithm allows too much data to be sent to the slower side
(usually the receiving side), the slow side will eventually
be filled to capacity and be unable to accept more data.
This results in lost data, which must be resent. Resending
data also causes performance degradation.
The flow control algorithm usually has a number of parameters that can be set by the system manager. These
parameters are available so that the algorithm can be tuned
to provide the best performance in a specific user environment. Some of the parameters at the transport layer include
the transport segment size (the maximum amount of data
in each packet), the transport window size (the maximum
number of packets that can be sent at one time), the amount
of credit to extend to a peer, the frequency of acknowledgment packets, and the length of the retransmission timer.
Simulation Model
The simulation model of the OSI Express card was written in a language called PC Simscript II.5. It was primarily
designed to expose and isolate the dynamic elements of
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the OSI Express system. Therefore, the transport layer, the
backplane message interface layer (because of the segmentation capability at the backplane), and the CONE scheduler
were simulated in great detail. The upper layers (ACSE,
presentation, and session) were not really simulated at all
because they do very little processing for a data packet.
Instead the simulation merely "worked" for the amount of
time that the upper layer headers would typically require
for processing.
The simulation model was specifically designed to allow
a user to vary parameters, getting a performance report at
the end of each simulation run. The idea was that the
simulation would help the OSI Express team define which
parameter values gave the best throughput and delay values
and why.
A number of assumptions were made in the simulation
model that are not necessarily true in the actual OSI Express
system. The reason for these simplifying assumptions is
that they streamlined the simulation implementation and
facilitated the experimentation process. Since the simulation was written to isolate dynamic behavior, details that
might obscure or complicate the simulation were ignored.
Although the system representation had been simplified
extensively, an attempt was made to be meticulous in
simulating those parts of the real system that have an impact on dynamic behavior on the OSI Express card. To a
Iarge extent, the art of simulation is knowing what not to
simulate.
The following is a list of the major assumptions made
during the design of the simulation program:
I All packets arrive in order and without error.
I All data transmissions from the host contain the same
amount of data for all connections (the amount of that
data is a parameter).
I Since packets are never lost, no retransmission timers
or AK* delay timers are included in the transport simulation.
I The two target nodes transmit all data at the highest
priority level (IEEE 802.4 specifies four priority levels:
O,2,4, and 0).
r There is no simulated connect setup or tear-down time.
The assumption is that connections are fully established
before the data is sent to the card.
r All packets sent onto the simulated network are either
'AK : Acknowledgment
packel

I
r

I

.

data packets or Al(credit packets. None of the routine
features in the internet protocol are simulated. Consequently, there are no end-system or intermediate-system hello packets to contend with.
The packet headers are 80 bytes long.
Card memory is a user-configurable parameter. However,
the inbound packet data memory is assumed to be half
of the total data memory. The outbound data packet
memory is also assumed to be half of the total data memory.
The host data can be sent to the card faster than the card
can consume it. Also, on the receiving side, the host can
consume the data faster than the card can send it. In
short, the host is assumed to be an infinitely fast source
and sink.
The maximum speed of the token bus is 10 Mbits/s. An
assumption is made that the speed with which packet
data can travel is 1 Mbyte/s. This is because there is
overhead for the IEEE 802.4 protocol that prevents the
data packets from traveling much faster.

Simulation Model Features
The simulation model has a number of featuresthat increase its usability. The model can be run in either halfduplex or full-duplex mode. In half-duplex mode, one of
the two communicating nodes is a sender and one is the
receiver.In full-duplex mode, both nodessend and receive
simultaneously.
The model has the capability of varying four parameters
automatically and running a complete simulation for each
value of the parameters.Each of the four parameterscan
be given a rangeof values and a step size to vary. Statistics
are collected for each of the simulation runs and savedin
a file.
The model allows the communicating nodes to have a
number of connectionsalive at the sametime. In this mode,
the model can calculate statisticsfor each connection. as
well as global statistics.
The model has various debugging levels that can be
turned on to enable the user to understandbetter what is
happening during a simulation run.
There is a separatedefault parametergeneratorprogram
that enablesthe user to specifiy default parameterseasily.
The generatorprogram then createsa default file that is
used by the simulation program.
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The simulation model generates and saves a number of
useful statistics during execution. These are formatted and
saved in a file for later examination. Some of these statistics
are:
I Throughput in bytes per second
I Total simulaton delay in bytes per second
I Mean packet delay in milliseconds
r Maximum packet delay in milliseconds
I Mean transport-to-transport delay in milliseconds
I Mean acknowledge delay in milliseconds
r Maximum acknowledge delay in milliseconds
r Average interval time between packets, in milliseconds
I Total interval time between packets, in milliseconds
r Percentageof CPU idle time
I Maximum and minimum queue depths for five system
queues.
The simulation model has a very friendly user interface
to simplify the selection of the system parameters. In addition, the user interface displays the parameters obtained
from the default file and allows the user to change them
if necessary.

SimulationStudyResults
Once the simulation was written and verified (by hours
of painstaking cross-checking) a number of simulation experiments were run. Time and space prevent describing
all of the results except the most interesting: what happens
when the transport window size and the frequency of sending AK/credit packets are varied.
Figs. B and 9 show the impact of varying these two parameters in the simulated system. Each of the data points in
these graphs represents one complete simulation run with
a particular set of parameter values. To get Fig. 9, the window size was set to 10 and the packet size fixed at 1K
bytes. For the sake of simplicity, it was assumed that incoming packets were only acknowledged when it was time to
send more credit (permission for the transmitting node to
send more packets) to the peer node. The frequency of
sending credit packets was varied from one to ten. In other
words, during the first simulation run, the window size
was ten and the receivinq node sent out an AK/credit packet

to the sending node after each packet was received and
processed. The AK/credit packet acknowledged the packet
that was received and gave the sending node permission
to send another. During the next simulation run, the credit
frequency parameter was set to two. An Atr?credit packet
was therefore sent after two packets had been received by
the receiving node and processed. In this case the receiving
node acknowledged reception of two packets and gave permission to send two more.
As shown above, the best throughput value is achieved
when the receiving node sends an Al?credit packet every
sixth packet. This point represents a balance between sending AKs too frequently and not sending them frequently
enough to keep the system fully pipelined. If too many
AKs are sent, they effectively increase the CPU overhead
required to process packets (Fig. 10). That is because the
number of instructions required to construct and send (and
receive) AK packets is significant.
On the other hand, if AK packets are not sent frequently
enough, the sending node will run out of packets to send
and will have to wait for an AK before starting to send
more (the window size limits how many packets can be
sent without an AK). When the sending side stops sending
packets (even for a short while), interarrival time between
incoming packets at the receiving node will, in general,
increase.
Dozens of simulation experiments were run during the
course of the OSI Express project. The flow control parameter defaults were set based on the information from the
simulations. In addition, we learned a great deal about the
behavior and resulting statistics of the transport stack.
Some design decisions were changed based on the results
of the experiments. For example, we decided not to give
priority to inbound packets by allowing a logical link control
(LLC) process to execute until all the receive packets were
processed. We found out to our surprise that the simulated
throughput dropped sharply when we experimented with
this design. The reason was that the AK/credit packets were
being excessively delayed and the queues between the
transmitting and receiving node were therefore emptying.

PerformanceMeasurement
performance
proiThefinal challenge
of theOSIExpress
ect was to measure the product, compare the measured
performance with the estimates, and identify any bottle-
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neck code modules. Several tools were designed and written to help us get real-time performance measurements.
These tools were basically designed solely for prototype
measurement, not for field or customer use. In the following
paragraphs, three tools are briefly described. These tools
are the real-time procedure tracer, the statistics monitor,
and the statistics formatter.
Real-Time Procedure Tracer. This tool consists of a special
entry and exit macro call that was put after the entry and
before the exit of every procedure in the OSI Express code.
Each module in the OSI Express code was assigned a
hexadecimal number range. The designers of each module
then assigned an even number within that range to each
routine in the module. A second value (1 + even number)
was reserved for the exit macro. These numbers were
passed as parameters in the macro calls. Both the entry
and the exit macros caused the passed hexadecimal value
to be written into a reserved memory location called CtSrERN. The idea is that using a logic analyzer (such as the
HP 64000, HP 1630, or HP 1650), a user can trace writes
to the CISTERNlocation and see the procedures being executed in real time. The hexadecimal value ranges assigned
to each module allow the user to limit the values read to
a specific number range. This way, the user can choose to
see only the transport layer executing, if desired.
To make the traces more readable, a formatter program
was written for HP 64000 trace files. The formatter required
a file that defined the hexadecimal values for specific procedures. It then produced very readable formatted traces.
Fig. 11 is an example of one of these formatted traces.
The procedure traces were used extensively once integrated OSI Express code measurements could be made.
These traces allowed us to see how long each module was
executing in as much detail as we cared to see. Code could
be quickly tuned and remeasured. In addition, the trace
macros were optionally compiled, ensuring that they did
not provide needless overhead in the final product code.
Statistics Monitor. A second tool that was designed into

# call

:

BH_g€r_dara for

BH-8er-data

the

ourbound data

enrry

E N T E R B H _ G E T _ D A T A _ P( 0 x 1 2 0 4 )
E N T E R B H _ Q U E U E _ I R s _ F _ p( 0 x 1 2 5 c )
E X I T B t l _ Q U E U E _ T R S _ F _(p0 x 1 2 5 c ) g r o s s 1 2 . 4 0 u s , n e r 1 2 . 4 0 u S
E N T E RB H _ M A I N _ I s R _ F _ p ( 0 x 1 2 9 0 )
E N T E R B H _ M P X _ F _ P( 0 x 1 2 8 4 )
(0x1284) gross 51.60 uS, ner 51.60 us
EXIT BH_MPX_F_P
E N T E R B H P R o C E S SI R S F D ( 0 x 1 2 8 c )
ENTER START_REQ_p io"-iz;al
E X I T S T A R T _ R E Q _ (p0 x 1 2 7 4 ) g r o s s 3 8 . 4 0 u s , n e t 3 8 . 4 0 u s
ENTER START_DMA_READ_P(0x12ac)
ENTER END_DHA_READ_P(0x1254)
E X I T E N D _ D M A _ R E A D _(p0 x r 2 5 4 ) g r o s s 5 6 . 8 0 u s , n e r 5 5 . 8 0 u s
E X I T s T A R T _ D t r A _ R E A D(_0px 1 2 4 c ) g r o s s 1 4 6 . 3 2 u S , n e t 8 9 . 5 2 u S
E N T E R c o N T I N U E _ R E Q _ p( 0 x L 2 7 c )
E N T E R D o _ Q U A D _ F E T c H _ p( 0 x 1 2 6 8 )
E X I T D o _ Q U A D _ F E T C H (_0Px 1 2 6 8 ) S r o s s 9 1 . 2 0 u S , n e r 9 1 . 2 0 u s
E N T E R D o _ D M A _ c l , t D _ (p0 x 1 2 7 8 )
E N T E R D o _ c C M D _ L I N K _ F N _ P( 0 x 1 2 6 c )
E X I T D 0 C C M DL I N K F N _ p ( 0 x 1 2 6 c ) g r o s s 5 3 . 2 0 u S , n e r 5 3 . 2 0 u S
exrr to_oMl_ctt5_p loxrliay
gross liT.oo us, ner 83.80 us
E X I T C o N T I N U E _ R E e _(p0 x 1 2 7 c ) g r o s s 3 1 3 . 5 0 u S , n e r 7 5 . 3 O u S
E N T E R R E Q _ C 0 M P _ o U T _ (p0 x 1 2 7 0 )
E X I T R E Q _ C 0 M P _ o U T _( 0
px1270) gross 33. 70 us, net 33.70 uS
E N T E R D o _ Q U A D _ F E T c H _ p( 0 x 1 2 6 8 )
E X I T D O _ Q U A D _ F E T C H(_0px 1 2 5 8 ) g r o s s I 5 . 3 0 u S , n e r 1 6 . 3 0 u s
E X I T B H _ P R o c E S S _ I R s - F _ (p0 x 1 2 8 c ) B r o s s t A 9 . 7 2 u s , n e r l 5 t . t O u S
E N T E R B H _ M P X _ F _ P( 0 x 1 2 8 4 )
E X I T B H _ M P X _ F _ p( 0 x 1 2 8 4 ) g r o s s 1 8 . 8 0 u S , n e r 1 8 . 8 0 u S
E X I T B H - M A I N _ T S RF _ p r 0 x I 2 9 0 ) g r o s s 9 5 3 . 1 4 u S . n e r 6 3 0 2 u S
E X T T B H _ c E T _ D A T A _ (p0 x 1 2 0 4 ) g r o s s 9 7 0 . 8 4 u S , n e r 1 0 5 . 1 0 u S

the OSI Express stack was the statistics monitor. A number
of primitive statistics are kept in the OSI Express code (see
Fig. 12). In addition, statistics are kept (these optionally
compiled) about each of five major queues in the OSI Express system (see Fig. 13). These statistics can be retrieved
and displayed upon command. The statistics can be
cleared, read, or read and cleared. The clear command
clears all of the statistics except for current-value statistics
such as the current queue depths.
These statistics made it possible to get real-time throughput values at at the card level. In addition, the queue statistics provided some troubleshooting capability because certain queue depths signaled flow control problems.
Statistics Formatter. The OSI Express statistics formatter
is a tool designed to allow a user to run a user-level test
program a number of times automatically, varying OSI Express parameters each time. The transit statistics are cleared
at the beginning of each test run and sampled at the end.*
The purpose of this tool was to find the optimal parameter
set automatically on the working prototype. The simulation
model had this basic capability, so in effect, we were
simulating the simulation model.
Once all of the test program runs have executed, the
formatter can retrieve the file with the statistical samples
and display the results in several ways. Fig. 14 is an example of one of the types of displays that can be obtained.
The user now has the opportunity to identify, for example,
the highest throughput obtained when packet size is varied
because the test program was repeated for several possible
packet sizes.

PerformanceResults
After the OSIExpressprototypetestinghad beencompleted, final performance measurementswere made. Of
course, numerous performance values are possible, depending on how the card is configured.However,our bestcasethroughput for 8K packetswas approximately600,000
bytes per second.
This result reflectsnumerousredesign,coderewrite, and
code tuning efforts made by the whole team during the
entire lab prototype phase of the project, Many mil.Actually, there are transient
start-up and cool-down pipeliningeffecls that tend to distori
the sample.To preventdistortion,the statisticsare clearedafterthe start-uplransienthas
died out and sampledbeforethe cool-downtransientbegins.
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Fig, 11. An exampleof a formattedprocedure trace.

Fig, 12, Primitivestatstlcs kept in the OS/ Expresscode
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liseconds were cut out of the code path based on information uncovered by these investigations' The majority of
these improvements were made well before most code tuning efforts began. There is no way that the same code reductions could have been made after the code had been
integrated.
Conclusion
Early performance investigation and prediction is vital
to performance sensitive projects, especially if they are
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producedby the OSI
Fig. 14. Oneof the typesof displays
Expressstatlslicstormatter.
large and involve a number of design engineers. A large
amount of very useful data can be retrieved with very little
investment if it begins early enough in the project and
continues through code integration. Full performance investigations should be a part of every product life cycle.
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The HP OSI ExpressCard Software
DiagnosticProgram
Thesoftwarediagnosticprogramis a high-levelmnemonic
debugger. The structure definitionutility isolatesthe
diagnosticprogram from compiler differencesand data
definitionchanges.
by JosephR.Longo,Jr.
PPROPRIATE DIAGNOSTIC AND DEBUGGING
TOOLS are essentialto any successfulsoftware or
hardware developmenteffort. A project as large as
the HP OSI Express card development effort posed some
challenging opportunities. Not only was most of the technology for the card, both software and hardware, still being
defined, but the target computer line was still under development as well. Tools such as the HP 64000-UX microprocessor development environment and the HP 1650 logic
analyzer were evaluated to understand what was already
available. These tools provided features such as single-stepping and data tracing and were indispensable for doing
Iow-level debugging. However, a much higher-level debugger was also necessary to observe protocol operations and
system dynamics. Obtaining this information by deciphering screens of hexadecimal data would be very tedious and
time-consuming. AIso, until the card management tools
were in place much later in the development cycle, there
would be no means of monitoring the utilization of resources on the card.
For these reasons, it was decided to pursue the development of in-house debugging and diagnostic tools. The folIowing design goals were established:
I No existing functions duplicated
r Modular design
r Evolving feature set
I Minimal impact on product performance
I Minimal impact on card software size
I No additional hardware on card required
r No additional coding in product modules required
r Can be used when all other debugging hooks are removed.
The design goals can be summarized as: (1) use the limited available time and engineers to develop new functions
rather than trying to duplicate features provided elsewhere,
(2) provide flexibility to accommodate changes in the development environment and new requests from the customer base, and (e) ensure that nothing special needs to
be done to use these tools and that their use does not impact
the product being developed. While these goals may appear
to be unattainable, their intent was to focus the project so
that something usable could be provided in a reasonable
time and the effort would not collapse under its own weight
by trying to be the last word in diagnostics. The result of
all this was the development of two modules: the structure

definition utility, which provides a dictionary of data definitions that can be accessed programatically, and the software diagnostic program, which is a high-level mnemonic
debugger that can monitor the resources on the card and
allow the user to view data from the card in various formats
(see Fig. 1).

StructureDefinitionUtility
During the early stages of the development of the card
software, the definitions of the internal data structures were
constantly in a state of flux. Any module or program referencing these data types was constantly being recompiled
in an effort to keep it up to date. It was quickly recognized
that it would not be practical or productive if the diagnostic
tools, test programs, and formatters had to be recreated
every time a data type changed. Also, at any time in the
development process there could be different versions of
protocol or environment modules under test. It would be
impractical to require that a different version of the diagnostic and test programs be used depending on which version of a module was being tested.
A second obstacle in the creation of the diagnostic tools
had to do with the two compilers that were to be used.

Fig. 1. Speclaldiagnosticand debugging tools created fol
the OS/ Express card development project consisted of the
softwarediagnosticprogram, which includes the data access
library, and the structure definition utility.
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The card code was to be compiled with the 68000 C compiler. The diagnostic programs, which resided on the host,
used the standard UNIX C compiler. The primary difference
between these two compilers has to do with the way data
types are aligned and padded. The 68000 compiler aligns
types such as ints on 2-byte boundaries while the UNIX
compiler aligns intson 4-byte boundaries. Therefore, a data
buffer retrieved from the card could not be interpreted by
the host program if the same data types were used. These
differences prevented the host diagnostics from compiling
with the same C header files as the card code.
It was obvious that some mechanism was needed to isolate the test and debugging programs from both the fluctuations in the data structure declarations and the differences
in the compilers. The structure definition utility (SDU) was
developed for this purpose. The SDU is used to create a
data dictionary containing the C data type definitions. The
definitions stored in the dictionary can then be accessed
via standard SDU library routines. When a data type
changes, the new definition is loaded into the dictionary
and the engineer can continue testing and debugging without recompiling.
The SDU consists of three parts: a stand-alone parser/
compiler program, sdu.build,which processes the C type
definitions and creates the data dictionary, the dictionary
file, which is generated by the sdu.buildprogram, and the
dictionary interface library, which allows applications to
access the information stored in the dictionary (Fig. 2).
When designing the SDU it was necessary to keep in
mind that regardless of how creative the end product was,
no one would ever use it if it was too complicated, took
too long to operate, or required that data be maintained in
more than one location. Given the number of type definitions, it was especially important that the sdu.buildprogram
be able to accept standard C include files as input. This
also meant that the sdu.buildparser had to recognize as many
of the C data type constructs as possible. After these two
criteria were satisfied the whole process of creating and
accessing the dictionary still had to remain relatively simple and fast.

required even if the specifiersare not entered.While syntax
is important, the input format is relatively free-form. For
example, there are no restrictions on the number of statements per line. At leastone blank must separateidentifiers
on an input line, but for the most part, separators(blanks,
tabs, newlines) are ignored.
All data declarationsare defined from the atomic C data
types (int,char,short,etc.). The alignment and sizes of the
C basictypes are preloadedinto the data dictionary. These
values can be redefined and/or new values added using
the type specifiersinput. The primary reasonfor redefining
the basic type values is the use of a different C compiler.
At leasttwo and possiblythree different C compilers were
expected to be used during the development of the card
code. The main differencesbetween the compilers were
the alignmentof the datatypesand the paddingof strucVunion
data types. The SDU compiler defaults to the alignment
requirementsof the HP g000 Series300 and 68000C compilers. The syntax for a type specifier entry is:
type,type_len,
alignment,
format;
Typeis an ASCII string representingthe name of the type
specifierto be loaded.Type-len
is a decimalvalue indicating
the storagerequirementsof the type specifierin bytes (e.g.,
storagefor the C type charis one byte).Alignment
is a decimal
value indicating the byte alignment of the type when it
appearswithin a strucvunion
type declaration.The value is
in bytes and must be greater than zero. The value is used
to determine to what boundary (byte, even byte, double
word, etc.) the type should be aligned. The value is also
used to determine the padding within the structtype. The
formatfield is a single characterindicating the default display form for this datatype (x : hexadecimal,d : decimal,
a : ASCII).
Variable Definitions and Constants
The C variable definitions and constantsare specifiedin
the secondpart of the SDU parserinput. The variable definitions must be in standardC format as defined in the C
referencemanual.l Data declarations(e.g.,intabc;)and type

Input Format
The input to the SDU parseris a C include file containing
the C data types, type definitions, and #definesfrom the
programheader(.h)files. To provide for portability between
compilers and to simplify the parserdesign,someminimal
structure had to be imposed on the input data. The basic
format for the input data is:

\
type specifiers
!!
type delinitions,#defines, and
data defaultvalues

.)

The input is divided into two parts: the type specifiers
and the type declarations.The punctuation denotes the
beginning and end of input and separatesthe two sections.
The type specifiers are optional, but the punctuation is
UNIXis a registered
trademark
of AT&Tin theU.S.A.
andothercountries.
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Flg.2. Thestructuredefinitionutlrty conslstsof a stand-alone
parseilcompiler program (sdu.build),
a dictionary file built by
the program, and a dictionary interface library. lnput to the
SDU ls a C include file containing C data types, type definitions, and #definestrom the program header (.n) files.

are accepted as input. Both simple and
definitions (typedefs)
definitions can be loaded. Constants
complex (strucUunion)
are loaded using the C preprocessor #definestatement. The
constant values can be used in subsequent #detine statements or to specify the size of an array in a type definition.
Application programs can access the #define values once
the dictionary is created. The SDU compiler will also recognize C comments (/* */) and some forms of compiler
directives (#ifdef, #else).
It is not necessary to define all the variables and constants
explicitly in the same file as the basic type specifiers. It is
not even necessary to have them all in a single text file.
The SDU parser allows the user to specify the name of the
file or files containing the definitions instead of the definitions themselves. Given the name of the file bracketed by
percent signs (%nameo/"),the SDU parser will open the
specified file and load the definitions. This feature allows
the variable and constant definitions to be used directly
by the C programs since any special SDU symbols can be
restricted to the input specification file and do not have
to be put in with the types.

Ilefault Information
The SDU providesroutinesthat allow applicationsto
create data buffers based on definitions loaded in the dictionary. These buffers can then be used by the applications
for various purposes such as testing, debugging, and validation. The SDU provides mechanisms for storing default
values for the data definitions in the dictionary. The default
values can then be loaded into the data buffers created for
the applications. The default information is loaded at the
same time as the data definitions using the format:
definitionname : defaultvalue;
The definition must have already been loaded into the
dictionary. If the definition name is an item within a struct
or uniontype then it must be fully qualified.

Creatingthe Dictionary
The data dictionary is created by the sdu.buildprogram
from the C include files. Depending on the amount of information to be processed, the creation of the dictionary can
be a time-intensive task. So that every application does not
have to incur this overhead cost each time it wishes to
access the dictionary, the sdu.buildprogram is run as a standalone program. The sdu.buildprogram must be run whenever
new data definitions are to be added to a dictionary. Once
the dictionary is created, the dictionary can be accessed
by multiple applications.
Building the dictionary is a two-step process. The first
step is to create the dictionary in the internal memory of
the sdu.buildprogram. As the data declarations are read they
are loaded into the internal tables and data structures of
the dictionary. The SDU compiler is responsible forreading
and verifying the input definitions and loading the information into the tables. Each #defineconstant and data declaration will have at least one entry in a table (strucVunion
data
types have one entry for each element defined as part of
the strucVunion
declaration). Any errors encountered during
the processing will cause the program to terminate and

display an appropriate message. The second step is to save
the table information from the internal memory into something more accessible by the user applications. Once the
dictionary has been successfully loaded the memory image
is written to an HP-UX disk file. The name of this file is
specified in the run string when the sdu.buildprogram is
executed.

Accessingthe Dictionary
Applicationsplanningto usethe datadictionarymust
link with the dictionary interface library. This library contains all the routines for accessing information stored in
the dictionary. The first library call made by the application
must be the one to load the dictionary information from
the disk file into the application's internal memory. The
application passes the name of the dictionary file to the
load call. The load routine allocates memory for the dictionary and reads the data into memory. The amount of space
required was writterr to a header record in the disk file by
the build program. The dictionary loaded is now an exact
copy of the dictionary created by the sdu.buildprogram.
The load routine performs one more task before the data
can be accessed by the calling application. The internal
design of the dictionary requires numerous pointers to link
various pieces of information together. These pointers,
which are really just memory addresses, are valid only in
the original memory space where the dictionary was
created. Although the system call mallocis used in both the
build and the load processes, it cannot be guaranteed that
the memory obtained from the call will be in exactly the
same address location each time. Therefore, the internal
pointers must be modified to reflect the location of the data
in the new address space.
The pointers are adjusted by comparing the load address
and the build address (which was stored in the image file).
The required pointer adjustment is the difference between
the starting address for the build and the starting address
of the internal memory for the load. This adjustment value
(positive or negative) is added to all pointers in the internal
dictionary structures. When the pointers are adjusted the
load process is complete and the dictionary is ready for
use by the application.
Developing sdu.build
Developing a program that can recognize C-language data
declarations in all forms is akin to writing a mini version
of the C compiler. Development of the SDU parser/compiler
program sdu.buildwould have been a formidable task had
it not been for the tools yacc and lex available under the
HP-UX operating system.2 Yacc is a generalized tool for
describing input to programs; it imposes a structure on the
input and then provides a framework in which to develop
routines to handle the input as it is recognized. The parser
generated from yacc organizes the input according to the
specified structure rules to determine if the data is valid.
Lexis used to generate the lexical analyzer, which assembles
the input stream into identifiable items known as tokens,
which are then passed to the parser. Lex has its own set of
rules called regular expressions,3 which define the input
tokens. Regular expressions are patterns against which the
input is compared; a match represents a recognized token.
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The parser and lexical analyzer are combined to create the
SDU compiler known as sdu.build.
The first step in using yacc is to define the set of rules,
or grammar, for the input. A grammar specifies the syntactic
structure of a language, with the language in this case being
the C data declarations. The syntax is used to determine
whether a sequence of words (or tokens) is in the language.
Describing the syntax of a language is not as hard as it
sounds. A notation known as Backus-Naur form (BNF)4
already exists for specifying the syntax of a language. Converting the C data declarations to BNF was simplified by
the fact that a partial grammar already existed.3 Elements
not supported by the SDU were eliminated from the grammar.
The qrammar consists of a sequence of rules. A rule is
written with a left-hand side and a right-hand side separated by a colon. The left-hand side consists of a single
unique symbol called a nonterminal. The right-hand side
consists of a sequence of zero or more terminals and nonterminals sometimes called a formulation. One or more
formulations may appear on the right-hand side of a rule.
A rule must exist for every nonterminal symbol. Terminal
symbols, which are synonymous with tokens, are not defined further in the grammar but are returned from the
lexical analyzer. Examples of grammar rules used for describing some simplified mathematical expressions are:
expression : pnmary
'('expression')'
|
'-'expression
|
I expression'+'expression
I expression'-'expression
expression
I expression'-'
I expression'/'expression
primary

: identifier
I constant

The symbols expression
and primaryare nonterminals while
identifierand constantare terminals. Values enclosed in single
quotes are literals and must be recognized from the input
stream along with the terminals. The vertical bar (l) means
"or" and is used to combine formulations for the same
nonterminal symbol. The nonterminal symbol on the lefthand side of the first rule is called the start symbol. This
symbol represents the most general structure defined by
the grammar rules and is used to denote the language that
the grammar describes.
Once the grammar is defined in BNF, it is a very simple
process to convert it to a form that is acceptable to yacc.
Because terminals and nonterminals look alike, yacc requires terminals to be defined using the "/otokenstatement
in a declarations section ahead of the grammar. Any grammar that involves arithmetic expressions must define the
precedence and associativity of the operators in the declarations section to avoid parsing conflicts. Some additional
punctuation, such as semicolons (;) at the end of each grammar rule, and double percent signs (zz.) to separate the
declarations section from the grammar, must also be added
before the file can be processed by yacc.With these modifications the specifications can now be turned into a C pro-
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gram by yacc that will parse an input stream based on the
grammar rules.
The function of the lexical analyzer is to read the input
stream a character at a time and assemble tokens from the
unstructured data. Tokens can be anything from operators
to reserved words to user-defined constants and identifiers.
Separating the tokens can be any number of white-space
characters (blanks, tabs, and line separators), which are
typically ignored. The most time-consuming part of creating the lexical analyzer is defining the regular expressions,
or patterns, which are used to recognize the input tokens.
The patterns must be general enough to recognize all forms
of the tokens and yet be specific enough to exclude tokens
that are not of the desired class. The syntax for defining
regular expressions is similar to the pattern matching features found in most editors. A pattern to match C identifiers
might look like:
lA - Za - z-)[A- Za - zO 9_]*
C identifiers start with a letter or underscore followed
by an arbitrary number of letters, digits, or underscores. In
the case where a token matches more than one pattern, lex
attempts to resolve the conflict by first choosing the pattern
that represents the longest possible input string, and then,
if the conflict still exists, by choosing the pattern that is
Iisted first. Once a pattern is matched, lex executes any
action associated with the pattern. Actions can be specified
along with the patterns; they consist of one or more lines
of C code that perform additional processing on the tokens.
For example, when an identifier is recognized it can be a
user-defined value or a C reserved word such as typedefor
struct.The action associated with the identifier pattern can
be used to search a table of reserved words to determine
the type of identifier found. This information can then be
returned to the parser along with the token.
Using the lexical analyzer and the parser as just described, we now have a program that will read and validate
the input data. There is still one more step before this
program can be used to create the data dictionary. Now
that we know the information is acceptable we have to do
something with it. This requires going back to the specifications for yacc and adding actions for each grammar rule.
The actions consist of one or more C statements that are
performed each time a rule is recognized. Unlike the lex
actions, these actions may return values that can be accessed
by other actions. They can also access values returned by
the lexical analyzer for tokens. In the sdu.buildprogram, the
purpose of the yaccactions is to load the C data declarations
into the internal structures of the data dictionary. With the
addition of the yacc actions the sdu.buildprogram is now
complete.

SoftwareDiagnosticProgram
The softwarediagnosticprogram (SDP)is an interactive
application programthat runs under the HP-UX operating
systemon HP 9000 Series800 computers.It provides diagnostic and debuggingfeaturesfor the softwaredownloaded
to the OSI Expresscard. The primary function of the diagnostic program is to provide a means for dynamically
accessingdata structureson the card and then displaying

the data in an easily readable format. The SDP also allows
the user to monitor certain aspects of the card's operation
and to gather and report performance related statistics.
Some of the features provided include:
I Dynamic access to card-resident data structures
r Data formatting capabilities
I Single-character commands
I Statistical displays
r Mnemonic access to global symbols
r Per-path state information displays
r Print and log functions
r Breakpoints, traps, and suspend function
r Card death display
r Dumpfile access.
The diagnostic program consists of two primary modules:
the data access routines and the user interface module. The
access routines provide the mechanisms to read and write
information between the application and the card or the
dumpfile. The user interface module handles all the interactions with the user, makes the necessary accessroutine
calls to read or write data, and does the formatting and
displaying of information to the terminal screen. The user
interface and the data access routines were developed in
a modular fashion with a documented interface between
the two. While the library routines were originally intended
for use only by the user interface module, the interface is
designed to allow other applications access to the functions.

DataAccessRoutines
The data access routines provide the mechanisms for
reading and writing information between the host application and the card or the dumpfile. The data access routines
consist of three major components: the host-resident library
routines, the dumpfile access module, and the card-resident process. The library is a well-defined set of calls that
provide the application interface to the various data access
operations. The library routines do all the error checking
on the call parameters and then route the request to either
the card process or the dumpfile accessmodule. The library
routines decode any received responses and return the
appropriate data and status information back to the host
application program. The most important service provided
by the library routines is providing a transparent interface
to the data. The same library calls are used to access both
the dumpfile and the card.
The card process is downloaded to the card along with
the networking software. It receives messagesfrom the host
library via an established communication channel and then
performs the requested operation on the card. Status information and any data retrieved are returned to the host via
the same communication channel. For the card process to
be able to carry out its duties, it must operate independently
from the networking software and it must not rely on any
services provided through CONE (common OSI networking
environment). The process must also be able to interrupt
the networking operations when necessary, and be able to
operate when the networking software has died. Most of
this independence is achieved by communicating directly
with the backplane handler (on the card) and the driver
(from the host). This interface bypasses most of the standard

communication paths used by the networking software.
The card process manages all its own data buffers and has
no dependencies on external data structures. Also, the card
process is designed to operate at a higher interrupt level
than the network protocols. This allows the diagnostic
module to gain control of the card processor when necessary.
In some debugging situations it is not always possible
or practical to access the OSI Express card directly. During
development, for example, if the card died abnormally the
developer might not be able to get to the problem for some
time. Rather than tie up the hardware for an extended
period of time or attempt to try to reproduce the problem
at a later time it is often better to save the card image and
attempt to diagnose the problem off-Iine. The facility exists
for dumping the card image to a disk file. However, most
engineers prefer something other than digging through
stacks of hexadecimal listings. In fact, the pre{erred method
is to use the same debugging tool on both the card and the
dumpfile. For this reason, the library routines provide access to both the card and the dumpfile, the only change
being the parameters that are passed to the call that initiates
the connection. Once the connection is established, card
and dumpfile operations are identical, with the exception
that write operations are not allowed to the dumpfile. What
is going on is completely transparent to the user sitting at
the terminal.
User Interface
When developing the user interface it was important to
keep in mind some basic concepts. First, the users of the
diagnostic program would be in the process of learning
many new debugging tools such as the symbolic debuggers
on the HP 9000 Series 300 (cdb) and 800 (xdb) and the HP
64000-UX development environment at the same time. It
was important to keep the interface simple and the number
of special keys to a minimum so as not to make the learning
curve too long or steep. Also, where possible, functions or
data input operations should be handled in the same way
as the corresponding operations in the other debuggers.
Something as simple as entering numeric information
should not require users to learn two different formats.
Second, the development time for providing a useful debugging tool required that the complexity of the interface
be kept to a minimum so the functionality would be available on time.
When the diagnostic is initially invoked the user is presented with a menu listing the major functional areas available, such as resource utilization or data retrieval. Submenus may be displayed detailing the operations available
within a particular functional area depending on the selection on the main menu. Once a specific operation has been
selected, the appropriate screen is displayed containing
any data retrieved from the card and a list of commands
available for that display.
The user interface has a two-tiered command structure
consisting of global and local commands. Both global and
local commands are typically single keyboard characters
which are acted on as soon as they are typed (Returnis not
required). Global commands are active for every display
within the program and can be entered whenever a com-
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memory: 00800000h - 009fffffh
Address
( long)
Data:
00834338
00000000
000r0000
00834348
00000000
00000000
00834358
00846a14
00000000
00834368
00846a14
0084lcac
00834378
00845cd8
00846a14
00834388
0Q8424fc
00846alc
00834398
00845e38
00846a14
008343a8
00846a14
00845f18
008343b8
00845ff8
008457fc
008343c8
0088d20c
0083441c
008343d8
00839820
00000000
008343e8
00000000
00000000
008343f8
00000000
00000000
00834408
00006400
00000002
00834418
00966b5a
0083443a
00834428
00000084
24880001
00834438
251c0083
4458aaaa
00834448
00842488
00016b54

DISPLAY:

l-memory

2-cast

cstate:

0 00 0e 00 0
60092800
00000096
00846a14
00846a1c
0 0 8 46a 1 4
00846a1c
0 0 8 45 a l 4
00846a14
b c b c b c bc
00000000
0 00 00 00 0
0000000b
0 0 96 6 f 2 6
6 b 6 40 0 0 0
a a a a 00 0 0
00000000

3:struct

4:path

0 0 0 00 00 0
0 08 46a 1 4
532c0000
0 0 8 46 a l 4
00846a1c
0 0 0 0 0 00 0
00845a1c
0 0 8 45 a 1 4
00846a1c
009659c8
0 00 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 00 00 0 0 0
00966d40
0 00 00 0 0 0
00000096
0 00 0 0 0 0 0
0 00 0 0 0 0 0

staCes

mand is expected as input. Some examples of global commands include: help (?), quit (O), shell escape (!), and main
menu (M). Local commands are specific to the display with
which they are associated and are only available when that
display is current (appearing on the terminal). The local
commands for a particular display are shown at the bottom
of the terminal screen. Local commands perform operations
such as reread statistics, reformat data, and retrieve a global
data structure from the card. While global commands are
unique for the entire program the local commands are
unique only within the associated display. The same
keyboard character may invoke entirely different functions
in different displays.
The software diagnostic uses the HP-UX cursessscreen
control package to create displays and handle all interactions with the terminal. Cursesis designed to use the terminal screen control and display capabilities. Briefly, curses
uses data structures called windows to collect the data to
be displayed. The application program writes the data to
be displayed to the current window and then makes the
appropriate cursescalls to transfer the window to the terminal screen. The primary benefit of using cursesis that it
relieves the application of the overhead of dealing with
memory: 00800000h - 009fffffh
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Fig. 3. Raw-form display of data
retrieved from the card.

different terminal types and cursor movements. It also
minimizes the amount of information that must be redisplayed on the screenby only transmitting the text information that has changedfrom the previous display.
Data Access Operations
The data accessoperations are all functions and commands for accessing,formatting, and manipulating information from the card. As with most debuggers,the ability
to view data is one of the most frequently used. Data retrieved from the card can be displayed in two forms: raw
and cast.In raw form (Fig. 3) the data is displayed in columns of four-byte integers.The first column is the RAM
addressof the first byte of data in each row. The address
and data values are hexadecimal. The right two screen
columns contain the ASCII representationof each byte of
data in the row if it is printable.If the byte is not a printable
characterthen a period is shown as a placeholder.The user
also has the option to changethe dataformat from hexadecimal to decimal and from four-byte integersto columns of
two-byte words. The NEXTand pnEvtOUS
functions can be
used to pagethrough memory from the initial display address.
cstate:

0 x 8 3 4 3 3 8b m i _ g l o b a l s t :
struct
mod_globs: struct (
: 0;
valid_drain_1ist
nodule_id : Oxl;
trace_mask : 0;
log_mask - 0xe0000000;
diag_nask : 0;
(
mod_glob_stats - struct
item_ptr : 0;
item size - 0:

j.

RUNNING

(

);

canonical
addr : 24585;
- "("
parh_repoir_pid
: 0x846a14;
nm_req_rtn
- 0xB46al4;
nm_event_rtn
t;
proto_g1obs:
sap_t_addr
Press

Return

:
to

struct
0;

(040)

{

continue,

SPACE to
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stop

Fig. 4. Cast-form display of data
retrieved from the card.

they are in the range of accessible addresses on the card.
Both read access and write access are allowed to RAM
memory, whi.le only read access is permitted to EEPROM
addresses.

The second form of data formatting is the cast function.
The data retrieved from the card can be displayed based
on a specified C data type (Fig. 4). When the cast function
is selected the user is prompted for the RAM address from
which to retrieve the information and the name of a data
type, which will define the formatting of the data. To use
the cast function the specified data type must be in the
SDU data dictionary and the dictionary must have been
loaded into the user interface module. The data type is
displayed and the information is formatted based on the
data type. Data can be reformatted simply by specifying a
different data type. If the data type exceeds a single screen
the user is allowed to page through the displays. The user
can switch between the raw and cast displays without having to reread the data from the card.
Address values can be entered in either numeric or
mnemonic forms. Numeric addresses can be either hexadecimal, decimal, or octal values. Mnemonic addresses are
entered by typing the name of a global variable or procedure. C variables and procedure names must be preceded
by an underbar (-) while assembly variables and labels may
or may not require an underbar depending on how they
are declared in the code. The address value is obtained by
searching the linker symbol file (.1), which corresponds to
the download file on the OSI Express card. In addition to
other information, the symbol file contains global symbol
records,u which provide the names of global symbols (variables and procedures) and their relocated addresses. The
address stored in the file for the symbol entered is then
used to retrieve the information from the card. Use of the
mnemonic address is recommended whenever possible.
Not only does it eliminate the need to look up the address
of the variable in the first place, it ensures that the address
will be correct regardless of the version of the card software
being accessed.
One level of addressing indirection can be accessed by
preceding the address values, either numeric or mnemonic,
by an asterisk ('). The address location on the card is then
interpreted as containing the address of the data to be retrieved. In other words, the address specified is really a
pointer to the data rather than the data itself. All address
values, either direct or indirect, are checked to ensure that
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The displays available under the resource utilization
selection are intended to provide information on the operational state of the various modules and resources on the
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009fffffh
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Reason:

Card Death Display
Whenever the OSI Express card dies abnormally, either
from a software exception (address error, divide by zero,
etc.) or an internal error (disaster log), or is halted from
the host, a fatal error routine is invoked on the card to save
the state of the card processors and record the error information at the time the card halted. The routine also sends
an error indication to the host which reports that the card
has died. During development and testing these situations
were common. At such times, the process of gathering the
data to determine why the error occurred can be time-consuming and involved. The type of error and even the size
of the RAM memory can influence the location of the information to be read. Once the error is known a text file must
still be searched to determine the meaning of the error.
The card death information display attempts to provide
on one screen all the error information necessary to determine where and possibly why the card died. The diagnostic
program gathers the information concerning the card death
from the various memory locations and, after analyzing the
data, displays on the screen the values that relate to the
type of death that occurred (Fig. s). The processor registers,
including the stack pointer, the program counter, the status
register, and the data and address registers, are retrieved
and displayed in the center of the screen. When a card
module dies gracefully it stores information in a disaster
record. This information is retrieved, if available, and displayed at the bottom of the screen. The program also
evaluates the error and supplies an apparent reason, or best
guess, as to why the card died. On this screen the user
should have enough data to understand why the card died
and be able to locate any additional information.
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Fig.5. Card death display.
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Flow Control
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able before continuing. The diagnostic program provides
three mechanisms for stopping the card: breakpoints, traps,
and suspend.
The breakpoint feature is similar in implementation to
breakpoints in other debuggers. The user specifies the address of the instruction on the card where the breakpoint
should be set. When that location is reached in the processing stream the card is stopped and a message is sent to the
host application, which notifies the user. The card remains
stopped until the user tells it to continue. The card then
resumes processing from the instruction at the breakpoint
location.
Traps are basically predefined breakpoints hardcoded in
the networking software that can be turned on and off as
needed. The locations of the trap calls are determined by
the code developers and can be anywhere in the executable
code. When a trap is encountered a diagnostic procedure
on the card is called. The diagnostic procedure checks the
trap type with a global mask to determine whether this
trap is on or off. The trap type is one of the parameters

Trap/BreakpoinVSuspend
When attemptingto debugproblemson the card it is
necessary

examine

B rffer

to

the current

the processing
on the card to
state of the processor or a global vari-

stop
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Fig. 6. Resource utilization display showing flow control statisflcs.

Read

OSI Express card. For the most part, the displays contain
various combinations of statistics gathered from the card
that can be monitored to determine such things as
throughput, flow control (Fig. 6), and memory utilization
(Fig. z). There are basically two types of statistics that are
maintained; cumulative and actual. The cumulative statistics represent values that have accumulated over a time
period. Examples of cumulative statistics include frontplane packets transmitted, number of global retransmissions, and backplane bytes transferred. These statistics can
be cleared to zero by the user. Actual statistics reflect the
conditions as they currently exist on the card. Number of
open connections, available buffer manager memory, and
scheduler queue depth are examples of actual statistics.
Actual statistics cannot be cleared.
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Fig. 7. Resource utilization display showing memory utilization
starstics.

passedon the trap call and is definedby the codedeveloper.
The global mask is configurable from the user interface
module. If the trap is off then the call returns and the code
continueswithout any break.If the trap is on then the card
is stopped and a messageis sent to the host application.
Again, the card remains stopped until the user tells it to
continue.Processingresumesfrom the instruction afterthe
trap call.
The suspendoperation gives the user the ability to stop
the card at any moment in time. This is a global command
issuedfrom the user interface.When the requestis received
by the card processa routine is invoked that interrupts the
networking protocols and placesthe card in an idle loop.
The card timer managerinterrupts are also suppressedby
this routine. The suspendwill remain in effect until a resume command is issued by the user. The purpose of the
suspendfunction is to give the userthe opportunity to take
a quick look around without having data changeor move
before it can be examined.

Summary
The successof thesemodulesis evidencedby their acceptance as the tools of choice for much of the debugging,
diagnostic,and testingefforts.The use of thesetools significantly reduced the time needed to isolate many of the
defects encounteredin the card software. The statistical

displays provided valuable information on throughput and
flow control early enough in the development cycle to
allow time to make any necessary adjustments.
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SupportFeaturesof the HP OSIExpress
Card
TheHP OSIExpress
cardofferseventloggingandtracing
in multivendornetworks.
to facilitatetroubleshooting
by Jayesh K. Shah and Charles L. Hamer

ODAY'S STATE-OF-THE-ARTautomatedfactories
require the seamlessinteraction of systemsand devices supplied by a diversesetof vendors.To manage
this complex environmenteffectivelyand keep it operating
smoothly, usersmust be able to resolveproblems quickly.
The HP OSI Express card incorporatesseveral powerful
new featuresto aid the troubleshooter.This article highlights the support featuresof the HP OSI Expresscard and
illustrates their use in two troubleshootingscenarios.
Architecture Overview
The support architectureof the HP OSI Expresscard was
an important considerationsince the developmentof OSI
protocols was a new areaof endeavorfor HP as well as for
other computer companies. Numerous communication
problems with other OSI implementationswere expected.

Therefore, a superior set of diagnostic capabilities was
needed to resolve problems quickly in an I/O card environment. To achieve this functionality it was decided to extend
the host's own nodal management facilities to include the
HP OSI Express card. This design provides a single nodal
management mechanism for event logging and protocol
tracing for both host and card modules and provides the
user with several benefits. The user does not have to be
concerned whether a layer, module, or service resides in
the host or on the card. The same set of tools with the same
capabilities can be used to manage all aspects of the product. In addition, the trace and log output from both hostand card-based modules are identical in format becausethey
share a common header and terminology for describing the
severity of an error or the type of message being traced.
The OSI Express support architecture is shown in Fig.
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1. The numbered arrows show the initial flow of control
and information to enable a log class (logging severity level)
and then to send log information from a card-based layer
to the file system. Log classes are controlled by the user
via the nodal management applications osiconfigand osicontrol.When the user enters a command to enable a particular
log class in a particular layer, a request is passed by the
nodal management application to the trace/log facility,
which validates the request and ensures that various trace/
log resources have been allocated. The request is then
passed to subsystem management services (SMS), which
provides facilities that allow the user to accessmanagement
services (parameter manipulation, statistics collection,
status, and control) and sends the request to card management services ICMS). CMS, which is the card-based counterpart of SMS, provides nodal and network management services to both the host-based management applications and
the card-based protocol and system modules. After receiving the request from SMS, CMS forwards the request to the
appropriate protocol layer or system module.
When an event that must be logged occurs in a card-based
protocol layer, the event is passed from the protocol stack
to CMS which communicates through the kernel with the
log daemon. The log daemon receives the event (log) messages from the OSI Express card, obtains the system time
(timestamps the message) and formats a log call to the host
trace/log facility. Unformatted log messages are then written to the file system. When the user reads the log file, the

trace/log formatter osidumpis used. Osidumpwrites formatted
Iog entries to the log file or terminal.
Event Logging
Logging is used to record abnormal or unusual networking events such as the receipt of an inbound packet with
invalid protocol information (remote protocol error) or a
remote system's refusal to accept a connect request. This
is different from tracing. Tracing is used to record all information of a particular type or types from one or more layers
or modules.
Log Headers
Log (and trace) messageshave two parts: the header part
and the data part. The header consists of the first eight
lines (seeFig. 2). It includes the timestamp and other identifiers. The contents of the header are very important because the data in the header usually determines the formatting capabilities of the trace/log formatter. The data portion
of the messagethat follows the header contains the description of the event (error message text).
One of the more important fields in the header is the log
class. This is the severity of the event being logged. When
logging is enabled the severity can be selected by the user.
The user can choose to ignore event messages that are by
nature informational, but when problems occur the user
can modify the log class to obtain informational messages.
Log messages have four classes of severity: disaster, error,

Enable/
Disable
Trace/Log

!qs! Card

Fig.1. HP OS/Expresscard support architecture. The numbers
show the sequenceof operations
for getting log informationfrom a
card-basedlayerto thefile system.
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warning, and informational. Disaster class messages are
logged when a condition occurs that could jeopardize the
integrity of the system or network. Discovering that another
system on the network is using the identical NSAP address
is one example of a disaster class event. Once a disaster
event occurs, the event is logged and the OSI Express card
is taken off-line. The next lower event classification is error
class. Errors are events that cause a user application to fail
or take extra steps to recover. This is the default log class
for most of the product's layers or modules. The definition
of an error class event put the additional burden on the
OSI Express card software developers of understanding the
end result of an event. It could only be classified as an
error once it was understood that it would adversely impact
a user application. The expiration of one connection's
transport inactivity timer is an example of an error class
event. The error class designation is not as significant for
what is included as an error as it is for what is excluded
as an error. The error class definition prevents events that
are interesting but not a problem (from the application
point of view) from being logged. This not only saves disk

Timestamp
Process lD
U fD
Device lD
Connection lD
Location
Card Time Stamp
Previous Error

space but frees the user from having to consider events
that do not affect applications. Warning and informational
class events are the next-lower-severity log classes. Warning events such as "Destination NSAP Unreachable,"
which impacts the network layer, or informational events
such as receipt of a duplicate connection request, which
impacts the transport layer, have no impact on user applications except for time loss. These events are probably
most useful for performance analysis.
Two fields in the header provide connection information:
the connection identifier (CID) and the path identifier (path
ID). The CID is used by host software to reference a connection and is returned to the user. The path ID identifies a
specific communication path on the OSI Express card and
thus serves the same purpose in the card environment as
the CID does in the host environment. From a troubleshooting perspective the path ID is very useful when problems
occur on inbound connection requests that fail before
reaching the host. In this situation, a CID will not exist
since the request does not reach connection management
and hence a CID is not issued.

: F r i J u n 9 1 9 8 91 6 : 0 4 : 2 3 . 0 5 6 3 8 9
:5679
Subsystem
:4223
Log Class
:0
Path lD
:1
Log Instance
:00144
: 0x 7c50
Card Location
: 0x f00500
Current Error

:
:
:
i

SESSION
ERROR
19
32771

: 0x 5000090
: Ox 10120d31

Remote protocol error. Receivedan SPDU that contains an Sl which is not valid
for the current state. An S-P-ABORTwill be issued. (SS00144)Reterto troubtetree
Card_o4in the HP MAP 3.0 troubleshooting manual.
Session state vector :
Protocol state
: 713 Data transter state
Remote selector
:
Remote .
52 65 6d 5t 74 65 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
Reouirements
: FD
Tokens available
:
Tokens owned
Restart sync number : 0
Lowest confirm sync
Next sync number
:0
Lowest restart sync
lB expected data In
:0
lB accumulated In
OB expected data In : 0
OB accumulated In
XP connection
: lnitiator
XP connection reuse
FN SPDU collision
: FALSE
DN atter FN collisn
SSYNmrspallowed
Activity in progress
: FALSES
MAA/AEA/rx'd/tx'd
: AEA
XP expedited avail
Inbound CONE state : IDLE
Inbound Sl
Outbound CONE state : IDLE
Outbound Sl
Horseshoe reason
: No_PENDING_REASON
Timer reason
Memory get reason
: No_PENDING_BEASON
Abort reason
Session version
: TWO
Besync kind
Top of path
: FALSE
Start timer
lB pending queue
lB intertace queue
: Not Empty
: Empty
OB pending queue
OB interface queue
lB SPM queue
: Empty
Concatenationqueue
SPDU concatenated : FALSE
Category 0 Sl
T-disc req delayed
: FALSE
Dequeue spdu
T-disc req issued
: FALSE
Stack 0 CONE event : T,Connect req
Stack 1 CONE event
Stack 2 outbound Sl : CN
Stack 3 inbound Sl
SPDU offset:
0:00 00 00 09 -- -SPDU:
0:31070f01012aO200O2
MIP
Sync type item
Serial number

Ll=2
Ll=2
Ll=2

..
:
:0
:0
:0
:0
: FALSE
: FALSE
: FALSE
: TRUE
: MIP
: CN
: No PENDING_REASON
: ISSUE_U_ABORT
: No resync
: FALSE
: Empty
: Empty
: Empty
: DT_OBor ER
: FALSE
: T_CONNECTcnf
: AC

---- 1..
: E x p l i c i tc o n f i r m a t i o nn o t r e q u i r e d
:0002

Fig. 2. A formatted remote protocol errorlog message.Thereare
two parts: the header and the
data.
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Another field in the header and one of the most significant contributions to the supportability of this product is
the log instance. The log instance is an identifier that
threadslog messages
together.When a module first detects
an error, it obtains a new unique log instance identifier
and logs the event. The log instance is then passedwith
the error to the calling entity. If the calling entity also logs
an error as a result of processingthe error it receives,it
logs the enor as well as the log instancepassedto it. The
calling entity then returns the log instanceto its caller. In
this manner,the log instanceis propagatedall the way up
to the user application. Log events with the same log instance are related. The earliest event with the same log
instanceis the root of the problem. Without a log instance
mechanism,a user might think that severalerrorshad occurred when in fact only one had occurred.Once the error
is returned to the user application the log instanceis available via a special function call to the service interface.
Thus, the log instance provides an audit trail from the
module that first detectsan error all the way back to the
user application.
Other fields in the headerof interestto usersinclude the
user identifier (UID), and the processidentifier (PID).The
UID is the HP-UX user identifier of the user that created
the connection.The PID is the identifier of the processthat
createdthe connection.
Error Messages
Special attention was focused on the content of error
messages.
All error messages
include the problem category,
the causeof the problem, and the correctiveaction recommended to resolve the problem. At all points in the code
where an error might be logged,the protocol developerhad
to resolvethe problem and not merely report it. It was also
generally agreedto return any helpful information that was
available to the user that would aid problem resolution.
For this reasonthe sessionstatevector is appendedto the
error text in Fig. 2.
The product troubleshootingguide is tightly coupled to
the error messages.In Fig. 2, for example, the user is referred to troubletree Card-0+ in the troubleshooting guide.
Card-O+is a troubleshootingprocedure designedto lead
the user through the processof resolvinga remote protocol
error. The techniqueof referringto a specifictroubleshooting procedurein the troubleshootingmanual is used when
the resolution procedure is longer than what could easily
be describedin a log message.
In addition, since usability was of great concern, we
wanted to avoid terselog messagesthat required interpreting to understand what transpired. Therefore,error messageswere reviewed and reworked to ensure that the text
was clear. As a result of the efforts to make error messages
more usable,an error messagesmanual was not required
as part of the product's documentation.
CMS Informational Log
Another feature designedto aid troubleshootingis the
CMS informational log message.Recall that CMS is used
by the protocol stack and system modules to log event
messagesand trace protocol and system module activity.
When CMS receivesa requestto log a messageit checks
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to see if it has logged a messageon that path before. If it
has, it just performs the log or trace task requestedby the
calling softwaremodule. If it has not loggeda messageon
that path before,it logs a CMS informational messageand
then logs the messagerequestedby the calling software
module. The informational messagelogged by CMS includes as much of both the local and remote applications'
presentationaddressesas is known. An application's presentation address is also often referred to as its PST-N
selectors.This information is loggedin the data portion of
the log messageand is especially useful for remotely initiated connections as is typical on server nodes. Now,
when an error occurs,information is availablethat provides
the presentationaddressesof the affectedapplications.
A Troubleshooting Scenario
Two sample scenarioswill illustrate the use of the troubleshooting features described above. Troubleshooting
scenario1 is shown in Fig. 3. Assumethat user application
1 (UA1), an HP MMS (Manufacturing MessageService)
client, on node A wants to communicatewith user application 2 (UA2) on node B. Furthermore,assumethat UA1's
connect requestto UA2 fails becauseUA2 has a different
presentationaddressfrom the one UA1 is trying to communicatewith. This can occur when the samepresentation
addressis maintained in two separatelocations.For example, a shop-floor-deviceOSI implementation may not provide a directory service user agent for directory access.
Instead, it may locally manage presentation addresses,
thereby providing an opportunity for address inconsistency.
In Fig. 3 the dotted line representsthe SAPs (service
accesspoints) that have been activatedby UAz to receive
Node A

SPP = Service Provider Process
Flg.3.

Troubleshooting scenario 1

Node B

requests from MMS client applications. UA1 obtains the
request
PST-N selectors for UA2 and sends an mm-connect
to UA2. When the connectrequestis receivedby the transport layer on node B, the transport layer finds that the
destination TSAP (transportserviceaccesspointJ is not in
its table and rejects the request. The transport layer on
node B rejectsthe connectrequestby sendinga disconnect
request to the transport layer on node A. The transport
Iayer on node A logs this event. When it logs the event, it
gets a unique log instance value. The transport layer on
node A returns an error along with the log instance to the
sessionlayer. If any other module in the propagationpath
logs additional information, the log instance will be identical to the one originally logged by the transport layer. As
explained above, the log instance is a mechanism that
threadstogetherall errors related to a specific error.
Error information returned to UA1 from the service interface includes the log instance.The user can then use the
log instance as a key to query the log file for the underlying
causeof the problem.All necessarydatarequiredto resolve
the problem is logged along with the error message.In this
example,the transportlayer on node A will log the disconnect request TPDU (transport protocol data unit) in the
data portion of the message.In this way, fault isolation and
correction are facilitated by the use of the log instance,a
detailed error message,and a comprehensivetroubleshooting procedure.
Another Scenario
Fig. 4 illustrates troubleshooting scenario 2. In this
scenario, assumethat an FTAM (File Transfer Access and
Management) initiator application on a remote system receives an abort indication while transferring a file to the
local HP system.Also, assumethat the remote systemhas
limited troubleshootingcapability.Thus, we needto isolate
and resolvethe problem from the responderside. Assume
that the causeof the problem is that the remote systemhas
sent an invalid sessionPDU (protocol data unitJ and the
local sessionentity abortedthe connection.
When the connectionwas abortedon the responderside,
a connectioninformation messagewas loggedby CMS with
the completepresentationaddressof both the initiator and
the responderalong with the path identifier of the aborted
connection.To resolve the problem, the user searchesthe
log file for the CMS messagewith the appropriateinitiator
and responder presentation addresses.Locating this log
messageprovides the user with the path ID, which can be
used as a key to query the log file for errors that occurred
on the aborted connection. The abort event messagethat
the user obtains informs the user that the type of problem
encounteredwas a remote protocol error (seeFig. 2). The
event messagealso specifiesthe exactnature of the problem:
the received PDU had an incorrect value for the session
indicator. This type of problem is typically causedby a
defect in the remote vendor's code and can be resolved
only by a code changein the remotevendor's implementation. Therefore,the corrective action in the error message
tells the userto follow a procedurethat recreatesthe problem with tracing turned on. The additional trace information will help the remote system'svendor understandthe
context in which the problem occured so that an appro-

priate fix can be made.

Tracing
Tracing is used to record all activity of a specific kind.
It provides the contextual information that may be necessary to determine the cause or the activities that led up to
a networking event. Both normal and abnormal events are
recorded and, in fact, the trace utility cannot distinguish
between the two. Tracing is a very useful tool for isolating
remote protocol errors (interoperability problems) or internal defects.
Typically, a troubleshooter usesnetwork tracing as a last
resort to identify a problem. This is becauseconfiguration
problems and user application problems are much more
common,and becausethe useof tracetools and the analysis
of the output require significant expertise. A major problem, therefore, is knowing when to use tracing. The log
messagein troubleshootingscenario2 is typical of remote
generatedby protocol modules.
protocol error log messages
The messageis intended to define the problem clearly and
guide the troubleshooterto a procedureto isolate it.
The user can enable several types of tracing for each
subsystem.The most commonly usedtracekinds arelisted
below.
I Header Inbound. Traces protocol headers received from
the next-lower protocol layer before decoding is done.
I Header Outbound. Tracesprotocol headersafter encoding is complete before they are sent to the next-lower
protocol layer.
I PDU Inbound. Tracesthe whole protocol data unit as it
is received.
I PDU Outbound. Tracesthe whole protocol data unit as
Remote System

Local System

SPP = Service Provider Process
Fig.4.

Troubleshooting scenario 2
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it is being sent.
r State Trace. Traces protocol state information.
A fundamental problem with tracing in general is that
the person analyzing the trace file must recognize an abnormal event and so must have a fairly intimate knowledge
of the protocol. The logging trace is a special trace type
that writes a copy of the log message to the trace file. For
instance, when tracing is enabled at the transport layer and
this layer logs a message, that message is written to the log
file (this is normal) and also to the trace file. The logging

trace message acts as a marker within the trace file to help
the person analyzing it locate the area of interest.
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Integrationand Test for the OSI Express
Card's ProtocolStack
Specialtesf lools and a multidimensionalintegration
processenabledengineerstodevelop,tesf,and debugthe
firmwarefor the OSI Expresscard in two different
an emulationof the OSI
ln one environment
environments.
Express card was used and in another the real hardware
WAS USCd,
by Neil M. Alexander and Randy J. Westra

HE OSI EXPRESSPROJECTconsistedof many independent project teams (madeup of one or more engineers)working on specific portions ofthe protocol
modules or support code. Each team needed the ability to
test and develop code independent of others. However,
periodically they needed to have a set of stable and tested
code from other teams to enable them to test their own
code. Since each engineer was involved in testing, test
environments were designed to maximize their efforts. One
environment consisted of an emulation of the OSI Express
card on the development machines and another test environment consisted of a real OSI Express card connected to
a target machine. Both the target and the development
machines were HP 9000 Series 800 computers running the
HP-UX operating system. Because of the number of engineers working on the project, multiple development and
test machines were configured as a network. These test and
development environments are shown in Fig. 1.

Test Architecture
Each protocol module was first tested in isolation before
the module was integrated with the rest of the modules of
the OSI Express stack. The CONE fcommon OSI networking
environment) protocol module interface facilitates this
module isolation since a stack can be built that does not
contain all seven protocol modules. Protocol modules do
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not call each other directly to pass packets but instead
make calls to CONE. A data structure called a path report
is used to specify the modules configured into a stack.
Protocol modules not specified in a path report will not
be called by CONE and do not need to be in the stack.
However, even with this modular design, several test modules are needed to test the stack fully.
The architecture and the modules involved in testing the
OSI Express card firmware are shown in Fig. 2. This architecture was used on the host (running in user space) to test
and debug protocol modules before the hardware was
ready. When the hardware was ready, this same architecture was used on the target machines to test the protocol
modules in the real environment.
Exception Generator
The exception generator is a test module that is configured in the stack below the module being tested. Packets
moving inbound to the protocol module under test and
moving outbound from the module are operated on by the
exception generator. Packets not operated on by the exception generator are simply passed through to the next layer.
The exception generator can intercept, modify, generate,
or discard packets as they are moving up or down the stack.
Packets intercepted are placed in the exception generator
packet queue. Up to ten packets can be saved in the queue
at one time. Packets stored in this queue can be modified

and then sent up or down the protocol stack. In this way,
PDUs that occur rarely can be constructed. Also, errors in
transmission can be simulated by corrupting a packet in
the queue and then sending it.
Scenario Interpreter Agent
The scenario interpreter agentperforms functions similar
to the exception generator. Whereas the exception
generator is configured below the module under test, the
scenario interpreter agent is positioned above the module
under test. The scenario interpreter agent operates on inbound packets coming from the module under test and
outbound packets going to the module under test. A packet
can be intercepted as it moves down the stack and placed
in the packet queue of the scenario interpreter agent. A
saved packet is sent to the module under test by releasing
it from the save queue of the scenario interpreter agent.
Bounce-Back Module
The bounce-back module sits at the bottom of the stack,
and as its name implies, it enables packets heading down
the stack to be sent (bounced) back up the stack. Normally,
a protocol stack runs in a two-node configuration consisting
of a sender and a receiver with the two nodes connected
by a communication medium such as coax cable. When

testing of the protocol stack first started, all testing was
done in a single-node configuration. Packets were sent
down the stack, turned around by the bounce-back test
module, and then sent back up the stack. To make one
stack act as both the incoming and the outgoing protocol
stacks, the bounce-back module maintains a set of tables.
The tables contain the proper inbound CONE call for each
outgoing CONE call.
The bounce-back module makes different calls to CONE
depending on which layer is configured above it in the
stack. Thus, a separatetable is maintained in the bounceback module for each protocol layer that may be above it.
For example, a stack can be configured for testing that
consists only of the session layer above the bounce-back
module. The session layer is a connection-oriented protocol layer and receives different incoming CONE calls
than a connectionless layer such as the network layer. In
this example, a packet would flow outbound from the session layer and be received by the bounce-backmodule.
The bounce-back module would look in the session table
to find the corresponding incoming call for the session
layer. The packet would be copied and sent back up to the
session layer, which would accept the incoming call as if
it were part of the receiving node in a two-node test.

Development
Machines were used
to develop and
test code using
an emulation
of the OSI Express/Card.

Proiecl servers
stored code and test
suites and produced
integration directories.

Source
Under
RCS

Test
Suites

h-igration
Code
Target machines were
used tor testing the
OSI Express card.
Card downloads
and tesls were
obtained from
the proiect servers.

Fig. 1. OS/Expresscard testingenvironments.
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Error Handling
Every CONE call returns an error value to the protocol
module making the call. Normally, the exception generator
and the scenario interpreter agent would simply propagate
the error value returned to them to the next layer. However,
the error value returned can be changedby the test modules.
In this way error paths can be executed in the protocol
modules for unusual error return values from CONE calls.
Since the bounce-backmodule is at the bottom of the stack
and cannot propagateerror return values, tables were used
as explained abovefor the return value of eachCONEcall.
Scenario Interpreter
To generatepacketsto send down the stack,the scenario
interpreter is used. Scenariosare test specificationsthat
tell the scenariointerpreterwhat packetsto send and what
packetsto expect to receive.Each scenariohas two sides,
which can be thought of as a sender and a receiver. Packets
are defined using packetdefinition commands.Theseconstructed packets are sent down the stack using packet send/
receivecommands.A parametertells the scenariointerpreter whether to send or expect to receive a packet. When a
packet is received it is compared to the packet specified
in the scenario. If the packets do not match, an error is
reported. Repeating sequences of data are generated by
macros in the scenario interpreter. For example, a repeating
sequenceof 5000bytes is generatedwith the simple macro
15000.
The value of eachbyte is one greaterthan the previous
byte, modulo 256.
The scenario interpreter also controls the exception
generator, bounce-back module, and scenario interpreter
agent test modules, Commandsto these test modules are
sent down the protocol stackin specialcommand packets.
Command packets are created in the same fashion as data
packets.A parameterindicates whether the packet is a data
packet or a command packet. The command packets are
absorbedby the test module they are intended for. A test
module can also send a command packet to the scenario
interpreter. For example, the scenario interpreter can send
a command packet to the exception generatortelling it to
signal the scenario interpreter when a certain number of
outbound packets have passed through the exception
generator.After sending the packet,the scenario interpreter
waits for a response.When the exception generatordetermines that the specified number of packets have passed
through, it sends a command packet to the scenario interpreter telling it that the specified number of packets
were sent, After the scenario interpreter receives the expectedresponseit canthen proceed.The scenariointerpreter can also wait for inbound packets to passthrough a test
module.
This interaction between the scenario interpreter and the
test modules is used to test the many statesof a protocol
layer. One example is the sessionlayer. Several special
packets that the session layer sends to its peer on another
machineareprecededby a preparepacket.The two packets
are sent one after the other (prepare packet followed by a
special packet).However, some statesin the sessionprotocol state machine are only entered when a data packet
is sent after the prepare packet is received but before the
special packet is received (seeFig. 3). To test this case,a
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prepare and special packet combination is sent down the
stack. The special packet is caught and savedby the exception generator.On the receiving side the scenario interpreter waits to receive the prepare packet. After receiving the
prepare packet, the scenario interpreter sendsa data packet
and the receiving side entersthe desiredstate.Finally, the
special packet previously captured by the exception
generatoris released.Without this kind of control, hitting
the desired state on the receiving side would only result
as a matter of chance.
Another exampleof packettiming involves the transport
layer. The transport layer receivesacknowledgmentsfrom
its peeron anothernode for the packetsit sends.The timing
of these acknowledgmentsis not deterministic.Testingall
the transportprotocol statesrequiressendingcertain packets after an acknowledgmentis received.To send a packet
after the transport layer receives an acknowledgment requires the scenario interpreter to wait for the exception
generator to signal that the acknowledgment packet has
arrived.
The scenario interpreter interfaces to the stack via the
test harness.The test harnessoperatesin the two different

Test Results

Scenarios

Packet Oueue

Packet Queue

Packets are
turned around
and sent back up.

Fig.2. Architecture for testing protocol modules

environments. In the environment where the stack is actually running on the OSI Express card, the test harness uses
a tool called UL-IPC (upper-layer interprocess communicationJ to communicate with the card. In the user space environment on the development machine, the test harness
uses shared buffers (HP-UX IPC) to communicate with the
protocol stack which is also running in user space. Fig. 4
shows these environments.

Integration Process
Systemintegration in its simplest form is the processof
creatinga set of deliverables(e.g.,executableproduct code,
test code,etc.)from somesourcecode.For the OSI Express
card the integration processwas driven by project goals,
project size, and environment.
Goals and Results
The integration process for the OSI Express card was
designed with follow-on products in mind. CONE
exemplifies how this works. CONE allows the protocol
modules to be combined in different ways to create new
protocol stacks.The integration processalso needed the
ability to produce additional products without modification to the build process.Like CONE,this involved combining existing code in new ways to produce additional products. The whole problem can be thought of as multidimensional, in that the integration processfor the OSI Express
card needed to run in a multiple-machine environment,
where there were multiple products, each product having
multiple versions,each version's code subjectto compilation in multiple ways.
The challenge was to create a processthat would run
effectively in a network environment, supply timely and
accurate integration services,and be flexible enough to
produce all the targetedoutputs required. Other goals for
the integrationprocessincluded quick responseto changes
by developers,sufficient tracking to createa history of the
eventsthat occurredduring any given integration,and pro-

duction of metrics for managing the project.
Although the integration process was modified over
the course of the project, what eventually developedwas
a set of structures and concepts that make integration in
this multidimensional environment possible.A successful
integration for a given version of a product produced a
download file that was ableto run on the card,an emulation
testingenvironment to run on developmentmachines,and
host-basedtools to run on the host machine housing the
card. The test environments were similar in that they used
the sameset of source code to build from. They were different in the deliverables that came out of the environment
and the compilers required to produce them. The deliverables for each of these environmentswas built separately
in its own integration directory. These integration directories were built in a standard way so that they had the
same look to the build processesregardlessof the type of
deliverablesbeing built. Standardizationof integration directories made it easy to support multiple products, versions, and types of compiles. Having an integration directory with a standard structure residing in a known directory, it was easyto build tools that performed their functions simply by being passedonly the name of the integration directory. The flexibility to perform different types of
integrationswithin the integrationdirectory camefrom the
control files (inputs to HP-UX scripts) contained within
eachintegrationdirectory.This information included what
source to use, what to build, and compiler options. The
integration scripts could then use these files to determine
exactly what neededto be done for a particular integration
space.
The Process
To get a betterunderstandingof how the integrationprocessfunctions,let's seewhat happenswhen a a new version
of a source code module is added to the system. Fig. 5
shows the data flows between some of the components

(a)

Test Harness

Target Machino

Data
FdLrc,

-l}

special

.-'

*TestCase
Fig, 3. Session state machine for the prepare packet and
specialpacket scenario.

(b)

TestHarness
Fig.4. (a) fest harness in user space. (b) fest harness used
with the real OSI Expresscard.
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involved in the integration process. Assume that a developer would like to make a bug fix to an existing integration. The first step would be to check out the source
code using the HP-UX revision control system (RCS)and
put it into a directory on the development system. The
specific version is identified by an RCS tag. The RCS tag
associatesa name with a revision number, so in this case
the developerwould check out the sourcecode using a tag
that is associatedwith the integrationversion in which the
bug is being fixed. The developer would then make the
changesnecessaryto the source, compile it, and test it
using a standardtest suite that usescode from the integration directory associatedwith the change.After the change
has passedtestingin the emulation spaceit can be checked
back into the common source directories.At this time the
new versionsare taggedto indicate that they are the latest
tested versions and are ready to be integrated.This tag
servesas a communication vehicle to tell the integration
processthat a new version of some module needs to be
brought into a specific set of integration directories.
Within eachintegrationdirectory,a sourcemap contains
the name, version, and location of each piece of source
code that is neededfor a specific integration.The location
servesa dual role in that it is the subdirectorypath within
the source directory of where to get the source code and
it is the subdirectorypath of where the codebelongswithin
the integration directory. An updated version of this map
can be generatedby finding out which version of a file
needs to be used. To do this a processis run that selects
a version of the code to use basedon one or more tags.In
this casethe tag that the developerput on the code would

be used. When the module that was updated is looked at,
the process would discover that a new version of the file
is now neededand a new sourcemap would be createdto
reflect these changes.The next step would be to place the
conect version of the sourcecode into the appropriatedirectory within the integration directory, This process is
accomplishedby using the source map previously generated to direct RCS as to what version to check out and
where to put it. Other checking is done at this point to
make surethe sourcecoderesidingin a directory is actually
the version specifiedby the sourcemap.
Once valid sourcecode hasbeenplaced in an integration
directory it is compiled or assembledas required to create
relocatableobjectfiles, which arethen linked into a library.
The compiler to use is determinedby parsing the integration directory name. Basedon a subfield within the name,
one of three compiles is chosen:Expresscard downloads,
host-baseddebuggingtools, or card emulations. Each of
these types of integration requires that a different compiler
be used. The scripts that perform this process verify that
the compiler or assembler needed is available on the
machine that they are being run from. The compiler or
assembleroptions needed are collected from three locations.
r Options that are specific to the compiler being used are
contained in the script that calls the compiler.
I Options that are specific to a library being built come
from a control file that describesthe name of the library
to build, where to build it, where the source can be
found, and what compiler options are needed.
I Options that apply to all compileswithin an integration

fr""o"o
I Source
lFires

I

Proiecl Source
Files

Process
Management
Log File

All Versions
Storedwith RCS
Fig.5. Data flow for the portion of the OSI Express card integration involved in extracting the
desired source filesfrom the project source directoryand building the new objectfiles, download
files,and logging files.
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directory come from a global flags file.
These three sets of options are combined and passed to
the compiler. Note that since the global flags file and the
file that describes how to build libraries are both contained
in the specified integration directory, they are unique to a
particular integration.
After all the libraries are built other types of targets can
be built. These could be programs or downloads depending
on the type of integration directory. Again there are control
files that specify what target outputs to build, where the
inputs can be found, the tool that needs to be called, and
where to store the result. If the above steps have all run
successfully then the integration directory is again up to
date and ready for use by the rest of the team.
The mechanism used to deliver an integration to developers is network mounting. Mounting allows a given machine
to have access to another machine's files as if they were
stored locally. This method avoids the problem of developers working with out-of-date copies of an integration, and
provides immediate availability of an updated integration
to all developers.
Data Logging
Since there is a standard set of scripts that provide integration build services, inclusion of consistent logging and
error handling was straightforward. The scripts log information to four different log files.
Error Log, The most detailed log contains the warning messages and compile errors generated from calling compilers
and other tools needed to produce the target outputs. This
file also contains separators indicating what was built and
whether or not the process was successful.
Process Log. The process log is a process summary indicating whether a program or library was built successfully.
The log file and the error log file are useful for identifying
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details about process failures or simple compile errors.
Event Log. This file is an event history of the actions upon
every module involved in a compile. Every time a module
is checked out, compiled, or archived into a library, a record
is written to the event log with the time and date, the
module name, the version number, what was done (compiled, archived), and if it was successful. This file is established when an integration process is started and is never
purged until the the integration directory is removed. The
event log provides a useful audit trail to track down things
like when a given module changed, what else might have
changed at the same time, or whether a particular fix was
made.
Process Management Log. This logging file is used to manage the overall integration process. Since there are generally
over ten integration directories active at any given time,
Iooking at logging files within each directory to determine
what needs to be done is time-consuming and provides no
overview of how the integration process is working. Any
integration build run on any machine in the network logs
to this file to indicate if a major integration process was
successful. Information in each record includes the start
and stop time, the process run, and the name of the integration directory that was processed.
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High-SpeedLightwaveSignalAnalysis
the importantcharacteristics
of
Thisanalyzermeasures
high-capacitylightwavesystemsand theircomponents,
or distributedfeedback
includingsingle-frequency
pinphotodetectors.
lasersandbroadband
semiconductor
by Christopher M. Miller

HE LOW PROPAGATION LOSS and extremely
broad bandwidth of single-modeoptical fiber have
contributedto the emergenceof high-capacitydigital
transmission systems and analog-modulated microwavefrequency systems. New lightwave components have been
developed to support these high-speed systems. Most notable among these components are single-frequency or distributed feedback semiconductor lasers and broadband pin
photodetectors.
The HP 7L400A Lightwave Signal Analyzer has been
designed to measure the important characteristics of these
lightwave components and systems, such as signal strength
and distortion, modulation depth and bandwidth, intensity
noise, and susceptibility to reflected light. When the lightwave signal analyzer is used in conjunction with the HP
11980A Fiber Optic Interferometer (see article, page 92),
the linewidth, chirp, and frequency modulation characteristics of single-frequency lasers can be measured.

SystemDescription
The HP 7'|,4OOALightwave Signal Analyzer, Fig. 1, is
part of the HP 70000 Modular Measurement System, which
provides RF, microwave, and now lightwave measurement
capability. The HP 70000 is an expandable system and can
be upgraded as requirements grow and new modules become available. For example, the HP 71,4OOAcan measure
lightwave modulation upto22 GHz. However, substitution
ol a 2.9-GHz RF front-end module makes the system an HP
71,407A,which for certain applications may be a more costeffective solution. In addition to being lightwave signal
analyzers, the HP 774OOAand HP 71,4O1,Aalso function as
microwave and RF spectrum analyzers. The current offering of HP 70000 modules is shown in Fig. 2.
A simplified block diagram of the HP 774OOAis shown
in Fig. 3. The key module in the system is the HP 708104
Lightwave Receiver. Light from the input fiber is collimated
by a lens and focused onto a high-speed pin photodetector.
The optical attenuator in the collimated beam prevents
overload of the front end. The photodetector converts

Fig. 1. An HP 70000 Modular
Measurement Systemconfigured
as an HP 71400ALightuvaveSignal
Analyzer, shown with the HP
11980A Fiber O ptic Inb rterometer.
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spectrum analyzer shows the spectral distribution of average optical power and is useful for observing the modes of
multimode lasers or the sidelobe rejection of single-frequency lasers. Its measurement resolution is typically about
0.1 nm or approximately 18 GHz at a wavelength of 1300
nm. The lightwave signal analyzer displays the total average power and the modulation spectrum, but provides no
information about the wavelength of the optical signal.
This distinction is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig.2. The HP 70000 family of modular instrumentsincludes
lightwavesignal analyzers,RF, microwave,and millimeterwave spectrum analyzers, tracking generators, mrcrowave
power meters.digitizers,and vector voltmeters.
photons (optical power) to electrons (photocurrent). The
time varying component of this photocurrent, which represents the demodulated signal, is fed through the preamplifier to the input of the microwave spectrum analyzer. The
dc portion of the photocurrent is fed to a power meter
circuit. Thus the same detector is used to measure both
the average power and the modulated power.
The lightwave signal analyzer is often confused with an
optical spectrum analyzer (also called a spectrometer). Although both instruments have frequency-domain displays,
the information they provide is quite different. The optical

Lightwave Receiver Design
Four major subassemblies make up the lightwave receiver module. They are the optoblock, the optical microcircuit, the average power circuitry, and the optical attenuator control circuitry. The optical and high-frequency
RF circuits are located close to the front-panel connectors,
as shown in Fig. 5.
The optoblock is essentially an optical-mechanical assembly that serves two functions. It collimates the light at
the input and refocuses it onto the detector, and along the
way it allows for attenuation of the light. The input to the
optoblock uses the fiber optic connector adapter system
developed by HP's Boblingen Instruments Division. The
adapter system is based on the precision Diamond@HMS1O/HP fiber optic connector.l This adapter design allows
easy accessto the ferrule for cleaning, provides a physical,
low-return-loss contact to the input fiber, and allows mating to any of five different connector systems: HMS-10/HP,

HP 70810A Lightwave Receiver Seclion

300-MHz
Calibration
Output

Optical
Input

Optical
Alienuator

C o n t r o lB u s

R F To Test
Outpul Device
(SeeFig. 14)

Fig. 3. Ihe lightwave signal analyzer system, highlighting the HP 70810A Lightwave Receiver
secllon.
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Fig.4. Measurementdifferencesbetween a lightwavesignal
analyzer and an optical spectrum analyzer.

Fig.5. HP 708104 LightvvaveReceiver,showing the proximity of the optoblock and optical microcircuitto the frontpanel.

FC,PC, ST, biconic, and DIN. Internally, the fiber butts up
against a piece of glass on the backside of the connector.
Index matching fluid at this interface and an antireflection
coating on the glass-to-air surface help maintain the connector's good input return loss.
Exiting the input connector, the light passesinto air. The
diverging beam is collimated into an expanded parallel
beam, which then passes through a continuously variable
O-to-30-dB circular filter. The filter is coated with a metallic
neutral density layer which reduces the wavelength dependence of the optical attenuation. The filter is angled to the
optical axis to prevent reflection back to the optical connector. The positioning of the filter with the drive motor, optical encoder, and drive electronics will be described later.
A mirror positioned at a 4S-degree angle to the optical
path directs the light to the output lens, which focuses it
onto the detector. The mirror is partially transmissive,
which allows the light to be aligned to the detector by
viewing the reflected light from the illuminated detector
with a microscope objective, as shown in Fig. 6.

into an electrical current. Light at wavelengths between
1200 and 1600 nm enters through the antireflection-coated
top surface, and passesthrough the transparent InP p layer.
Electron/hole pairs are created when the photons are absorbed in the InGaAs i region. Reverse bias is applied across
the device, sweeping the electrons out through the bottom
n-type InP substrate, while the holes are collected by the
p-type top contact. The active area is only 25 pm in diameter, which keeps the device capacitance low. This, along
with the short transit time across the i layer, contributes
to a 20-GHz device bandwidth.
Electrical photocurrent from the photodiode's anode is
terminated in a preamplifier that has an input impedance
of 50O and a bandwidth of 100 kHz Io 22GHz. The cathode
side of the photodiode is bypassed by an 800-pF capacitor
to provide a good RF termination. The preamplifier helps
overcome the relatively high noise figure of the microwave
spectrum analyzer shown in Fig. 3. It also improves the
overall system sensitivity. The preamplifier has about 32
dB of gain, provided by a cascade of four microwave
monolithic integrated circuit (MMIC) amplifier chips, each
with a nominal gain of B dB (see box, page B4).
The optical microcircuit package includes the bias board
assembly. This was done to shield the bias lines from any
radiated electromagnetic interference (EMI). In addition, a

OpticalMicrocircuit
The optical microcircuit containing the pin photodiode
and microwave preamplifier is mated to the optoblock. The
pin detector works by converting received optical power
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Fig. 6. Optoblock and microcircuit assembly showing optical
alignment.

spiral wound gasketis placedat the microcircuit-optoblock
interface to reduce the likelihood of any EMI pickup. A
rubber O-ring gasketis also placed at this interface to help
seal the microcircuit assembly.
Average Power Circuitry
Connected to the cathode of the photodetector is a transimpedance amplifier, which is the input circuit for the
averagepower circuitry. The design of the averagepower
meter was highly leveragedfrom the HP 8152A Optical
AveragePower Meter.2Fig. 7 shows the block diagram of
the averagepower circuitry, which incorporates four key
elements: a transimpedanceamplifier, offset correction,
wavelength gain correction,and digitization.
In this design, the transimpedanceamplifier servbs a
dual role. It converts photocurrent into an equivalent voltage depending on which feedbackresistor is selected.In
addition, it provides the reversebias for the photodiode.
The input amplifier is an OPA111BM,which was chosen
for its low input offsetcharacteristics.The transimpedance
amplifier is followed by a difference amplifier which removes the bias voltagecomponentfrom the signal component being measured.This amplifier is followed by an internal gain-adjustamplifier, which is setto producea 4-volt
output when - 20 dBm of optical power is present at the
input.
The two valuesof feedbackresistors,alongwith the three
values of step gain, provide six different range settings.

The proper range is automatically selectedas a function
of input power level. The design allows a measurement
range of + 3 dBm to less than - 60 dBm when there is no
optical attenuation present. With the attenuator set to 30
dB, power levels up to + 33 dBm can be measured.In the
lowest rangethe feedbackresistor is 3.33 MO and at - 60
dBm the photocurrent is less than 1 nA, so guarding is
used to prevent offset errors resulting from leakage currents.
I DAC, ADC, and Oflset DAC
To compensatefor the photodiode's responsivity variations with wavelength, a multiplying digital-to-analog
converter called the I DAC is used as a variable-gain
amplifier. The averagepower reading of the HP 714004 is
calibratedat two wavelengths:1300 nm and t550 nm. The
responsivityat 1300nm is defined as 0 dB and the relative
responsivity value at 1550 nm is within +0.5 dB of this
value. To calibratethe HP 71,4OOA
to an externalreference
or if the customerchoosesto operateat anotherwavelength,
the value of the )t DAC can be varied by *g dB using the
USERCALfunction.
The operation of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
circuitry is identical to that of the HP B'1,52A.2
An AD7550
13-bit ADC is used, with the following relationship for a
10-dB range step:
n:A6(4096/VrJ+4096,

//Guarding

,fJl

OPA1118M

Fig.7. Block diagtam of the average power meter circuit
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A Broadband Instrumentation Photoreceiver
A broadbandmicrowave
amplifieris the keyto achievinggood
photoreceiversensitivitywithout compromisingthe system's
bandwidthThe amplilierin the HP 70810ALightwaveReceiver
consistsof lour microwavemonolithic
distributed
amplifierslthat
havetheirlowjrequencycornerextendeddownto 100 kHz.Each
amplifierchip is an independent
distributed
amplilierconsisting
ol sevenGaAsFETsspacedalongsynthetic
50Oinputandoutput
t r a n s m i s s i ol in e sI.nt h i sd i s t r i b u t edde s i g nt,h es i g n a lrfo me a c h
FETadds to thatof its neighborsto producegainat frequencies
beyondthe cutoffof the individualFETs.

aaa

betweenthe 1O-pFon-chipbypasscapacitorandthe inductance
of the bond wire connectedto the externalbypasscapacitor.
The amplifierbias is fed intothe reversetermination
end of the
drainlinethrougha biaschoke.Thisfeedpointhastheadvantage
of lesssensitivity
to biaschokeshuntingimpedances.
The bias
choke is constructedby close-windinginsulated,gold-plated
copperwirearounda high-magnetic-loss
cylindrical
core.Interstage couplingis througha 1000-pFTaO. thin-filmintegrated
circuitcapacitorin parallelwith a 0.047-pFceramiccapacitor.
The integratedcapacitorhas good microwaveperformance
and

Seven
ldentical o r r
Stages

o.o47
1tF

su

V

1 0 0 0p F

Fig,'1. Detailof single amplifierstage, showing bias choke, externalbypass capacitors,and
the interstage coupltng capacitors for the MMIC chip
Detailsof the input stage of the photoreceiver
(Fig. 1) show
performance
how the good lowJrequencyand high-frequency
of the amplifiercascadeis achieved.Thegateand drainartilicial
transmission
linesareexternally
bypassedwith0.047-pFceramic
capacitors.A 10O resistoris usedto preventparallelresonance

the largeceramiccapacitoris mountedon a shortsuspendedsubstratetransmission
linesegmentto reduceparasiticcapacrtanceto ground.Typicalgain and noisefigurefor the cascade
are shownin Fig. 2.
To achieve maximumphotoreceiversensitivity,
the photo-
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o
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Start0.1cHz
Stop26.5cHz
Fig 2. Gain and noise figure of the four-stageamplifier cascade over the 100-MHzlo-22-GHzfrequencyrange.
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Fig.3. Photographof the photodiodeand firststage of the
amolifier.

detectoris not back terminated.Consequently,the photodiode
is placedas closeas possibleto the amplifierinputto minimize
mismatchloss.Thisis shownin Fig.3. Thecombinedfrequency
reponseol the photodetector
and amplilieris shownin Fig. 4.
Overallfreqency responseroll-offfor the optical receivermicrocircuitis 13 dB, of whichB dB is fromthe amplifierand 5 dB is
from the ohotodiode.
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Fig. 4. Combined frequency response f/atnessof the photodetector and the amplifier.

where n is the number of ADC counts, Ai, is the analog
input voltage, and V1" is the full-scale input voltage. A
one-millivolt change in the voltage at V. in Fig. 7 produces
a one-count change in the ADC reading. To center the input
voltage range on the ADC range, V" is shifted down by
3.901V to produce the following relationship:

V.(V)
>7.996
7.996
4.000
0.400
0.000
- 0.195
< - 0.195

A'"(V)

4.095
0.099
- 3.501
- 3.901
- 4.096

ADC
Counts

Relative
Power

overflow
8191
4195
595
195
0
underflow

2.O
1.0
0.1
0.0

The relative power in a given range is computed by subtracting 195 from the ADC counts and then dividing by
4000 counts.
Because the reverse-biased, uncooled InGaAs photodiode
has a substantial dark current of several nanoamperes that
is present under no illumination, offset compensation had
to be designed to correct for offsets that could be larger
than the signal in the most sensitive range. There are two
convenient places to put the offset correction DAC: before
or after the step-gain amplifier. Placing the offset correction
after the step-gain amplifier has the advantage that the
resolution of the offset correction is constant and independent of range, and there can be a one-to-one correspondence
between an ADC count and an offset DAC count. However,
the disadvantage is that the effective offset correction range,
referenced to the input, decreases as the step gain is in-
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HP 70810A
Lightwave Receiver

Fig. 9. Diagram indicating the
measurent reference plane for
each mode of the lightwavesignal
analyzer.

Lightwave Optical Mode Reference Plane

creased.In this design, a significant offset can exist because
of a large dark current component, particularly at the maximum instrument operating temperature of SS"C.Therefore,
a 12-bit offset DAC is used to supply an offset correction
at the input of the step-gain amplifier that can compensate
for as much as 250 nA of dark current at the photodiode.
This causesa corresponding loss in offset resolution in the
most sensitive range, and these leftover residual offset
counts are recorded and subtracted in the firmware.

Input OpticalAttenuator
The control circuitry for the input optical attenuator was
highly leveraged from another instrument, the HP 815BA
Optical Attenuator.3 The digital motor controller uses an
B-bit microprocessor with 128 bytes of internal RAM and
a 16-bit internal timer. This processor sets the pulse width
of the motor drive, whose period is 31.25 kHz. The motor
driver itself is a simple transistor full bridge circuit. An
optical encoder, driven in quadrature mode, provides an
effective resolution oI 2O+B positions per revolution. The
positions, corresponding to 1-dB steps of the linear filter
wheel, are measured at both 1300 nm and 1550 nm, and
these positions are stored in EEPROM. The HP 714OOA
uses the same motor control firmware as the HP S15BA,
which is based on a PD (proportional differential) algorithm.3
Display and User Interface
The goal of the display and user interface design was
that both optical and microwave scientists and engineers
would be comfortable with it. Basically, the design follows
the HP 70000 electrical spectrum analyzer formats, and
integrates the optical functionality into this context.
Primarily menu-driven, the user interface consists of a
set of firmkeys on the left side of the display. As shown
in Fig. B, these firmkeys are the basic analyzer control
function headings,which when selected,pull up submenus
on the softkeys on the right side of the display. These
softkeys for the most part represent immediately executable
functions. Control of optical parameters such as wavelength
calibration, optical attenuation, power meter offset zeroing,
and optical marker functions is offered on submenus with
related analyzer functions.
Displayed intensity modulation of a lightwave carrier
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has essentially the same appearance as the electrical modulation spectrum, so the basic display format mimics that
of the electrical spectrum analyzer with one important difference. This difference is the display of the average power
bar on the left side of the screen (see Fig. B). In addition
to providing an accurate average power indication, the
graphical power bar representation makes optical alignment much easier. The average power and modulated
power displays are coupled in that they are have the same
scale and are referenced to the same absolute amplitude
level.
The lightwave signal analyzer has three measurement
modes. Two modes are for making lightwave measurements-the input is the optical input of the lightwave section. The difference in these two modes is in the display
units. In lightwave-optical mode, the display is referenced
to the optical input connector and the display is calibrated
in optical power units. In lightwave-electrical mode, the
display is referenced to the input of the electrical spectrum
analyzer and the display is calibrated in electrical power
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Fig. 11. Diagramof the reference
receiverusedto calibratethelightwave signal analyzer.
units. This mode was implemented because, before the
lightwave signal analyzer was developed, customers became accustomed to using electrical spectrum analyzers to
make these lightwave measurements, and have specified
some of these measurements in electrical power units. The
display units of these two modes are related by the following equation:
:2P"o,[dBm)+ 10log[(1mW) x 12x 50f,)xG"rri"j2]
P.1".[dBm)
where r is the responsivity of the photodiode and Gu11i,,is
the linear voltage gain of the microwave preamplifier.
The third measurement mode, the microwave mode, is
for making strictly electrical measurements. In the microwave mode the RF input of the lightwave section is used
and the optical path is bypassed. The three modes are
shown in Fig. 9.
Firmware Design Overview
As previously mentioned, the HP 714OOALightwave Signal Analyzer is part of the HP 70000 Modular Measurement
System (MMS). In this system, certain instrument modules,
designated as masters, can control the operation of other
modules, designated as .slaves. Communication between
modules occurs over the internal high-speed modular system interface bus (HP-MSIB). Whether a module operates
as a master or a slave is determined by the module's internal
firmware design and its relative position in the module
address map.a The address map for the lightwave signal
analyzer, indicating the row and column positions of the
modules in the system, is shown in Fig. 10. The HP 70810A
lightwave section, in the row 0, column 17 location, is the
master module, controlling all the modules at higher row
and column addresses up to the column where another
master is present on row 0. Thus, a number of independent
instruments can be configured in the system, simultaneously making measurements.

Firmware for the lightwave module is written in the C
programming language, and the compiled code runs on a
Motorola 68000 microprocessor. The firmware consists of
three major components:
I The pSOS operating system, written by Software Component Group, Inc.5 This is a full multitasking operating
system.
r The MMS instrument shell. This is a large, integrated
collection of support routines and drivers intended to
supply functionality to most HP 70000 Seriesmodules.
r Lightwave-section-specific code written on top of the
instrument shell and the pSOS operating system.
The lightwave-specific code encompasses a number of
elements. Communication, rneasurement coordination,
and control of the HP 709004 local oscillator module must
be establishedand maintained. The HP 709004 local oscillator module is the controller of the electrical spectrum
analyzer and is allocated a display subwindow for presenting the lightwave modulation spectrum. An array containing the flatness corrections for the frequency response
of the optical microcircuit is stored in the HP 70810A's
EEPROM and is passedoverthe HP-MSIB to the HP 709004
to apply as a correction to the displayed trace. A small
vertical stripe on the left edge of the window is reserved
for the averagepower bar, which the HP 70810A generates.
The HP 70900A is relied upon to display all annotation
normally associatedwith the spectrum analyzer except for
the active parameter area,the messagearea,the mode annotation, and the averagepower and optical attenuation annotation, for which the HP 70810A is responsible.The manual
interface is handled entirely by the lightwave section. All
remote commands and parameters are parsed by the HP
70810A. Commands that are intended to modify the spectrum analyzer are passed along to the HP 70900.4.
When the HP 70810A is operated without an HP 70900A
as its slave, it operates in a stand-alone mode. In this mode
the module can be used as a lightwave converter. can make
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Fig. 12. Heterodyne/aser system
for calibratino reference receivers.
average optical power measurements, and can control the
optical attenuation.
Calibration
A major contribution of the HP 71,4oOA is its optical
calibration. To our knowledge it is the only lightwave product that is calibrated in both relative and absolute power
levels out to a modulation bandwidth of 22 GHz. The lightwave signal analyzer is calibrated by comparing its response at 250 frequency points to that of a reference receiver. This specially packaged reference receiver is calibrated as shown in Fig. 11. All sources of electrical frequency response error, including detector capacitance,
mismatch loss, cable loss, and spectrum analyzer amplitude errors, are measured by feeding a power-meter-calibrated microwave signal through the fixture and into the
spectrum analyzer. The frequency response of the reference
detector's photocurrent is then calibrated by turning off
the microwave signal and injecting a constant amplitudemodulated optical signal whose modulation frequency is
determined by the heterodyne interaction of two quasiplanarring, diode-pumped Nd:YAG lasers,6 one of which is temperature tuned over a 22-GHz range.
These two highly stable single-line lasers produce a beat
frequency with a linewidth less than 10 kHz, which is essential for accurate repeatable measurements. As shown in
Fig. 1,2, the system is constructed with polarization-preserving fiber to avoid amplitude variations of the beat frequency caused by a change in the relative polarizations of
the two laser signals. The output powers of the lasers are
monitored during the calibration process, eliminating an-
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other potential error source.T
After the reference receiver is calibrated, it is used to
calibrate lightwave signal analyzer systems. To calibrate a
system, a gain-switched diode laser's output is measured
with the reference receiver. The calibrated laser response
is then used to calibrate the system under test.
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Fig. 13. Modulation frequency response measurement of a
high-speedlaser.

System Performance
The HP 774oo[ LightwaveSignal Analyzer offers advanced lightwave measurement performance. The combination of the broad-bandwidthpin photodetector,the highgain, low-noise microwave preamplifier, and HewlettPackard's highest-performance spectrum analyzer offers
excellent measurementsensitivity ouIIo 22 GHz. The displayed averageoptical noise floor in a 10-Hz resolution
bandwidth is typically better than - 68 dBm from 10 MHz
to 16 GHz, allowing optical signalsbelow -60 dBm (1 nW)
to be detected easily. With the built-in 30-dB optical attenuator,intensity modulation up to + 15 dBm (31.6mW)
can be displayed.
Modulated power frequency responseis flat within an
excellent J-1.0dB from 100 kHz to 22GHz. This is a result
of the optical heterodyne calibration technique and the
method of calibrating the HP 774OOAas a system. The
systemcalibrationcorrectsfor the roll-off of the HP 70810A
lightwave section and the frequencyresponseof the spectrum analyzer.The mismatch loss and cable loss between
the lightwave section and the spectrum analyzer are also
corrected.
Measurements
The HP 71,4OOA
can make a number of measurements
on lasers,optical modulators, and receivers.sOnly a few
can be describedhere.
A key parameterin any lightwave system is the modulation bandwidth of the optical source.Current-modulated
semiconductorlaserstoday have bandwidths that are approaching 2OGHz. This bandwidth is achievedby optimization of the laser constructionand selectionof the appropriate cunent bias point. Fig. 13 shows a measurementof
intensity modulation frequencyresponseon a semiconductor laser designed particularly for high-frequencyoperation. As can be shown analytically,ethe modulation bandwidth increasesas a function of bias.In addition, the peaking in the responsedecreases,which is generally advantageous. If the current is increased beyond the critically
damped responsepoint, the bandwidth decreases.
This intensity modulation responsemeasurementwas
made with the HP 714OOAin conjunction with the HP
703004 tracking generator(2OHz to 2.9 GHz) and the HP
703014 tracking generator(2.7 GHz to 18 GHz). Fig. 14
shows the setup. These tracking generatorsare also modules in the HP 70000MMS family, and produce a modulation signal that is locked to the frequency to which the
analyzeris tuned, thus making stimulus-responsemeasurements easy and straightforward.
In most applications the laser noise spectrum is very
important for a number of reasons.It obviously impacts

R L 1 0 . 0 0p W
Atten 0 dB
3.00 dB/Div
Avg Pwr 1.36 mW
Markea
1 1 . 3 3G H z
468.8 nW

M k r # 1 F r q 1 1 . 3 3G H z
468.8 nW
Lightwave Optical
l5;." = 40 mA
loi.. = 57 mA

lo'"" = 75 mA

Start 24.0 MHz
RB 3.00 MHz VB 10.0 kHz

Stop 18.00GHz
St 1.798 s

Fig. 15. lntensitynoise measurementof a high-speed laser
showing the intensity noise peaking.
the signal-to-noise ratio in a transmission system. Furthermore, it can be shown that the intensity noise spectrum
has the same general shape as the intensity modulation
response, and can be used as a indicator of potential modulation bandwidth.e The characteristic noise peak of the
intensity noise spectrum also increases in frequency and
decreases in amplitude as the bias current is increased.
This is shown in Fig. 15.
The laser intensity noise spectrum can be greatly affected
by both the magnitude and the polarization of the optical
power that is fed back to the laser. This is called reflectioninduced noise and is typically caused by reflections from
optical connectors. This reflected power upsets the dynamic
equilibrium of the lasing process and typically increases
the amplitude of the intensity noise as shown in Fig. 16.
R L 1 6 . 0 0d B m
Atten 0 dB
10.00dB/Div
Avg Pwr 16.1 dBm
Responsivity
1428 Volts/Watl

M k r # 1 F r q 9 . 1 5G H z
-24.36 dBm
Lightwave Electrical

\**.---.___&4/

Start 24.0 MHz
RB 3.00 MHz VB 10.0 kHz

Fig. 14. Block diagram of the instrumentationfor high-speed
laser modulation frequency response measurements.

Stop 18.00GHz
s r 1 . 7 9 8s

Fig. 16. Effects of optical reflections on the laser intensity
nolse.
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It alsocan induce a ripple on the spectrumwith a frequency
that is inversely porportional to the round-trip time from
the laser to the reflection. It should be noted that other
instruments,such as an optical time-domainreflectometer,
can measurethe magnitude of a reflection, but the lightwave signal analyzeris the only instrument that can measure the'effectof thesereflectionson the noise characteristic of the laser under test.
An important quantity related to signal-to-noiseratio is
the relative intensity noise (RIN).It is a ratio of the optical
noise power to the averageoptical power, and is an indication of the maximum possible signal-to-noiseratio in a
Iightwave system,where the dominant noise sourceis the
Iaserintensity noise.In the lightwave-opticalmeasurement
mode, the HP 71400A makes the following measurement
when the RIN marker is activated:
RIN :

P.oi""P"rg

C e n i e r 1 . 1 7 3G H z
VB 3.00 kHz
RB 1.00 MHz

lvhere P.o;"u is the optical noise power expressed in a 1-Hz
bandwidth, and P"uu is the average optical power. This
measurement can be made directly because of the built-in
power meter function.
Before the development of the lightwave signal analyzer,
customers used a photodiode and a microwave spectrum
analyzer to make this noise measurement, and an ammeter
to monitor the photocurrent. This has led to an alternate
expression of RIN in electrical power units, since these
were the units of the measurement equipment being used.
The HP 71.4oOAhas the ability to express this RIN measurement in electrical power units in the lightwave-electrical
measurement mode. Fig. 1,7 shows an RIN measurement
in electrical power units of -te3 dB at 4.65 GHz for this
semiconductor laser. Notice that the noise floor of the HP
71400,\ is 10 dB lower than the laser noise floor in this measurement.
The HP 7L400A can make a number of useful measurements involving large-signal digital modulation of lasers.

R L 1 6 . 0 0d B m
Atten 0 dB
'10.00
dB/Div
Avg Pwr 15.9 dBm
Marke. RIN
4.65 GHz
-143.18dBc (1 Hz)
1

F L - 1 1 . 5 6d B m
Atten 5 dB
3.00 dB/Div
Avg Pwr -5.3 dBm

Mkr #lAFrq 4.55 GHz
-143.18dBc (1 Hz)
Lightwave Electrical
Sample

Mkr #1 Frq 566 MHz
-31.24 dBm
Lightwave Optical

Span 2.346 GHz
St 10.00s

Fig. 18. Broadbandsweep of a lasermodulatedwith a 565megabit-pet-second PRBSdata pattern.
Fig. 18 shows a laser transmitting pseudorandom binary
sequence (PRBS) intensity modulation at 565 megabits per
second. This sequence is a widely used test signal usually
observed as an eye diagram in the time domain. In the
frequency domain, an envelope that is the Fourier transform of the pulse shape is displayed. Nonideal characteristics, such as clock feedthough, are evident. As shown in
F'ig. 19, a narrower frequency sweep reveals that the signal
is divided into discrete frequencies whose spacing is equal
to the clock rate divided by the sequence length. Noise is
also visible. In fact, different signal-to-noise ratios are observable as the feedback to the laser is adiusted. It is likely
that this is the only way to measure transmitter-related
RL -24.00 dBm
Atten 0 dB
3.00 dB/Div
Avg Pwr -16.6 dBm
Marker ,l
554 kHz

Mkr #1A Frq 554 kHz
-0.02 dB
Lighlwave Optical

Laser Intensity Noise
BIN Marker

Center 250.000MHz
R B 2 1 . 5 k H z V B 1 . 0 0k H z

HP 71400A Noise Floor
Start 24.0 MHz
RB 3.00 MHz VB 10.0 kHz

Stop 10.00 GHz
St 1.798sec

Fig. 17. Relativeintensitynoise(RlN)measurementof a highspeed /aser.
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Span 2.321 MHz
St 323.8 ms

Fig. 19. Narrowbandsweepof a lasermodulatedwitha PRBS
data pattern, showing the individual frequency components
and the effect of the polarization of the reflected light on the
signallo-noise.

RL -10.00 dBm
Atten 8 dB
3.00 dB/Drv
Avg Pwr -15.7 dBm
Marker A
1 2 . 5 1G H z
-2.98 dB
1

M k r # 1 A F r q 1 2 . 5 1G H z
-2,98 dB
Lightwave Optical

introduction schedule. It was the dedication and perseverance of the following people that made this product happen. The project team and their responsibilities were: Dennis Derickson, microcircuit design, Roberto Collins, digital
design, Jimmie Yarnell, mechanical design, Dave Bailey
and Zoltan Azary, firmware design. The instrument shell
design team completed their portion of the firmware under
significant time constraints. This product was based on a
new technology for Signal Analysis Division, and the effort
of the NPI team to get this product into production was
commendable. The major contributions of this instrument
were dependent on the high-speed pin photodiode, distributed MMIC amplifier, and TaOu thin-film integrated
^^-^^:+^udPdLrrur

C e n t e r1 1 . 0 0G H z
RB 300 kHz VB 10.0 kHz

Span 22.00 GHz
St 22.00 s

Fig. 20. Modulation spectrum of a pulsed laser.
noise problems under large-signal modulation. In principle, it is possible to estimate bit error rate from this signalto-noise ratio.
High-speed pulse modulation can also be displayed on
the HP 7"I4OOA.Fig. 20 shows the frequency-domain spectrum of a laser being driven at 100 MHz and generating
35-picosecond-wide pulses. The spacing between the individual discrete frequencies is equal to the pulse repetion
rate. Once again, the envelope is the Fourier transform of
the pulse shape. The pulse width can be determined from
the 3-dB bandwidth, here L2.5 GHz, by assuming the pulse
shape is Gaussian and using the following relationship:
Pulse Width :

O.44lOptical 3-dB Bandwidth.

This technique may be just as accurate as measuring the
pulse width on a sampling oscilloscope, where the rise
time of the scope must be deconvolved to get the correct
answer.
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Linewidthand PowerSpectral
of Single-Frequency
Measurements
Lasers
A special fiber optic interferometerpreprocessesoptical
signalsfor a lightwavesignal analyzerto measure laser
using delayedand gated delayed self'
characterisfics
homodynetechniques.
by Douglas M. Baney and Wayne V. Sorin

lasers
ITH THE ADVENTOF SEMICONDUCTOR
and low-loss optical fibers, the possibility of
achievine over 1000-Gbit'km/sbandwidth-distance products has propelled research towards improving
the performance of the laser and the optical fiber transmiss i o n m e d i u m . r T o m i n i m i z e t r a n s m i s s i o np e n a l t i e sr e s u l t ing from dispersion in long optical fiber communication
links, high-performance lightwave communication systems require lasers that operate in a single longitudinal
mode [i.e., single-frequency oscillation) and have minimal
dynamic linewidth broadening (i.e., frequency chirp)
under modulation. In coherent communications, the lasing
linewidth becomes an important determinant of system
performance. In the development of FSK modulated systems, which often rely on modulating the injection current
to a semiconductor laser, the FM deviation as a function
of both injection current and modulation frequency must
be characterized.
Advances in laser technology necessaryto meet the stringent requirements of communications system design have
required similiar advancesin measurement techniques and
technology. The HP 11980A Fiber Optic Interferometer was
developed to work as an accessoryto the HP 71400A Lightwave Signal Analyzer (see article, page B0) to enable users
to characterize many important spectral modulation properties of single-frequency telecommunication lasers.
Interferometer Design
The function of the HP 119804 is to act as a frequency
discriminator, converting optical phase or frequency devia-

HP 11980A Fiber Optic Interferometer

tions into intensity variations, which can then be detected
using a square-law photodetector (e.9., the high-speecl
photodiode of the HP 714oo{). Inside the HP 119804 is
an unbalanced fiber optic Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(see Fig. 1). This type of interferometer has an input directional coupler, which splits the incoming optical signal
into two equal parts. The two signals then travel along
separate fiber paths where they experience a differential
delay, r.. The two signals are then recombined using
another directional coupler. Since the optical fiber does
not preservethe polarization state,a polarization state controller is added to one arm of the interferometer. The controller is purely mechanical and consists simply of a loop
of fiber that can be rotated. This adlustment allows the user
to maximize the interference signal by ensuring similar
polarization states at the combining directional coupler.
The optical output can then be sent to the HP 714oOA
where intensity variations are converted to a time-varying
photocurrent, which is displayed on a spectrum analyzer.
The HP 11980A interferometer is completely passive and
has the same adaptable fiber optic connectors as the HP
7L400A. The connectors are compatible with the HMS-10/
HP, FC/PC, ST, biconic, and DIN connector formats. Fused
single-mode fiber directional couplers from Gould, lnc.
were chosen for their broad wavelength range from 1250
to 1600 nanometers, enabling coverage of the important
1300-nm and 1550-nm telecommunication windows. One
arm of the interferometer is spliced to a 730-meter reel of
Corning single-mode optical fiber to provide a differential
delay of 3.5 microseconds. This delay permits laser

HP 71400A
Lightwave Signal
Analyz6r

Fig. 1. Distributedteedback(DFB)
laser linewidthmeasurementusing the delayed self-homodyne
technique.
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linewidth measurements as low as 225 kHz florentzian
Iine shapes).
Laser Diode Linewidth
The most basic type of semiconductor laser uses reflections from cleaved end facets to provide the feedback
needed for laser operation. One disadvantage of this FabryPerot type laser is that it generally operates in several frequency modes, each separated by about 100 GHz. This can
produce effective laser linewidths greater than 500 GHz,
which can limit data rates (because of dispersion) in longhaul fiber optic communication links. One possible solution for reducing the effects of dispersion is the development of DFB (distributed feedback) and DBR (distributed
Bragg reflector) semiconductor lasers. In these lasers, a
wavelength filter (a diffraction grating) suppresses all but
one of the frequency modes of the laser. The resulting
linewidths for these lasers are typically less than 50 MHz.
Considering that the laser itself oscillates at a frequency of
about 200,000 GHz, this is a relatively small fractional
linewidth.
DFB and DBR lasers have a tendency to change their
operating frequency for different levels of injection current.
This causes the laser to frequency chirp while being
amplitude modulated, which can also result in limited data
rates because of dispersion. The magnitude of these frequency chirps can be in the tens of gigahertz. Measurements
of linewidth and frequency chirp yield important information not only about the laser's performance in a lightwave
link, but also about the physical characteristics of the laser
itself.

MeasuringLinewidth
The HP 11980A enables measurement of laser linewidth,
Au, by preprocessing the optical signal for the HP 71'4OOA
Lightwave Signal Analyzer. The block diagram of the measurement system is shown in Fig. 1. The single-frequency
Iaser, typically a DFB or DBR laser, is coupled to an optical
fiber. Isolators are often used to reduce perturbations of

the laser by optical feedback arising from optical scattering
in the fiber or at optical interfaces. The signal to be analyzed
is then fed into the unbalanced Mach-Zehnder fiber optic
interferometer inside the HP 11980A. Inside the interferometer the laser signal is split into two signals, which
experience different delays before being recombined and
sent to the photodiode of the HP 714004. If the differential
delay ro is larger than the coherence time z" of the laser,
RL -44.00 dBm
Atlen 0 dB
2.00 dB/Div
Avg Pwr -18.3 dBm

Start 500 kHz
RB 100kHz

VB 300 Hz

Stop 100.0 MHz
St 9.950 s

(a)
RL -60.00 dBm
Atten 0 dB
2.00 dB/Div
Avg Pwr -18.2 dBm
Reference Level
-60.00 dBm

M k r # 1 A F r q 2 5 . 5M H z
-3.00 dB
Lightwave Electrical
Sample

Se(t)

Se(l)

S(f)=5161*t.,t,

Start 600.0 MHz
RB 100 kHz

Fig.2. After detectionin the HP 71400A LightwaveSignal
Analyzer,the spectrum of the signal from the HP 119804
Fiber Optic lnterferometer is the autocorrelation function
o/ the /aser's electric field spectrum Sr(f). The * indicates
correlation.

VB 300 Hz

Stop 800.0 MHz
St 20.00s

(b)
Fig.3. (a) A linewidthmeasurementfor a DFB laser operating
at 1549 nm. The linewidth is approximately25 MHz. (b) Twosided measurementof the same laser linewidth.
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the two combined signals become uncorrelated. This process is equivalent to mixing two separate laser signals, both
having the same linewidth and center frequency. The mixing (i.e., multiplying) of these two signals is accomplished
as a result of the square-law nature of the photodiode. The
resulting photocurrent spectrum is the autocomelation
function of the laser's electric field spectrum Su(f and is
commonly referred to as the delayed self-homodyne
linewidth measurement.This process is shown graphically
in Fig. 2. Since the displayed spectrum is the autocorrelation function of the laser's line shape, its spectral width is
approximately twice that of the laser linewidth.'z For the
special case of Lorentzian line shapes, the autocorrelation
function is also Lorentzian and has a linewidth exactly
twice that of the original line shape. For Gaussian line
shapes, the autocorrelation function is also Gaussiar-rbut
has a linewidth equal to \4 times that of the original line
shape. Currently, most single-frequency semiconductor
lasersare accurately described by Lorentzian line shapes.
For the delayed self-homodyne measurement to be valid,
the combining signals from the two arms of the interferometer must be uncorrelated. For the HP 11980,t, this means
that the r;oherencetime of the laser should be less than the
interferometer delay of 3.5 microseconds. Since the coherence time is approximately equal to the inverse of the
: tlLv), the HP 119804 can measure
linewidth (i.e.,
",,
hnewidths less than 300 kHz.
The signal-to-noise ratio of the displayed photocurrent
spectrum can often be improved by manual adjustment of
the front-panel knob on the HP 11980A. This polarization
state adjustment can increase the interference between the
two mixing signals by ensuring that their polarization states
are closely matched. The shape of the displayed spectrum
is not altered by this adiustment, only its size relative to
the noise floor. It was decided not to automate this adiustment because of the additional complexity that would be
required.
Fig. 3a shows a linewidth measurement for a DFB laser
operating at 1549 nanometers. The linewidth, Au, is found
by placing the display delta marker at the - 3-dB point
from the peak. The half width is measured, since the autocorrelation process doubles the width of the laser's spectrum. For the conditions of Fig. 3a, the laser linewidth is
measured to be approximately 25 MHz.

HP 11980A

Gate Inpul
Period = 2ro
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It is also possible to display a two-sided line shape by
by applying a small amount of amplitude modulation to
the laser and observing the linewidth convolved about one
of the modulation sidebands.3This result is shown in Fig.
3b where the full double-width Lorentzian line shape is
displayed. The linewidth is again measured to be about 25
MHz, which agreeswith that obtained in Fig. 3a.
Modulated Laser Power Spectrum Measurement
Using a newly developed measurement technique,n the
HP 1 1980A F iber Optic Interferometer can used to measure
laser chirp as well as intentional frequency modulation.
Chirp can be thought of as the unwanted frequency deviation in the optical carrier of a modulated laser. There exist
a variety of techniques to measure the modulated power
spectrum of a single-frequency laser. These include grating
and Fabry-Perot spectrometersand heterodyne down-conversion using two lasers. The technique presented here
was developed in response to the shortcomings of previously known techniques. For example, it offers superior
frequency resolution than grating spectrometers,which in
practice are limited to a resolution of about 1 angstrom
(approximately 15 GHz). Higher resolution [i.e., finesse)
can be achieved with Fabry-Perot spectrometers, but the
wavelength range is limited for a fixed pair of mirrors. In
heterodyne techniques, two lasers are required and their
r,r'avelengthsmust be preciseiy controlled, which often requires a high degree of complexity. The technique presented in this section overcomes these problems, allowing
homodyne frequency measurements to be made over a
range of 300 kHz to 22 GHz.
Laser chirp in semiconductor lasers is caused by the
dependence of the real and imaginary parts of the index
of refraction on the iniection current. Becauseof this effect,
modulation of the injection current can result in large fluctuations of the lasing wavelength. This phenomenon is
responsible for a substantial widening of the electric field
modulation power spectrum, S",(f), beyond the Fourier
transform limit of the information bandwidth. A wide
power spectrum can impose severe transmission penalties
in lightwave links with nonnegligible wavelength dispersion. Using the new gated delayed self-homodyne technique,na homodyne measurement of S",(f)can be performed
usingthe HP 11980A in conjunction withtheHP 7 14OOA.

HP 7't400A

Fig.4. Gateddelayedself-homodyne techniquefor measuringlaser
frequencychirp and FM deviation.

Fig. 4 shows the measurement setup. With the laser
biased above threshold, the injection current is gated between two states, one state modulated and the other state
unmodulated. Thus, the laser behaves as a modulated laser
for a period ro and an unmodulated laser, or local oscillator
signal, for a sequential period ro. The period ro is chosen
to equal the differential delay in the arms of the fiber optic
interferometer, which is assumed to be longer than the
coherence time of the laser. In the HP 11980,\, there is a
continuous combination of a modulated state with an unmodulated state. These states are then mixed in the photodetector of the HP 71,40OA. The power spectrum of the
detector photocurrent, Si(fl, is displayed by the HP 71.4OOA.
The homodyne down-conversion of the optical spectrum
is illustrated in Fig. 5. In this figure, the modulated spdctrum is shown to be asymmetrically located around the
average frequency uo. This demonstrates the folding about
zero frequency which is characteristic of homodyne mixing.
This spectrum, S1(fl, for the case where ro ) r", can be
approximated as:5
-(Avlr,l
S r ( f ): S D ( f ) + J - _
l*{S-(f)
( (Au)2
+ f2 J

RL -28.00 dBm
Atten 0 dB
4.00 dB/Div.
Avg Pwr -21.2 dBm

Jo$l

-S-(-f)}

where Se(f is the direct intensity modulation that would
be measured if the interferometer were not present, and
the other terms describe the Lorentzian line shape of the
laser crosscorrelated with the homodyne power spectrum
of the lasers's electric field modulation. The ability to make
this measurement while the laser is modulated allows the
determination of the alpha factor,6 which characterizes the
coupling between gain and frequency chirp in semiconductor lasers.
Figs. 6a and 6b demonstrate some of the experimehtal
results that can be obtained using this gated delayed selfhomodyne technique. In Fig. 6a, the injection current to a
DFB laser is sinusoidally modulated at a rate of 300 MHz.
Besides introducing a small amount of intensity modulation, the optical frequency is also modulated. The modula-

S.(f)

tion of the optical carrier results in an electric field spectrum whose peaks are spaced by 300 MHz and whose
amplitudes are described in terms of Bessel functions as
predicted by classical FM theory. By adjusting the injection
current to null a specific Bessel sideband, the frequency
modulation index B can be determined very accurately.
This technique is useful for accurately determining the
optical FM response at various modulation frequencies.
In Fig. 6b, the modulation frequency was reduced to 45
MHz, which results in a larger FM modulation index for

Start 24.0 MHz
R B 3 . 0 0M H z

V B 1 0 . 0k H z

(a)
RL -36.29 dBm
Atten 4 dB
3.00 dB/Oiv
Avg Pwr -16.8 dBm

s-(f)

-/M\,ilr1,rl'd \

Start 24.0 MHz
RB 3.00 MHz
t

(b)

I
I
v

VB 3.00 kHz

Fig.5. For the gated delayed self-homodynetechnique, the
power spectrum of the detectorphotocurrentis the crosscorrelation function of the laserelectnc field spectrum Sr(f) and
the modulatedelectric field spectrum S-(f). Homodynedetection resultsin the folding of the upper and lower sldebands,
as illustrated in the displayed spectrum.

Fig. 6. (a,) Gated delayed self-homodynepower spectrum
for a DFB laser with injection current sinusoidallymodulated
at 300 MHz. (b) Same measurementwith the modulation frequency reduced to 45 MHz, resulting rn a larger modulatton
index. The two curves represent different sinusoidal drive
currents to the laser, resulting in different degrees of lrequency chirping.
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the laser. The individual sidebands are no longer'resolved
because of the finite linewidth of the laser, and the spectrum takes on the shape of the probability density function
for wideband sinusoidal FM modulation. The two curves
in Fig. 6b indicate the progression of laser chirp with increasing modulation power. The difference between these
two curves corresponds to a ratio of optical frequency chirp
to iniection current of +t0 MHz/mA at a modulation frequency of +5 MHz.
The resolution of the technique is approximately equal
to the laser linewidth and therefore can be significantly
superior to that of the Fabry-Perot spectrometer while being
able to operate over a wavelength range of approximately
1250 to 1600 nm. Compared to heterodyne techniques employing two lasers, this technique has the advantage of
wavelength autotracking between the local oscillator and
the modulated laser, since the same laser is used to generate
both signals.

Summary
was deThe HP 119804 Fiber Optic Interferometer
veloped to enhance the measurement capabilities of the
HP 71400A Lightwave Signal Analyzer. The fiber interferometer provides the ability to compare an optical signal
with a 3.5-microsecond delayed version of itself . Using this
type of comparision, information can be obtained about
deviations in the optical carrier frequency. This enhancement allows the HP 71.4OOAto measure laser linewidths
as low as 225 kHz and frequency chirp (up to t22 GHz)
over a wavelength range of tzso to 1600 nm.
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